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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This study was commissioned by the World Heritage Unit of the Department of the
Environment, Sport and Territories, to investigate, through a study of convict places
internationally and within Australia, the appropriateness of a nomination of Australian
convict transportation places for inscription on the World Heritage List, and to identify
gaps in the knowledge base of convict places.
The study was structured within a framework for World Heritage assessment prepared
for the Department in 1992. In this report the international historical context for convict
transportation is established, and themes of universal significance identified. The
history of Australian convict transportation is then presented, and the relevance of the
global themes to the Australian experience is identified. Places relating to convict
transportation are then identified, and available information assessed, so that the
relationship of these places to the global themes can be determined. This resulted in a
short-list of places being identified which appeared to be of substantial importance in
the context of the global themes.
The short-listed places are then assessed with regards to their authenticity and degree of
protective management, and against the criteria for World Heritage Listing. This
reduced to eight the number of places thought to merit further investigation and
assessment for possible nomination as a series-nomination for World Heritage Listing.
Gaps in the information are identified, and an extensive bibliography relating to
international and Australian convict transportation is provided.
The report recommends that the Department undertake further research, site
investigation and assessment of a series of eight places, in conjunction with the
necessary consultation with state authorities, in order to prepare a series nomination of
Australian convict transportation places for World Heritage Listing.
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11.
1. 1

INTRODUCTION
THE TASK AND CONSULTANTS

Scope of the work
The Brief for this project, prepared by the Department of Environment, Sport and
Territories, indicated that:
"this study is intended to identify those places associated with convicts or
transportation of convicts to Australia which may be considered for further
detailed assessment for World Heritage values. The study also aims to identify
any significant gaps in the knowledge base of convict sites".
The Brief required the consultants to:
•

collate and present information describing the cultural values of convict
sites that might be suitable for consideration for the World Heritage List

•

provide an initial assessment of these values against the World Heritage
criteria, together with justification of those assessments

•

address the themes of transportation of convicts in comparison with
other forms of forced movement of people, and other penal processes

The consultants approached the task by applying the Frame'rvorkfor the assessment of
Australia's cliltural properties against the World Heritage criteria (Domicelj, Halliday
and James no date), as describe at 1.2 below. This required:
•

investigating the international context for convictism, and identifying
themes of global significance, as described in Section 2;

•

investigating the Australian context for convict transp0l1ation, and
assessing how the global themes apply to the Australian experience, as
described in Section 3;

•

applying the criteria of authenticity and management as required for
World Heritage assessment;

•

assessing selected Australian places against the World Heritage criteria.

The consultants
The Project was undertaken by Dr Michael Pearson and Mr Duncan Marshall, with
material overviewed and discussed at critical stages by Ms Joan DomiceJj.

1.2

DEFINITIONS

Definition of some commonly used terms
•

'convict' means a person convicted of a crime. For the purposes of
this study the term 'convict' does not include persons sentenced within
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Australia, unless the sentence is for the secondary punishment of a
transported convict.
•

'convict transportation' means the removal of convicts from their
country of residence to another country, usually a colony, in order to
serve out their sentence there.

•

'secondary punishment' means the re-conviction of a transported
convict for a crime committed while en-route to, or after arrival in the
colony. Secondary punishment was usually harsher than that received
by other convicts, but has come to represent the 'normal' convict
experience in many popular accounts of convictism. Fear of secondary
punishment was used to control convicts within the colony, and to deter
people from committing crime in Britain.

•

'convict place' means a place associated with the direct control,
housing, punishment and utilisation of transported convicts by the
government, through its convict administration. Privately built and
owned buildings are included in the definition of 'convict place' only
where it can be shown that the building was built exclusively for, and
used for, the housing and control of assigned convicts.

•

'assignment' refers to the system operating in Australia (and some
other British colonies) whereby convicts still serving sentences were
formally allocated or 'assigned' to settlers according to a formula
relating to land-ownership and investment. Assigned convicts were tied
to a designated 'master' to whom they had been assigned as servants,
and the master could seek corporal punishment of the assigned servant
via a local magistrate for misdemeanours or poor work. Assigned
convicts worked commonly as shepherds, stock-keepers, agricultural
labourers, 'mechanics' and domestic servants, and were guaranteed
only their rations for such labour. In Western Australia a system of
more closely controlled fixed-term contract assignment, administered
from 'hiring depots', operated for some years prior to 1857.

•

a 'ticket-of-leave' was in effect a form of parole available to wellbehaved convicts after a set proportion of their sentence had been
served, which enabled the convict to engage in paid work on his or her
own behalf (Shaw 1966:229). The system operated in all the Australian
colonies receiving convicts. The Ticket-of-leave gave the convict a
degree of choice in their employment and employer that was not
available to assigned convicts, though they still had to report at set
intervals to local magistrates, and to indicate their changes in
employment or location of work.

•

the 'probation system' was a system of convict labour introduced in
Tasmania between 1839 - 43 in response to dissatisfaction with the
assignment system. Convicts were to serve an initial fixed period of
labour in gangs working from 'probation stations', followed by a staged
progression of less severe punishment at the stations, and finally
gaining a conditional release through a ticket-of-leave. Assignment was
replaced by a system of probation passes, which enabled a convict,
following the probation period, to be hired out to settlers on short term
contracts, until they earned a ticket-of-leave.

•

'hulks' were ships stripped of their rigging and adapted to house
convicts. They were used in Britain to house convicts working on
harbour works or awaiting transportation, and in a number of colonies
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to house convicts working on short-term projects, or when land-based
accommodation was insufficient.

1.3

•

'forced migration' is used here to mean all the forms of involuntary
movement of people from their home country.

•

'slavery' is the imposition on an individual of the status of human
chattel, in which the person is made the legal property of another. The
slave loses his or her freedom totally and in perpetuity, usually with no
expectation of ever achieving freedom, and the same status is imposed
automatically upon the children of a slave.

•

'indentured labour' or 'contract labour' is where a contract has
been entered into to transport a person to another place for a fixed
period, and to have full use of the person's labour for that period. In
some cases the contract is entered into voluntarily, in which case it is not
forced migration in the sense that slavery and convict transportation is.
In other cases the contract may have been entered into by a third partyfamily, master, abductor or government-in which case it is forced
migration. In either case, the indentured labourer has sold their services
absolutely, and may often experience a state of semi-slavery for the
contract period.

•

'exile' means a person banished, deported or transported from their
country or location of residence by the government for crimes against
the state, usually relating to political beliefs or actions.

•

'vagabonds' is used here as the general term to describe a class of
people often subject to imprisonment and transportation in several
countries of Europe from the sixteenth to the nineteenth centuries. In
Britain 'rogues' and other dangerous idle persons were controlled by the
Vagrancy Act, which first appeared in 1547 and was subsequently
repealed and re-enacted several times through to the late seventeenth
century, and similar laws in Ireland allowed the transportation of the
homeless poor into the mid-eighteenth century. In Spain, laws in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries allowed the sentencing to hard
labour of 'vagrants, gypsies and other undesirables', and in the
eighteenth century they could be sent to the overseas Presidios, or
military colonies. In France laws for the transportation of habitual petty
criminals were enacted as late as the 1850s. (Shaw 1966; Pike 1983;
Wilcox 1931).

IDENTIFYING AND ASSESSING PLACES OF WORLD HERITAGE
SIGNIFICANCE

A Model for Assessing World Heritage Values
In 1992 the Commonwealth commissioned a major study to provide a detailed
framework for the assessment of Australia's cultural properties against the World
Heritage criteria (Domicelj, Halliday and James no date). The study included a model
for the assessment of cultural properties and the development of a tentative list. The
model is summarised for historic places at Table 1.
Table 1

Model for Assessing World Heritage Values

3
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Step in

Identification Task or Sieve

4

I

Comment on Task or Sieve

Process
Step A

Identification of Historic Themes

. ·.· . ·.· ·.. T·ld~·~~if; . ~h~~~·~ . ~f·~~~~·~~~·di·~·~

.

"s'~~~"B""""'''''''''''Ts'i~~~''l''~'Gl~'b~'i''c~~~~~~···

I
I

.

I

s·~~~··c

. · ·.·.

rid~~~i·fi~~~i~~·~f·H·i~·~~;i~·pi~~·~~

Irelated to the Theme of

I

Outstanding Universal Value

. s·~~~·D ·..· · · . ·Ts·i~~~·2 . ~·A~~h~~~i~i~; . ~~·d
i Management

I

. s·~~~·E · · ·..··Ts·i~~~·~ . ~·Gl~b;i . c~~~·~~~ . ·
I
!

I

..····..···········..·..·..···········t..····..··············

Step F

ISieve 4 - Criteria
l

Iuniversal value compared to important

!universal, outstanding national or

I

important national themes

·..r ·
i

··

·, ·

.

I

.

. .

T·ld~·~~if;·;·i~~~~ ~·hi~h ~;~ ~~~h~~~i~·~~d·

..

!well managed compared to places not

I

authentic or not well managed

.

. .

.

T·ld~·~·~if;·;·i·~~·~·~ ~·hi~h ~~ ~~·~~~~·i~i ~~

.

!the theme of outstanding universal
!value compared to those places which

I

are integral or peripheral
"

~

!Identify individual places satisfying one
!or more of the criteria (that is, are

Iessential at Step E) or those series of
!places satisfying one or more of the

I

criteria (that is, are integral at Step E)

While the model is intended to assist in the broader process of developing a tentative list
of Australian cultural properties worthy of consideration for World Heritage listing, it
has another use in the case of assessing particular themes, regions or places. For the
Convict Places study, the process is similar, given that the general historic theme (Step
A) is already defined-convict transportation. Step B requires the establishment of the
broader world context for convict transportation in order to identify (a) whether the
story of convict transportation is of sufficient significance in a world view to be
considered of outstanding universal value, and (b) whether the Australian 'story' forms
a significant part of the convict theme of outstanding universal value.
World Heritage Criteria are listed and applied to Australian convict places at Section 7.

.
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The model is used as the basis for the analysis and tentative assessment of convict
places in Australia. However, given the limited desk-top nature of the project, some of
the steps in the model cannot be fully pursued in this report, and it is recommended that
further research is required to complete the task. The further work c011sidered
necessary is discussed in section 8.

1.4
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2.

CONVICTISM AS AN INTERNATIONALLY
SIGNIFICANT THEME

There are two historical themes of global migration that need to be examined to be able
to put convict transportation into its international context. These themes are slavery and
contract or indentured labour, both of which are examined here in the context of forced
migration. Once these themes are examined, the role of convictism as an internationally
significant theme of human movement is examined.

2.1

SLAVERY IN THE CONTEXT OF FORCED MIGRATION

The migration of human populations has been a phenomenon of human history
reaching back into prehistory. Mass migration over considerable distances can be a
matter of free choice, or it can be the result of varying degrees of coercion and force.
SlavelY is the most extreme example of forced migration. Slavery is the imposition on
an individual of the status of human chattel, in which the person is made the legal
property of another. The most important distinction between slavery and the status
experienced by convicts and indentured labourers is that the slave looses his or her
freedom totally and in perpetuity, usually with no expectation of ever achieving
freedom, and the same status is imposed automatically upon the children of a slave.
SlavelY usually involved the forced removal of native peoples from a country other than
that of the slavers, usually an 'undeveloped' or a 'subject' country. By contrast,
convict transportation involved the removal of criminal and political prisoners, and
sometimes common vagabonds, from their own country, or from a European power's
colonies, to a distant location, usually overseas. Contract labour involved the transfer
of an individual's labour to another country or colony for a stated period by way of
legal contract. The contract labourer could come from the colonising country, from
another European country, or from some other place, often a country with a greater
population but fewer employment opportunities.
SlavelY has existed since at least classical times in Europe. Slavery is difficult to
identify in pre-literate societies, as it results in few identifiable archaeological signs. It
does not appear to have existed within Celtic society in western Europe, except where
the influence of the Roman empire was felt and a market for the export of slaves was
created (Piggott 1965: 227).
Slave numbers in ancient Greece are difficult to calculate, but estimates range from 80100,000 for 5th and 4th century BC Athens, to 20,000 for late 4th centmy BC Athens
or about one slave for evelY three adult free persons (Finlay 1959: 58-9; Jones 1956:
3). Slaves in ancient Greece were used as domestic servants, in industry and in
administration, but few were used in agriculture. In the fifth century BC there were
about 10,000 slaves employed at the silver mines at Laurium, either owned by mine
operators and smelters, or leased out by other owners to miners (Jones 1956: 1-15).
Sources of slaves were warfare, trade and capture on the edges of the settled Greek
world among the 'barbarians', and to a lesser extent natural increase, penal servitude,
and abandoned children. Most Greek slaves were therefore non-Greeks (Finley
1959:53-72).
Slavery was practiced by the Etruscans in Italy, and the practice increased with the
extension of Roman power throughout Italy. In 357 BC a tax was imposed on
manumission (the freeing of slaves), and by 209 BC the amount accumulated from this
source suggests that in the order of 1,350 slaves were freed each year (Scullard 1961:
352). Freed slaves were given full political rights as citizens.
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In Republican Rome slaves were also used extensively in the silver mines near
Cartagena in Spain, 40,000 being reported as being employed there at one time. Slaves
also provided labour on the growing agricultural estates of the Roman aristocracy,
made wealthy by the fortunes of empire. Imperial wars put large numbers of slaves
onto the market, through the enslavement of prisoners of war and defeated peoples, and
the offspring of these slaves continued the supply into later periods (Jones 1956: 1-15).
Transportation, in the case of both Greece and Rome, was from the edges of empire to
the centre, the opposite to the later pattern established for convict transportation.
In ancient Rome all servants were slaves, and households had many of them, even
relatively humble households often having one or two slaves. Sometimes the situation
of the slave was confusing, as in the case of Roman naval fleets where the ship captains
were imperial slaves, and the Admirals imperial freedmen, while common sailors were
free men. Similarly there were cases where a bailiff or estate manager was a slave
while the tenant workers were free. This has been explained as a result of the Roman
concepts of freedom, wherein free men were unwilling to act in positions where they
had to obey the orders of an employer (Jones 1956: 1-15).
Slavery was common in Europe during the post-classical and medieval periods. In
Germany up to 400 AD, slaves were largely used as an agricultural and pastoral
workforce. They worked land on which they lived, giving the owner a set amount of
produce at set intervals, but appear to have been able to accumulate excess produce for
their own benefit. They were, however, still slaves rather than serfs, the master still
being able to punish, sell or kill them with impunity, and the slave was inherited by the
next of kin on death of the master. Slaves came mainly from outside Germany, either
as prisoners resulting from direct warfare, or via traders dealing in the war-captures of
others further away (Thompson 1957: 191-203).
The British Celtic tribes supplied slaves to the Roman world, but there is no evidence
that slavery existed there before the market demands of the classical world reached the
island. However, slavery existed in Anglo-Saxon Britain, and there were other degrees
of bondage, which, while not complying with the definition of 'slavery', still meant
that individuals were not free in the modern sense. Between 1066 and 1307 "by far the
greater number of people living in rural England were personally unfree, people
generally described throughout the middle ages as villeins" (Stenton 1965: 138). The
social status of the villeins was so low in the early part of that period that they were
described as 'slaves' in the Domesday Book (1086). However, with the increasing
control of the crown and the law, slaves had became partially-free 'villeins' by the
thirteenth century. One reason given for this change from slave to villein status was
that, in the climate of increasingly centralised power and the rule of law, the master was
totally responsible for the slave's actions (and crimes), whereas the villein, with partial
freedoms, was responsible in law for his own actions (Stenton 1965).
While these early examples of slavery are of interest in the broader picture of forced
labour, it was the African slave trade that came to be the largest experience of slavery in
world history.
The African slave trade was initially controlled largely by the Portuguese and the Dutch.
Portugal financed its maritime-based imperial expansion down the west coast of Africa
from about 1442 through slavery. Slaves were initially obtained by raiding undefended
villages in the Canary Islands, the Sahara littoral and in the Senegal region, then by
trade with African chiefs and traders. The trade was initially conducted from ships, but
this was soon supplemented by the establishment of 'factories' or trading posts ashore,
commencing with that at Argium in 1445, reinforced with a castle 10 years later. This
was the start of a chain of fOltified factories established along the African and Asian
coasts as far as the Moluccas (Boxer 1977: 24-25). Something like 150,000 African
slaves were probably secured by the Portuguese between 1450 and 1500 (Boxer 1977:
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31). These slaves were sold in Lisbon, or used in the Portuguese colonies. The first
shipload of slaves to the Americas was in 1502, when slaves were delivered to
Hispaniola, the start of a trade from West Africa which continued for 386 years (Dow
1970: 1).
By the early 18th century the slave trade from West Africa was largely to the tobacco
and sugar plantations and mines of Brazil, with some 16,000 to 19,000 slaves annually
coming from Whydah and Angola. The main trade item exchanged for slaves was third
grade Brazilian tobacco (Boxer 1977: 171).
The Dutch came to dominate the African slave trade, briefly, in the mid-seventeenth
century. Initially, the British largely relied on the Dutch trade. Between 1640, when
the British commenced sugar cultivation in Barbados, and 1651, the slave population
there increased from 1,000 to 20,000, mainly supplied by the Dutch. Slaves were also
in demand in the British North American colonial plantations. The Barbados slave
population had doubled again by 1673, but by now the slaves were African slaves reexported from British Jamaica. Jamaica replaced Dutch Curacao as the entrepot for the
importation of African slaves, and the prosperity of Liverpool and Bristol during the
next century and a half was based on the slave trade (Hill 1969: 140-2).
Britain was involved in the slave trade from an early date, Sir John Hawkins
transporting slaves from Guinea to America in 1562 (Dow 1970: 3). The importation
of African slaves into Britain commenced soon after. In 1664 Britain seized the Dutch
stations on the West African coast and hence broke the Dutch monopoly on the slave
trade, and held possession of two of the stations when peace was reached (Hill 1969:
185). Britain seized New York from the Dutch in the same year, and retained it after
the peace, excluding the Dutch from the North American trade. One of the British
African stations in Ghana, Cape Coast Castle, became the location for an aborted
convict settlement in the late eighteenth century.
The war of 1702-13 between Britain and France and Spain ended in the Treaty of
Utrecht, by which Britain acquired, among other things, Fort James in Senegambia,
and the monopoly over the supply of slaves to Spanish America (Hill 1969: 225).
However, all the European powers retained their involvement in the trade, there being
no fewer than forty forts and factories on the west African coast in 1790; fomieen
British, fifteen Dutch, four Portuguese, four Danish and three French (Dow 1970: 45).

Spain relied to some degree on North African slaves to man its Mediterranean galley
fleet. Slaves worked beside convicts, and often held positions assisting the officials
within the administration system and on the galleys. Some slaves were sold for labour
in the mines at Almaden in Spain. Slave numbers peaked at the galleys in Cartagena at
1,260 in 1763, then rapidly decreased as treaties were struck with North African states.
A treaty with Morocco in 1766 resulted in 800 Moroccan slaves being freed, and 1,248
Algerians were freed under a treaty in the following year. By the 1780s only a small
number of Turks and Algerians remained as slaves at Cartagena. Penal servitude
increased to take the place of the reducing number of slaves (Pike 1983: 69).
Pressure for the abolition of slavery on humanitarian grounds mounted in the eighteenth
century. SlavelY was abolished in England itself in 1772. The slave trade in the
British colonies (and in the USA) was abolished in 1807, but slavery as an institution
was not abolished throughout the British Empire until 1833. Emancipation of slaves
was completed in Portugal itself in 1773, but the slave trade in the Portuguese colonies
was not abolished until 1830 (Boxer 1977: 265-6; Dow 1970: 14). Denmark abolished
its slave trade in 1812, Holland in 1814, France in 1818, and Spain in 1820, though
full emancipation in their colonies occurred after those dates. Slavery was not abolished
in Brazil until 1888 (Dow 1970: 14).
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Cuban ships operated on what is now the Liberian coast in the early 19th century, and
between 1822 and 1839 transported an estimated 5,000 slaves annually to Cuba, Puerto
Rica, South Carolina, Georgia and Brazil. The slave factories along the Sierra Leone
and Liberian coasts were all destroyed by the abolitionist countries by 1847, but the
trade was continued from inland bases (Dow 1970: 16-17).
Slavery was not restricted to Europe and Africa. The extent of slavery in south east
Asia is described by Steinberg:
'In the eighteenth century, slavery was practiced through most of South-east
Asia. There were hereditary, nonhereditary, temporary and permanent slaves.
Heriditary, nonredeemable slaves were usually descended from war captives,
criminals, or traitors, or were the result of slave raids into the highlands. In the
archipelago, both Christian and Muslim law forbade the enslavement of
believers. Since, however, it allowed that of infidels, there were some Muslim
slaves in the Philippines, Christian slaves from the Biscayas over wide areas of
the archipelago, and animist slaves in almost all of the state societies of the
islands, including the Dutch in Indonesia. In Burma, Cambodia, and peninsular
Siam, there were monastery slaves who lived in villages as ordinary peasants
and devoted the produce of their assigned lands to the upkeep of Buddhist
monastic establishments. In Vietnam, those who entered slavery as punishment
for crimes were often sent to military camps in frontier areas to open up new
lands for cultivation. They could become peasant farmers on the land they
worked when their sentences as labor slaves expired. Apart from ordinary
slaves in Java, there were a number of slaves outcaste communities serving the
state in special functions like rope-twisting and maintaining harbour fire
beacons. Usually they were outsiders by origin or had fallen by their actions
from positions of respect. These people, few in number, were never
extensively employed outside personal household service for the elite.'
(Steinberg 1985: 15)
Debt bondage was much more common than outright slavery in the late 18th century in
Siam, Burma and perhaps Malaya. Where a debt could not be repaid in the due time,
the borrower and his dependents were bondsmen until the debt was cleared. This
meant working for the creditor at no wage, so repayment of debt was hard, and many
were bonded for life (Steinberg 1985: 16).
Raffles, during his governorship of Java, made efforts to try to limit slavery in the
Indonesian archipelago, knowing that at the time it was too firmly entrenched to totally
abolish. He imposed a tax of the keeping of slaves in 1812, forbad the importation of
slaves into Java in 1813, later outlawing it throughout the archipelago. He also
abolished the practice of debt bondage. While slavery was not abolished, Raffles'
action greatly reduced the number of slaves. While the Dutch administration later
retained Raffles' reforms, it appears not to have strenuously implemented them (Hall
1970: 486, 541). British rule in Malaya and Borneo in the late nineteenth century saw
the abolition of slavery in those areas, and Britain was attempting to stop slave raiding
in Burma in the 1870s (Hall 1970: 556, 629). The Thai King Rama V in 1874 ended
the practice of the children of slaves being born as slaves, and outlawed debt bondage
in Thailand (Hall 1970: 672).
2. 2

ASSESSMENT-SLAVERY

Between 1492 and 1820 an estimated 8 million African slaves were taken to the
plantations of tropical and sub-tropical America. Between 1821 and 1888 a further 2
million African slaves were shipped to American plantations and coastal areas (Van Den
Boogaart & Emmer 1986:3-4).
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This provides a context for the comparison of the impact of convict transportation and
slavery. Against the 10 million African slaves, the numbers of convicts sent out of
Europe would appear to be about 400,000, to which should be added estimates of
between 5 and 18 million exiles sent to Siberia, of whom perhaps less than 500,000
were convicts (figures are detailed in Table 2 of the original report, and below for
Siberia)
Slavery differed from convict transportation in that it was a commercial trade to supply
labour for domestic and colonial industries. It satisfied the first of the themes identified
as being of universal significance about convict transportation, and in some situations
could be interpreted as satisfying the third theme, in that it furthers the expansion of
colonial objectives. It differed from convict transportation in that it was not a system
inflicted upon the citizens of the country benefitting from the labour, and was not
motivated by any desire to solve internal social problems within those countries. The
role of government was much further removed than in the case of convict
transportation. Possibly because of those differences slavery effected its victims in
numbers that stagger the imagination, and was accompanied by cruelty that was seldom
matched in convict transportation.
Slavery is a phenomenon of profound importance to human history, and deserves to be
studied globally in terms of its world heritage manifestations. However, it is
sufficiently distinct from convict transportation to be studied in its own right, and
should not be mtificially grouped with convict transportation, or indentured labour, in
the world heritage assessment context.

2.3

CONTRACT LABOUR IN THE CONTEXT OF FORCED MIGRATION

Contract, or indentured labour had one characteristic that distinguished it from slavery
and convict transpOltation: it was usually voluntary, and in the overwhelming
proportion of cases was for a fixed period of time. In the cases where it was not
voluntary but coerced, it could be seen as a form of semi-slavery. To the extent that it
was voluntary, which seems to have been the most common condition, contract labour
should not be classified as forced migration. It has been argued that it is the social
experiences intrinsic in the two states, rather than the legal argument, that distinguishes
slave and servant (or in the context of this report, a contract labourer), and for many
contract workers, and especially for convicts (transported to the Americas as contract
labourers), their actual experience as labourers was, for the contracted period, little
removed from that of slaves (Beckles 1989:7-8).
Most contract labour from Europe to the new world was velY largely a matter of
voluntary choice, and to some extent might be seen as a form of 'assisted passage'. In
the Americas the European contract labour often preceded slave labour on the
plantations.
In the case of contract labour originating in Europe, the contract was usually arranged
in one of four ways:
(1)

recruitment in the home village by an employer or agent, with that person
organising the legal arrangements for transportation to the destination;

(2)

recruitment by a merchant who would contract the person, arrange their
transportation overseas, then auction the indenture to the future employer upon
arrival in the colony;
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Table 1: Estimates of number invoh'ed in contract labour.
(Engerman 1986:272)
from India

from China

from Japan

from Java
from Portuguese
Islands (Azores,
Canaries)

from Pacific
Islands

from Africa

from Angola

to the Caribbean region,

1838-1918

543,300

to Mauritius and Reunion

1826-1910

538,700

to Natal and Mombassa

1860-1922

191,900

to MaJaya

1844-1910

249,800

to Fiji

1878-1917

61,000

Total
to the Carribean region
(l24,800 to Cuba)

1848-1884

142,600

to Peru

1849-1874

90,000

Hawaii

1865-1899

33,600

to Transvaal

1904-1907

63,700

Total
to Hawaii

1868-1899

329,900
65,000

to Peru

1898-1923

17,800

Total
to Surinam

1890-1904

82,800
33,000

to Hawaii

1878-1899

10,800

to British Guaina and
West Indies

1835-1881

41,000

Total
to Australia

1863-1904

50,800
61,200

to elsewhere in Pacific

1863-1914

40,000

to Peru

1862-1863

3,500

Total
to Caribbean region

1834-1867

104,700
57,900

to Reunion

1848-1861

34,300

1876-1915

92,200
96,500

Total
toSaoTome& Principe
GRAND TOTAL

1,584,700

2,374,600
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(3)

sale by the government of political prisoners, convicts or 'undesirables', such
as vagabonds, to merchants who arranged their transportation overseas, and the
subsequent sale of their indentures to colonists once in the colony; and

(4).

individuals paying their own passage to the colony, and indenturing themselves
on arrival. (Beckles 1989:2)

In the case of Asian, African and Pacific Islander contract labour, the degree of free will
in the initial contract was sometimes minimal or totally lacking, being more akin to
slavery or the forced indenturing of convicts. The 'contract' in these cases might be
forced by raiding European agents, or by tribal or familial obligation or force.
Since the advent of the modern era (for the purposes of this discussion, since the 16th
century) slave and contract labour have been used to make possible labour-intensive
projects, in locations where the free labour market was either of insufficient size or
would have demanded exorbitantly high wages. Convict transportation seems to have
shared that motivation in only a few cases-it was more often linked to issues of law
and order, political control and population control in European metropolitan areas, and
to the colonial aspirations of European states.
By far the greatest trade in contract labour was from India, South-East Asia, China and
the Pacific. Chinese and Indian contract workers to a large extent solved the labour
shortage on the plantations in the Caribbean, South America and islands of Reunion
and Mauritius in the Indian Ocean resulting from the cessation of the slave trade and
subsequently the emancipation of slaves (Van Den Boorgaart & Emmer 1986:8-9).
The other main markets for contract labour from China and India were the plantation
economies established by European powers on the rim of both the Pacific and Indian
Oceans. The expansion in these areas coincided with the moves in Europe and the
Atlantic rim to abolish slavery, and the reliance on contract labour to provide the large
number of workers required for the new plantations might be explained as a more
morally acceptable and cost effective replacement for slavery (Engerman 1986: 265).
The contract labour trade involved many nationalities and many destinations. From
South East Asia and the Pacific alone the trade was complex: Javanese went to
Sumatra, Malacca and Surinam; North Vietnamese to Cochinchina and New Caledonia
and elsewhere in the Pacific; Filipinos, Chinese and Japanese to Hawaii, Guam, Peru,
South Africa and continental USA; Melanesians and other Pacific Islanders to Australia,
Fiji and Peru; Chinese, Malays and Javanese to Mauritius and Reunion Islands and
South Africa. (Van Den Boogaart & Emmer 1986: 4-5; Steinberg 1985: 242, Scarr
1984). Parallelling the formal contract labour from India and China, there was also a
substantial free emigration from those countries into South-East Asia and the Pacific /
Indian Ocean rim countries.
Engerman's estimates the numbers involved in non-European contract labour in the
nineteenth and twentieth century are shown in Table 1. Engerman's figures do not
include some of the movements listed above, but they are a useful attempt to quantify
the scale of the contract labour movement. These estimates show the non-European
contract labour trade to have involved over 2.3 million people, of whom over 1.5
million were Indians.
The following descriptions of the trade concentrate on the Australian-Pacific region.
Fiji attracted labour from the Pacific Islands and fmther afield. Pacific Islanders from
Tonga, Samoa, Tuvalu, Kiribati, and 4,000 labourers from Melanesia arrived there
before 1875. A further 23,000 Melanesians were impOlted to the plantation between
1877 and the cessation of recruitment in 1911 (Scarr 1984: 78; Scarr 1990: 172). Most
of the Melanesian workers were returned to their homes at the end of their contracts.
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Indian indentured labour was imported to Fiji from 1879, and 60,969 arrived before the
indenture system was abolished by the Indian government in 1916. The recruitment of
Indian labourers was an'anged by agents licensed by the Indian Government, operating
through depots in Calcutta, and after 1900 also in Madras (Scarr 1984: 79-81). Labour
was contracted to the employer for five years, in return for the 23 pounds passage
money (a third of it paid by the Fijian government) and up to one shilling a day to the
labourer for a 50 hour week. Free return passage was available after 10 years, that is
five years after the indenture expired. 40,000, or 60% of the contract labourers, chose
to stay in Fiji (Scarr 1984: 96-98). The indenture laws were heavily waited in favour
of the employer, and labour conditions were harsh but, apparently, more desirable than
returning to India.

In Malaysia, Indian indentured labourers began to arrive in large numbers in 1883
(though some contract labour had gone to Malaya from as early as 1844), and their
number increased immensely as the rubber industry developed in the first decade of the
twentieth century. The indentures were from three to five years, with the option of
staying on when the contract had expired. The older indentured system, in which
recruitment agents worked on behalf of specific growers, was replaced by a
government-organised recruitment pool established in Madras in 1907, funded by
contributions from Malayan growers, and recruiting workers who could work on any
plantation. The success of the new recruitment system led to the abolition of the
indenture system in 1910 on the insistence of the government of India. The Federated
Malay States set up a labour department in 1912 to oversee labour conditions for Indian
and Chinese workers, and minimum standards were established for housing and health
(Turnbull 1989: 176). It is estimated that nearly a quarter of a million Indians reached
Malaya as contract labourers over the period (see Table 1).
It has been observed by Dorothy Shineberg that the origins of Australian recruitment of
Melanesian labourers was directly linked to the practice of hiring Islanders in the
sandalwood trade, both as gatherers and processors of the timber, and as crews of the
ships trading among the islands. Ben Boyd's first venture in Melanesian contract
labour in 1847 was guided by a sandalwooder, and the ship first recruiting for the
Queensland trade in 1863 was manned by Islanders experienced in the sandalwood
trade and the recruitment of Islanders for it. Shineberg concludes that contract labour
for Europeans was a thing already familiar to many inhabitants of the sandalwood
islands long before the labour trade to Queensland and Fiji commenced (Shineberg
1967:193).

Benjamin Boyd was the first to bring indentured Pacific Islander labour to Australia.
His ship Velocity, under the command of Captain Kirsopp, brought 65 Melanesians
from Lifu in the Loyalty Islands and Tana and Anteityum in the New Hebrides to his
base at Twofold Bay in 1847. They had marked ('signed') contracts for five year's
service to Boyd in either his maritime or pastoral enterprises, in return for rations and
26 shillings per year. A second shipload of 54 men and three women Islanders was
brought in by Boyd later in the year. However, local concern at the plight of the
Islanders led the government to act to disallow the indentures, and the Islanders
gravitated back to Sydney. There was no formal attempt to repatriate the Islanders,
some dying in Australia, others taking work in the shipping industry to try to return
home, and some being taken back, though not necessarily to their own islands, by the
French ship Arche d'Alliance (Diamond 1988: 126-40).
The Islanders recruited for the Queensland cane fields carne from the New Hebrides
(now Vanuatu) and Solomon Islands. Over 60,000 Islanders were brought to
Queensland over a period of forty years, until the trade was ended in 1904. The first
year of the Queensland trade coincided with a recruitment raid through the Pacific by
ships bringing purportedly 'freely-recruited' Islanders to Peru. Approximately 3,500
Islanders were removed from their islands to Peruvian cotton and rice plantations in a
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six-month period in 1862-63. All but a few hundred died before they could be returned
to their islands following international diplomatic lobbying (Maude 1981).
In the first period of the Queensland trade from 1863 to 1875, when 10,500 Islanders
were recruited, there is considerable evidence that recruitment was mostly by illegal
methods, usually kidnap. In the following decade Government regulations tightened
the trade, and most of the 24,000 Islanders brought to Queensland were legally
recruited for three year periods. Government agents were appointed to ensure that the
recruits understood what they were contracting for, but it is clear that this was not
always achieved. In the following two decades to 1904, a further 26,000 Islanders
came to Queensland, many of them second or third time recruits, and increasingly the
Islanders understood the contract and sought the opportunity to travel to Australia
(Moore 1979: 12, 18-19).
After the passing of the Pacific h'lander Lahourers Act of 1901, the majori ty of Pacific
Islanders not already repatriated from Queensland were returned to the islands, a task
completed by 1907. About 2,000 were allowed to stay in Australia due to long-term
residence or having established families here, and these are represented by about
10,000 descendants today (Moore 1979: 44).
Whiie Queensland and Fiji were the largest employers of Pacific Islander labour, others
were also involved. Several thousand New Hebrideans and somewhat less than a
thousand Solomon Islanders were taken to New Caledonia, some 2,000 Solomon
Islanders went to Samoa, and 550 New Hebrideans were taken to Hawaii (Howe 1984:
329). The pattern of labour recruitment in the Pacific is documented more fully by
Scarr(1990: 172-184) and Howe (1984: 328-343). In all some 100,000 Melanesian
people were involved in the labour trade. The trade cannot be categorised as simply
'kidnapping', because to do so, as Corris says, woul d be to believe that two
generations of Islanders "were so witless as to stand about on their beaches year after
year and allow themselves to be kidnapped by a handful of Europeans and their
henchmen. The 'blackbirding' interpretation...denies more than 100,000 Melanesians
their humanity" (Corris quoted in Howe 1984: 338).

2.4

ASSESSMENT OF CONTRACT LABOUR

As indicated at the start of this section, contract labour can only be seen as forced
migration when it was the result of coercion rather than the voluntary decisions of those
contracted. There is little evidence that, forthe majority of the labourers, the contract
was not voluntary. Even in the case of the Pacific Islanders, while early recruitment
was certainly based on kidnapping and lack of knowledge of consequences, in the later
period Islanders volunteered their services, many more than once. In the case of
Africa, where the slavery infrastructure and mentality was strong, there appears to have
been continued coercion, but as shown in Table 1, Africa only accounted for a small
proportion of the international contract labour movement.
In the case of the countries contributing the largest numbers of contract labourers, India
and China (making up 80% of the international movement), the period of contract
labour also saw large-scale free migration from those countries to the same destinations
as the contract labourers (among others). Probably for most individuals contracting out
their labour was seen as a means to an end-escaping social and economic conditions at
home, and looking forward to the prospect of at least an improved economic situation
in the new land. The fact that so many declined the opportunity to return to their homes
at the end of their contracts would suggest satisfaction with the new country and the
lifestyle there, or at least that the new situation was no worse than that left behind.
Even though contracts may have been voluntary, the potential and real abuses of the
contract labour system led to pressure in England and the USA. which succeeded in
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ending Chinese overseas contract labour in 1874 (mainly following their employment in
Cuba, which still employed slave labour). At the same time Indian contract migration
was extensively legal regulation, and was in turn abolished in 1916 (Van Den
Boorgaart & Emmer 1986:8-9).
Given the probably overwhelming extent to which the choice of contract labour was
freely taken, it is concluded that contract labour should not be considered as part of the
analysis of forced migration, and is hence not directly relevant to the analysis of
convict transportation as a theme of World Heritage significance.

2.5

CONVICT LABOUR IN CONTEXT

Convict transportation has to be seen in the wider context of migrant labour. The
statistics for forced migration of labour are not comprehensive, and as a result the date
ranges referred to in this section relate to data-availability, rather than to periods
specifically relevant to this study. Between 1492 and 1820 an estimated 8 million
African slaves were taken to the plantations of tropical and sub-tropical America. Of
the 2 million European migrants to the same region over the same period, 25% to 30%
were bonded labour of some sort (including convicts), or some 500,000-650,000
people. Between 1821 and 1920 a further 2 million African Slaves, and rather less than
1 million Asian contract workers were shipped to American plantations and coastal
areas, while 41 million Europeans, the vast majority of whom were free workers, went
to independent republics in the Americas (33 million to the USA). (Van Den Boogaart
& Emmer 1986:3-4). Of the total European migration to the Americas (43 million),
perhaps 100,000-150,000 were convicts.
In comparison, in the period before 1820 there was relatively little European migration
into Africa and Asia. Of the 995,000 taking passage with the Dutch East India
Company between 1602 and 1795, 379,000 returned. The net joint Portuguese,
Dutch, English and French outflow to Africa and Asia from 1500 to 1821 is estimated
at 2 million people, paralleling that to the Americas in the same period. The flow of
Asian and African slaves to the Cape Colony (South Africa) and other trading posts is
estimated at 100,000 people. (Van Den Boogaart & Emmer 1986:3-4)
Estimates for migration flows between 1800 and 1920 suggest:
•

approximately I million people departing from Europe to Africa

•

255,000 contract workers from the British East Indies and China to South
Africa

•

539,000 contract workers from the British East Indies and China to Mauritius
and Reunion.

•

2-3 million Europeans migrating to south Asiatic and Pacific colonies

•

500,000 Asiatic and Pacific contract workers from the Pacific to Australia, from
the British East Indies to Malacca, from China and Japan to Hawaii and other
countries

(Van Den Boogaart & Emmer 1986:4-5)
Against the 10 million African slaves brought to America before the the trade was
outlawed by Britain and the USA, and gradually dried up from the early-nineteenth
century, there were roughly 2 million contract workers originating from three
continents with three continents as destination. (Van Den Boogaart & Emmer 1986:4)
This does not take into account Russian migration to Siberia, which involved an
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estimated 2 million forced migrants between 1820 and 1920, and by some estimates 712 million people between the 1920s and 1940s (Dallin 1947:86).
This provides a context for the impact of convict transportation. While the numbers
involved in the transportation of convicts by Spain from the sixteenth to the eighteenth
centuries are hard to estimate (though it certainly was in the tens of thousands), the
following is an estimate of the numbers of convicts transported by all European
countries to particular regions of the world (figures are detailed in Table 2):
Convicts to:

•

Australia

•
the Americas, Carribean
and Atlantic colonies

162,000
100,000-150,000

•

South-East Asia and the Pacific

75,000

•

Africa

6,000

•

Siberia

2,000,000 (to 1920)
7-12,000,000 (post 1920)
(includes exiles and their families)

The interaction between slavery and contract labour is a subject of some historical
research. In some colonies slavery was replaced by contract labour, and subsequently
replaced again by slavery. In other colonies different pattems emerged, but there is a
very common history of the use of both types of labour, in some cases at the same
time, in working plantation economies. In the Americas convict labour was often
replaced by slave and indentured labour, while in Asia and the Pacific the pattern is one
of convicts being replaced by free or indentured labour. In both regions indentured
labour was used from the mid-nineteenth century onwards to open up new areas for
exploitation which had not earlier experienced slavery or the various forms of convict
and contract labour. (see Van Den Boogaart & Emmer 1986; Engerman 1986)
Table 2 summarises the global convict history, and Table 3 indicates a comparative
timeframe for that history.
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CONVICT
TRANSPORTATION
GLOBAL CONTEXT
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While the movement of slaves and processes of banishment had existed in antiquity,
punishment of criminals was usually by corporal punishment, fines, recruitment to the
almed forces, or sentences to slavery. In European countries prior to the sixteenth
century a similar pattern of treatment of criminals prevailed. From the sixteenth century
onwards the populations of many European countries commenced to increase at an
accelerated rate, with developments in both agricultural and industrial technology
progressively increasing the supply of food and goods to support more people, and
requiring more people in order to exploit the new technologies. The population of
Europe has been estimated to have increased from 95 million in 1600 to 130 million by
1700. This rate of increase was stimulated even further by the Industrial Revolution.
In this climate of increasing population the control of law and order and the punishment
of criminals almost became industries in their own right. The old methods of dealing
with criminals in a relatively small and stable population with little excess wealth were
not satisfactory in a world with booming numbers of people and economies which led
to the development of an urban under-class in which criminal activity was increasingly
prevelant. Large-scale wars, which became common in this period, created periods of
almost full employment because of the need for soldiers and for workers to provide the
supplies the armies required. These frequent periods of war were interspersed with
usually short periods of peace, which saw rapid reductions in the size of armies and
dramatic reductions in the amount of supplies they needed. This created periods of
high unemployment, during which many of the unemployed resorted to crime and
brigandry to make ends meet. Prisons, which had previously scarcely existed, became
a common feature of government control. Overcrowded prisons, and the potential of
using the manpower they contained, lead to increasing use of convicts on public works,
often directed towards preparing the country for the next inevitable war. This led in
turn to the use of convicts as a recruitment pool when war resumed, and their
sentencing to other forms of labour which took them away from the home country,
such as providing crews for the galleys which maintained the essential seaways of
many Mediterranean countries.
Spain took the next step in this process by sending convicts to its 'Presidios', or
military colonies, in North Africa. As the power and wealth of the major European
nations increased, colonial expansion became a common way of extending that power
and maintaining that wealth. The use of convicts as the labour force for such expansion
was a natural progression from their use for domestic public works and military duties.
Britain sent many of her convicts to the American colonies as forced indentured labour,
then to Australia. Spain sent hers to the Carribean and Mexico. Russia sent hers to
Siberia to tap the natural wealth of that under-populated extremity of her empire, and
France, the late-starter in the transportation game, sent hers to South America and the
Pacific.
In the following descriptions of convict transportation, reference is made to what little
information has been located describing buildings and sites associated with convicts.
Generally, this information is too restricted to enable meaningful comparison with
Australian places.

3.1

BRITISH CONVICT TRANSPORTATION

3.1.1 NORTH AMERICA
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The first coherent argument for the transportation of convicts for the purpose of
developing the British colonies of the New World was in 1611, when Governor Dale
of Virginia wrote to Secretary Salisbury "on account of the difficulty of procuring men
in so short a time
all offenders out of the common gaols should be sent for three
years to the colony as indentured servants." (Beckles 1989:56)
As a result of the American pressure, James I ruled in 1614 that judges could
'recommend' transportation to petty criminals, in lieu of capital punishment. As a
result convicts started to be sent in small numbers to the American colonies, and in
1615 a party of convicts was transported to the East Indies. However, relatively few
were transported before 1640, and after that date it was usually limited to political
prisoners, mostly sent to Virginia, with some going to Barbados and Jamaica. Until
1718 the operation of the Habeas Corpus Act, which forbad banishment or
transportation as a penalty, meant that transportation was a 'voluntary' choice of the
convicted, in return for commutation of their sentence. Under this system from 1661 to
1700 about 4,500 convicts were sent to the American (and Carribean) colonies, mostly
on seven year terms of indenture. (Smith 1947:91-98; Beckles 1989:56-7)
Convicts were supplied to merchants trading to the plantations as indentured labour, the
merchants providing the transportation and upkeep of the convicts until they were sold
by them as indentured labour to colonists in the Americas. Most convicts were used as
labour on the plantations in Virginia, with a small number going to Maryland before
that colony excluded them in 1676.
With the end of the wars with France in 1713 the problem of overcrowding of British
gaols increased, as forced recruitment of criminals into the army and navy, a common
remedy in times of war, could no longer be used. By this time Virginia had followed
Maryland in refusing fmiher convicts (Smith 1961). A new Act was passed in 1717
which had precedence over the Habeas Corpus Act and which became the cornerstone
of transportation throughout the century. It allowed direct sentencing to transportation
for 7 to 14 years, and it overrode Virginia and Maryland's objections to receiving
convicts. The new system was still based on private sector implementation, with
merchants being paid per head to transport and dispose of convicts as bonded labour in
the Americas. In periods of high demand for labour, such as between 1772 and 1775,
government payment to merchants was dropped. (Smith 1947: 110-115)
Between 1719 and 1772 approximately 30,000 convicts were transported from Britain,
17,740 of them being from the Home Counties and Newgate Prison. An additional
10,000 felons and vagabonds were transported from Ireland during the century. It is
estimated that 70% of all those tried and sentenced at the Old Bailey went to America.
Nearly all transported convicts went to Virginia and Maryland, with a few to South
Carolina, Nevis (Leeward Islands), Barbados, Pennsylvania and Jamaica. (Smith
1947:116-118,134)
While the American War of Independence stopped the large-scale transportation of
convicts from Britain, there were a few isolated cases of convicts being sent there as
indentured labour after 1775. In 1783 a shipload of 150 convicts bound for Nova
Scotia mutinied in the Channel, and 40 escaped. The remaining convicts were disposed
of in Baltimore. In 1784 a further 185 convicts left Britain on the Mercury, bound for
Baltimore. They mutinied in the Channel again, and 100 escaped at Torbay. The
remainder were taken on to Baltimore, where entry was refused, and the ship travelled
on to Honduras, where again the convicts were refused. (Frost 1994: 18-19).
Because transportation to the Americas was based on an indentured labour system, the
convicts were subject to the normal colonial civil law system. Hence there appears to
have been no separate convict establishment infrastructure, and no buildings erected
specifically for convict administration, unlike the situation in Australia.
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3.1. 2 BERMUDA
Convict transportation followed earlier slave labour in 1824, the convicts to work on
the fortified naval depot. This work was triggered by the War of 1812. Convicts
worked under free skilled tradesmen and overseers, and were guarded by 400 Royal
Marines.
Hulks were used as accommodation until a barrack was built ashore. Hulks and
barracks housed between them up to 1,400 convicts at anyone time. A total of about
9,000 convicts were sent to Bermuda before transportation was abolished in 1863.
Convicts sent to Bermuda were repatriated to Britain when their sentences had expired,
except for 462 sent from Bermuda and Gibraltar to Australia in 1848, for assignment
after part of their sentence had been served. About 200 convicts remaining under
sentence were transferred from Bermuda to Western Australia when the Belmuda penal
establishment was closed in 1863. (Shaw 1966; Nicholas 1988:31)

3.1. 3 BARBADOS
From 1661 to 1700 about 4,500 convicts were sent to the mainland American colonies
and Barbados, most on seven year tem1S of indenture. The exact proportion entering
Barbados has not been identified, but it must have been considerable in comparison
with the free population, given the apparent impact it had on the colony. In total,
Barbados is said to have received about 4,000 convicts by the early 19th century.
(Smith 1947:91-98; Beckles 1989:56-8).

3.1.4 GIBRALTAR
Convicts were transported to carry out fortification works at Gibraltar from 1842-1875.
They worked on the construction of breakwaters and forts. 9,000 convicts were sent
during the period, with about 1,000 being based there at anyone time. Convicts were
returned to Britain after the completion of their sentences, except for a number sent to
Australia for assignment in 1848.
(Shaw 1966; Nicholas 1988:31-2)

3.1. 5 HONDURAS
In 1784 a shipment of 185 convicts was sent to Baltimore (USA), where another
shipment had been sent in 1783. However, the convicts mutinied and set ashore in
Torbay, where 100 escaped. The remainder (84) were taken to Baltimore as planned,
but the ship was refused entry, and sailed on to Honduras. The Honduran authorities
also seem to have rejected the shipment, the ultimate fate of which is not known. (Frost
1994:19; Martin 1975).

3.1.6 NEWFOUNDLAND
A shipment of convicts was sent to Newfoundland under the indentured system in
1789, where they were received with much controversy. (Martin 1975).

3.1.7 GHANA
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Between 1755 and 1776 some 746 convicts were sent to Cape Coast Castle in what is
now Ghana. Despite high mortality rates, other West African locations were suggested
as convict settlements before the final decision was made to establish the convict colony
in New South Wales. Though its history as a convict colony was of short duration,
Cape Coast Castle remained the headquarters of British colonial administration in West
Africa until 1876. (Norton 1995; Nicholas 1988:30; Shaw 1966:43).

3.2

INDIAN CONVICT TRANSPORTATION

Indian convict transportation was an extension of the British penal system into the
administration of the Raj. Most convicts were Indians found guilty of crimes within
India, though the Indian penal settlements were also used to a small degree as
destinations for convicts transported from other British colonies in the Asian region.

3.2.1 ANDAMAN ISLANDS - INDIA
Convict transportation to the Andaman Islands can be roughly divided into four
periods: those from 1789-96, those from the 1857 mutiny until 1910, those from
1910-21 and those from 1932-37 (based on Sengupta 1994:32).
An Indian colonial penal settlement was established on the Andamans at Port
Cornwallis (now Port Blair) in 1789, but this first attempt was abandoned in 1796.
270 convicts and 550 guards and free settlers were involved.

The second settlement of the Andamans commenced in March 1858, following the
transfer of administrative control over India from the East India Company to the
Crown. The settlement was partly stimulated by a desire to establish government rule
over the islands to provide shelter and protection for shipwrecked crews and
passengers from the depridations of the native Andamanese. The Indian Mutiny of
1857-58 was another motivation (KauI1994:31). The government needed somewhere
to imprison mutineers and the communities of the Straits Settlements, which were the
existing penal colonies, were reluctant to accept mutineers because of the danger they
posed.
Port Cornwallis was renamed Port Blair, and the settlement commenced with 200
Indian convicts and a guard of 50. Convict numbers soon increased to 773, though in
the first three months 64 had died of illness and 140 had escaped, of whom 88 were
recaptured and executed. Among the early convicts were those who took part in the
Indian Mutiny (Majumdar 1975:52-62). Operation ofthe convict establishment appears
to have continued throughout the late nineteenth century and early twentieth century.
The increasing activities of the Indian freedom movement around the turn of the centmy
led the British to develop a policy to separately confine political prisoners away from
ordinary convicts. The Andaman Islands provided a solution for the separation of
political prisoners and the island penal settlement was only used for them (Kaul
1994:31).
The penal settlement was originally located on Viper Island near Port Blair.
Construction of the Cellular Jail, the major convict building in POlt Balir itself, began in
1896 and was completed in 1910. It was originally used to house convict Thaggi (or
Thuggee) and Dacoits (Kaul 1994:28). After the completion of the Cellular Jail, Viper
Island continued as the location of the execution gallows of which red brick ruins
remain (Mahadevan 1994: 17).
Convicts were employed in local public works, agriculture, boat building and timber
felling and milling. In addition they helped run the gaol and other establishments, and
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were engaged in construction and sanitation activities (Mahadevan 1994: 18 and
Sengupta 1994:32).
A workforce of up to 11-15,000 convicts could be housed at anyone time during the
second settlement period. Figures given by Majumdar (1975:119) are as follows:
7,569
1874
11,452
1881
11,738
1891
190111,947 (plus 1,168 government employees and a free population of
2,991, Mahadevan 1994: 18)
1905-6
14,696
Convicts came from all parts of India and Burma, and were mainly under life sentence
for murder or other major crime.
From 1910 the Andamans were used increasingly to house political prisoners, and it
has developed as a national shrine because of that association with Indian nationalism.
The Cellular Jail is located at Aberdeen in Port Blair. The original building had seven
radial wings with a central watch tower (Kaul 1994:28, Mahadevan 1994: 18 describes
the building as having six wings). It is a brick building, generally three storeyed with a
four storey tower. There are arcaded verandahs on one side of each wing with solitary
cells leading off the verandahs. In total the gaol had 698 cells, each cell being 4.5 x 2.7
metres and having a high level vent at the back away from the verandah (Kaul
1994:28).
Convicts were divided into two broad categories, labourers and self-supporting
convicts. The former undertook skilled and unskilled labour in the settlements while
the latter worked in agriculture. The two categories were further sub-divided according
to length of sentence. Newly arrived convicts were the fourth class and they were kept
in the gaol for the first six months sleeping in solitary cells and working during the day.
Good behaviour was rewarded by their promotion to third class. These were enlisted
for gangs, allowed to work outside the gaols and slept in barracks (Kaul 1994:31 refers
to convicts being transferred to associate gaols for 18 months). They remained in this
class for about four and a half years, then promoted to second class (Sengupta
1994:33).
Second class convicts served as minor officials or became domestic servants. They
were not paid and lived on rations. After five years of good behaviour, convicts
became first class (Sengupta 1994:33). This enabled convicts to obtain a ticket-ofleave. They could seek their own livelihood, own property on the islands, could send
for their wife and children or choose a wife from the female convicts (Sengupta
1994:34). Women convicts were treated the same although they were much fewer in
number (KauI1994:31).
The conditions were apparently harsh with reports of malnutrition, unhygienic
conditions, poor medical facilities, hard labour and no outside communication for
convicts. There were hunger strikes by convicts in 1912-14 for better conditions.
About 1920 the British decided to abandon the penal settlement, send prisoners back to
the Indian mainland by 1921 and encourage a self-supporting community of ticket-ofleave convicts (Kaul1994:31 and Sengupta 1994:34).
TranspOliation resumed to the islands in 1932 and the number of convicts was about
300 (Sengupta 1994:34, Majumdar 1975:314 indicates that 400 political prisoners were
transported to the Andamans in the 1930s). After the 1937 national elections there were
further hunger strikes and the political prisoners were withdrawn in 1937-8 following
much political agitation in India and Britain (Sengupta 1994:34 and Majumdar
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1975:314) During the Second World War, in 1942, the Japanese took control of the
islands and released all prisoners from the gaol.
The penal settlement was abolished by the British when they re-occupied the islands in
1945, granting pardons to the remaining convicts and repatriating 2,400 convicts and
ex-convicts to India (Majumdar 1975:314, Kaul 1994:31 indicates the penal settlement
closed in 1947 with the independence of India).
After 1947, the government demolished four of the wings of the Cellular Jail to make
way for a hospital (Kaul 1994:28, Mahadevan 1994: 18 attributes the destruction of
three wings to an earthquake). Following this it appears two of the remaining wings
were used for offices and the third continued in use as a gaol for male and female
prisoners. Part of the latter wing was destroyed by an earthquake in 1941. A new
tower was constructed in wood. The execution room and an oil press shed survive as
part of the gaol (Kaul 1994:28).
In 1979 the gaol was declared a National Monument and now houses a small museum
(Mahadevan 1994:18, Kaul 1994:31 indicates only the central tower was declared a
protected monument).

3.2.2 BENGKULU

~

INDONESIA

(The following section replaces 3.2.1 Bencoolen, Sumatra, in the original report.)
Bengkulu is located on the west coast of Sumatra and was the first overseas penal
settlement for Indian convicts. Bengkulu was originally called York Fort, then Fort or
Port Marlborough and later Bencoolen. The British East India Company established
the settlement as part of its spice trading activities, in particular for the pepper trade
(Bastin 1965:viii). Sir Stamford Raffles, later founder of Singapore, was its Governor
in the early nineteenth century.
About 100 Bengal convicts were first sent to Bengkulu in 1797 and more were sent in
the early nineteenth century (Bastin 1965: 108). It is estimated that between 500 and
900 Indian convicts were maintained at Bengkulu between 1787 and 1824, to provide
labour for the development of the colony.
The convicts prepared clove plantations in about 1804 (Bastin 1965: 126) and in 1807,
coffee and nutmeg plantations were being worked by them (Bastin 1965:129). In
1818-24, about 800 convicts were employed on public works and in the cultivation of
spices in the surrounding districts (Bastin 1965: 108).
Many, if not most, time-expired convicts remained in Sumatra. When the colony was
transferred to Dutch rule under the Anglo-Dutch Treaty of 1824, in exchange for
Melaka, the remaining convicts were transferred to Pinang and Singapore (Majumdar
1975:47-49; Nicholas 1988:32; Moore & Moore 1969:57-8).
Public works such as a military fort and soldiers barracks appear to survive, but
nothing has been located describing the extent to which these were convict built, or
describing other convict-related places in Bengkulu.

3.2.3 NICOBAR ISLANDS
When the Nicobar Islands passed from Danish to British control in 1869, a new penal
settlement was placed there using convicts from the Andamans. This penal settlement,
at Nancowry Harbour, continued in operation until 1888. (Majumdar 1975:104;
Nicholas 1988:37)
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3.2.4 THE STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
The government of India decided in 1788 that certain criminals should be· transported to
the new settlement of Pinang (Penang) (This overview of the Straits Settlements is
based largely on Turnbull 1970 with additional information from Sandhu: 1968). The
first such convicts arrived in 1789 (Turnbull 1970:87, 1790 according to Sandhu
1968: 198). In 1793 the Indian Government changed the destination for transported
convicts to the Andaman Islands but this changed again in 1796 with the closure of that
settlement and the resumption of transportation to Pinang.
A few convicts were sent to Melaka (Malacca) during the British occupation of the
Dutch settlement during the Napoleonic Wars. The first group of 100 convicts were
sent in 1805 (Turnbull 1972:47 indicates convicts were first sent to Melaka in 1795).
Melaka became a regular penal colony for India from 1825 with the permanent transfer
to the East India Company. As part of this transfer agreement, the East India Company
gave the Dutch the settlement at Bengkulu and the 600 Indian convicts from that
settlement were sent to Singapore in 1825.
Pinang, Melaka and Singapore were united in 1826 to form the Straits Settlements and
they continued as penal colonies throughout the period of Indian rule. While the Straits
Settlements began as commercial ventures for the Company, they later assumed greater
significance for India as penal settlements.
While the overwhelming number of convicts sent to the Straits Settlements were Indian,
there were groups of Chinese, Ceylonese, Burmese and at least one European convict.
Over three quarters of the convicts were serving life terms and the majority were
murderers or robbers such as Dacoits and Thuggees. In addition, there were a few
political prisoners. Bengalis were the largest group of Indian convicts however,
convicts came from many different Indian regions and all castes. In contrast, the
majority of free and indentured Indian settlers in the Straits Settlements came from
southern India.
Singapore quickly became the major convict centre in the Straits. Singapore needed the
convict labour more and it was less easy for Indian convicts to escape into the
community compared to Pinang where the free Indian population was larger. In
contrast, the importation of Chinese convicts from Hong Kong was opposed in
Singapore because of the large free Chinese population and the possible ease of escape.
Despite objections, Chinese convicts were imported from 1847 to 1856.
The cheap convict labour was essential to the economy of Singapore in its early years.
In 1841 there were about 1,150 Indian convicts in Singapore and by 1845 there were
1,500. The convicts worked on roads and buildings, they were employed as domestic
servants and in government offices, and they could earn wages. They enjoyed a large
measure of freedom and often worked without guards, in part because the settlements
could not afford guards. The convicts were under the control of the military engineers
in each settlement. Long-term and well behaved convicts were put in charge of other
convicts.
The convicts were divided into six classes. The sixth class comprised invalids, old
men and most women convicts. The fifth class comprised violent prisoners and those
demoted from other classes, it was a punishment class for those requiring close
supervision. Most convicts began in the fourth class and worked in light irons. With
good behaviour they were promoted to third class, were allowed to work outside prison
without irons and received a small wage. Again with good behaviour, convicts were
promoted to the second class and allowed to work as minor officers in government
departments. Upon reaching the first class, convicts could earn a ticket-of-leave and
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live and work in the community. The only conditions were they needed someone to
stand surety for their good behaviour and to report ,to authorities every month.
The convicts were housed in special prisons, known as convict lines, which were
initially temporary long wooden and thatch sheds. Later these were replaced with
masonry buildings surrounded by high brick walls. The prisons included dormitories,
hospitals, cooking places for the different castes and a separate ward for women
convicts. The largest prison was in Singapore.
The convict system came to be regarded with some pride as it was said to be more
advanced and enlightened than in Britain or the rest of the Empire. Convicts were
trained both as a means of increasing the usefulness of their labour but also to provide
them with a means of earning their living after release. Women convicts seem not to
have been imprisoned for long given the encouragement of authorities to have them
marry and move out into society under the care of a husband.
Up until the early 1830s most convicts who finished their sentences were repatriated to
India at government expense. When the government stopped paying for repatriation the
number of ex-convicts returning to India decreased significantly. Accordingly most
settled in the Straits Settlements. However, after 1859 the Indian Government agreed
to pay for the repatriation of undesirable ex-convicts.
The convicts seem largely to have been very well behaved and this no doubt
encouraged authorities to trust them to undertake a broad range of work under minimal
supervision.
From about the 1850s, the presence of convicts in the Straits Settlements became a
source of grievance by the free settlers against the East India Company and the
government in India. This was one of many grievances although it proved to be a vital
concern which arose because of fear about the large body of virtually unguarded
convicts in a community without adequate defences.

Table 5.1 Number of Indian Convicts in the Straits Settlements, 181073 (Sandhu 1968:203)
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With the Indian Mutiny of 1857, the Indian Government began to send convicted
mutineers to the Straits Settlements along with other dangerous criminals to provide
space in Indian gaols. This provoked great concern amongst the Settlements and there
were calls for a total end to transportation. The Government of India decided to reopen the Andaman Islands as a penal settlement for mutineers and dangerous criminals,
and by 1858 this was the destination for all mutineers. Despite the concerns about
convicts, labour continued to be short in the Straits and the convict labour was a
valuable asset.
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One of the underlying features of the use of convicts in the Straits Settlements was that
the Indian Government required payment from the colonies for their labour in return for
meeting the cost of their maintenance. This was calculated at two thirds the value of
free labour. In contrast, the Australian colonies did not pay for convict labour.
Notwithstanding, the authorities in the Straits still regarded convict labour as more
valuable than the cost imposed by the Government of India.

In 1860 the Indian Government decided to retain penal settlements in the Andamans,
Arrakan, Tenasserim and Bombay Province, and to end transportation to the Straits
Settlements. By 1862 there were still 2,000 male Indian convicts and 120 women.
More than 300 of the men were ticket-of-leave convicts, many working as domestic
servants. By 1864 the work of the convicts was considered less valuable with the
increasing availability of Chinese labourers. The administration was also finding it
difficult to provide sufficient work for the convicts.
The Straits Settlements were transferred from the Indian Government to the British
Colonial Office in 1867 which agreed to leave the remaining convicts in the Straits for
the time being. The last Indian convicts were removed in 1873 and transferred to the
Andamans.
During the period 1790-1860 it has been estimated that 15,600 Indian convicts were
sent to the Straits Settlements.
Pinang (penang) - Malaysia
British settlement of Pinang was commenced in 1786 under Captain Francis Light who
was the Superintendent of the then named Prince of Wales Island. He established
George Town and the settlement was part of the investment by the British East India
Company. The Company was seeking to enhance its spice trade and George Town
was to be a strategic trading port to challenge the Dutch in the Straits of Malacca and to
expand trade with China (Su Nin 1994:5).
Light imported convict labour in 1789 from Bengal, India for making bricks and
building roads (Su Nin 1994:iii), and also to construct all government buildings of the
time (Su Nin 1994: 18). There is also reference to Malabari convicts from Kerala in
southern India and Tamils (Su Nin 1994:97 and Salma Nasution 1996).
There were 130 convicts at Pinang in about 1801 and 772 in 1805 (Penang, Past and
Present 1786-1963:4-5).
Surviving associated places are or may include:
•

aspects of Brick Kiln Road (now Burmah Lane?);

•

the former. early 1800s brick kiln site, now the city incinerator site (Su Nin
1994:50-52);

•

Government House from about 1790 (Su Nin 1994: 114-115);

•

Fort Cornwallis. Light had an earlier fort (1786?) rebuilt in brick by convict
labour at a cost of 67,000 Spanish dollars (in 1793?). In 1804-5 Governor
Farquhar repaired the fort and built a new half-moon battery costing 71,000
Spanish dollars however, the battery fell into the sea soon after (Su Nin
1994: 108). The fort was rebuilt again in 1810 and used for administration
rather than defence. Early surviving structures include the gunpowder
magazine and Chapel from about 1799. The fort was surrounded by a moat
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which has now been filled in. It is now a cultural venue and gazetted national
monument though poorly maintained (Su Nin 1994: 109 and Salma Nasution
1996);
•

a four mile long aqueduct, an open brick drain structure, which ran from the
Waterfall to a small reservoir at the present site of the E & 0 Hotel, dating from
about 1804-5 (Su Nin 1994:86);

•

the former gaol, now Gudang Acheh (a warehouse), from 1803, 'renovated'
but apparently still intact (Su Nin 1994:47 and Salma Nasution 1996, Su Nin
1995:xix refers to the building being purchased by the colonial government for
a gaol);

•

Gaol, Gaol Road, may have been established in the 1840s, other evidence
suggests 1874 and enlarged later, still a prison (Salma Nasution 1996);

•

Saint George's Church from 1819, convict labour used in construction;

•

Kapitan Keling Mosque from about 1800, convict labour used in construction;

•

Dato' Koya Shrine from the mid nineteenth century and dedicated to the patron
saint of Malabari convict labourers, convict labour used in construction; and

•

canal, from 1805 and constructed with convict labour (Su Nin 1995:xiii).

Singapore
Singapore was founded in 1819 by the British East India Company as a strategic
trading port between Europe and India to the west and China to the east. It also
consolidated Britain's sphere of influence in South-East Asia.
The first suggestion to send convicts to Singapore came from the Indian Government in
1821 when it indicated a preference to send convicts to Singapore rather than Pinang.
This suggestion was welcomed by authorities in Singapore (Buckley 1965:69).
However, it was not until 1825 that the first Indian convicts arrived and these were
transferred from Bengkulu to Singapore (Turnbull 1989:46). There were 80 Madras
and 120 Bengali convicts. The first convicts occupied the Temenggong's (local
headman's) village which had been vacated, but later the convicts were moved to
permanent buildings between Bras Basah Road and Stamford Road (Samuel 1991:63).
Lines were built for 600-700 convicts with scope to expand to 2,000 convicts (Buckley
1965: 180).
Singapore quickly became a major penal colony in the Straits. Convicts carried out
entire projects, particularly public works, because of the shortage of other labour.
Convicts undertook stone quarrying, felling timber, land reclamation, the draining of
marshes, making bricks as well as construction activities which seem to have included
(based on Turnbull 1989:46, 71 and 110, the survival or integrity of the following
places is not known except as detailed further below),
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

roads, canals, sea walls, bridges, jetties, piers
private houses
HoI'Sburgh Lighthouse
Roman Catholic Church (1833)
Armenian Church (1835)
the private house at the core of the present Parliament Building
the first Saint Andrews Church (1836, now demolished)
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..
..

..

.

..
.
.
..
.
..
.
..
..
..

Chinese Temple, Thian Hok Keong (1842)
Cathedral of the Good Shepherd (1846)
Mosque in Kampong Glam (1846)
Fort Canning (1860)
Saint Andrews Cathedral (1862)
Sri Mariamman Temple (the 1862 brick building replacing an earlier building)
Town Hall, now part of the Empress Place government offices
Court House, now part of the Empress Place government offices
General Hospital
Lunatic Asylum
New Pauper Hospital
reclaimed swamp for Commercial Square, now Raffles Place
Government House, now the Istana Negara, and
Cavenagh Bridge (1869).

A map of 1857 shows a convict gaol, convict hospital and convict market shed on the
site bounded by Victoria Street, Bras Basah Road, Bencoolen Street and Stamford
Road (Moore and Moore 1969: following 256). It appears no convict buildings survive
on this site.
Large gangs of convicts were dispersed in the countryside of Singapore engaged in
various works and housed in 'open' lines (Buckley 1965:631). Because of a lack of
funds to provide many guards, convicts were allowed a great deal of freedom. Senior
convicts were made petty officers to supervise other convicts.
The Singapore penal system was regarded as a model for other countries.
'In convict administration mid-nineteenth century Singapore came nearer to
advanced Benthamite thinking than anywhere else in the world' (Turnbull
1989:56)
There was an emphasis on training, reformation and useful employment rather than
punishment.
Most convicts were Indian although small numbers of Chinese convicts were brought
from Hong Kong. The transportation of Chinese convicts to Singapore stopped in
1856.
While cheap convict labour was welcomed for most of the period when convicts were
located in Singapore, by the mid-nineteenth century there was concern about the
influence of convicts on the broader community. Partly in response to this concern, the
government in India stopped transportation in 1860. However, it was not until 1873
that the convicts already in Singapore were finally removed.
The following detailed information has been obtained about surviving places which
were built using convict labour (based on Urban Redevelopment Authority 1996 unless
otherwise noted).
..

Fort Canning 0859-61), Singapore's first fortifications, but poorly located. It
consisted of a barracks for the artillery force, a signal station and gun salute
station. All that remains now is the gateway (Lee 1990:4-6).

..

Saint Andrew's Cathedral, Coleman Street. The Cathedral is on the site of
Saint Andrew's Church which was built in 1835-36 to a design by the architect
G D Coleman. Construction was carried out by Indian convicts. This was
replaced with another Church building designed by J T Thompson and built in
1842.
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The second Church was demolished in 1855 and the Cathedral built between
1856-64, although it was largely completed by 1861. Government engineers
directed the work and again Indian convict labour was used. The designer of
the Cathedral was Colonel Ronald MacPherson of the Madras Army, and the
building work was supervised by Major J F A McNair, the Colonial Engineer
and Superintendent of Convicts, and John Bennett, a civil and mechanical
engineer.
A War Memorial wing was added in 1952 and this was extended in 1982.
•

Sri Mariamman Temple, 242 South Bridge Road. A local businessman built a
Hindu Temple on the site in 1827 and this was replaced by a brick and plaster
Temple building in 1843. It was built using convict labour including plaster
craftsmen from Madras.
The Temple has been repaired and refaced many times.

•

Istana Negara, formerly Government House, Edinburgh Road. Following the
creation of the Straits Settlement as a Crown Colony in 1867, the first Governor
commissioned the building of Government House to a design by Major J F A
McNair. Using convict labour, bricks and plaster also made by the convicts,
and imported marble, the building was completed in 1869.
The house is now the palace of the President of the Republic of Singapore
(Urban Redevelopment Authority 1996, Lee Kip Lin 1988: 162-3, Lee 1990:834).

3.2.5 MAURITIUS
Mauritius received Indian convicts from 1815. By the mid-1830s there was a convict
population of about 800, employed constructing roads and buildings. (Nicholas
1988:32)
No information has been located about buildings or sites relating to convicts on
Mauritius.

3.3

SPANISH CONVICT TRANSPORTATION

In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries Spanish convicted criminals were sentenced
to hard labour in the galleys of the Mediterranean ports, or to the mercury mines at
Almaden, or to the military forts (presidios) of North Africa. Penal servitude coexisted with slavery in the Spanish system for centuries, sample years in the
seventeenth century showing that of between 2,000 and 5,000 galley oarsmen used by
Spain, the ratio of convict: slave ranged from 3: 1 to 1.5: 1 (Pike 1983: 12-13). The
galleys were abolished in 1748, but the presidios remained in Algeria and Morocco.
Convicts were used both as soldiers and labourers in the presidios, helping to maintain
Spain's naval posts in the Mediterranean. After the abolition of the galleys, especially,
the presidios became virtual penal settlements, with convicts working for private
settlers as well as for the state, and many remaining in the colonies after their sentences
expired. At the start of the eighteenth century, Spain had five presidios in North
Africa, with Gran and Centra being the largest (Pike 1983: 111-12). Oran had between
2,500 and 3,000 convicts at any given time between 1772 and 1788, before being
captured by the Algerians in 1792 (Pike 1983: 118).
Presidios in the Americas included Havana (Cuba), San Juan (Puerto Rica), Pensacola
(Florida), New Orleans (Louisiana), Piedros Negros, Veracruz, Mexico City and
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Acapulco (Mexico). Convicts had always been sent to these presidios, from the middle
of the sixteenth century many being turned over to private employers as a labour force
as the local Indian populations declined in number (Pike 1983:135). With the abolition
of the galleys in 1748, the use of the American colonies as major penal settlements
became more attractive as a means of disposing of convicts. This trend was accelerated
by the need to reconstruct and strengthen the fortifications of Havana (Cuba) and San
Juan (Puerto Rica) in 1766, following the Seven Year War. Initially slaves were used
for this work, 4,198 of them between 1763 and 1765. Convicts becam~ more
important after 1767, making up over half the workforce by 1768, replacing slaves
fully from 1769 (Pike 1983: 135-7). At Havana about 2,000 convicts were used at any
one time, and at San Juan an average of 476 worked between 1771 and 1776, declining
to 77 between 1784-86.
In 1771 classes of convicts were distinguished, with minor and first offenders being
sent to the presidios of North Africa, and recidivists and major offenders going to
labour in the Naval arsenals in Spain. At this time the North African presidios were
being strengthened due to renewed hostilities with Moslem groups (Pike 1983: 116-18).
Civilian convicts were also sent to Mexico, while nearly all the convicts sent to Cuba
and Puerto Rica were military prisoners. Some Mexican prisoners were also sent to the
Carribean and the Philippines (Pike 1983:144-5). From 1774 it was decided to re-settle
time-expired convicts from other parts of the Americas in Puerto Rica, rather than
return them to Spain, creating a ex-convict-based colony rather than just a penal-based
military presidio (Pike 1983:141-2).

3.3.1

HAVANA, CUBA

Convicts from Spain and the Presidios of North Africa and the Americas were sent to
Havana (Cuba) and San Juan (Puerto Rica) to repair and strengthen the defences
following the Seven Year War (1756-63). Initially slaves were used for this work,
4,198 of them between 1763 and 1765. Convicts became more impOltant after 1767,
making up over half the workforct by 1768, replacing slaves fully from 1769 (Pike
1983: 135-7). At Havana about 2,000 convicts were used at anyone time.
The old city of Havana and its fortifications are inscribed on the World Heritage List.

3.3.2

SAN JUAN, PUERTO RICA

The general history of convict transportation to Puerto Rica is outlined in 3.3.1 above.
At San Juan an average of 476 convicts worked between 1771 and 1776, declining to
77 between 1784-86.
From 1774 it was decided to re-settle time-expired convicts from other parts of the
Americas in Puerto Rica, rather than return them to Spain, creating an ex-convict-based
colony rather than just a penal military presidio (Pike 1983: 141-2).
The fortresses in San Juan are inscribed on the World Heritage List.

3.4

FRENCH CONVICT TRANSPORTATION

The French attitude to convict transp0l1ation was heavily influenced by the British
experience in Australia, which was seen as a success, and a short-lived penal settlement
was established at Cayenne in French Guiana in the 1790s (see Forster 1991: 136 for a
discussion of the influence of Botony bay on french transportation planning). From the
time of the Bourbon Restoration in 1814 there were renewed pressures to create a penal
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colony for France, to deal with the criminal component of an increasing population
(Forster 1991: 136). The trigger for the introduction of transportation was the
revolution of 1848, during which 15,000 insurgents were arrested. For want of
another option, political prisoners were sent first to Algeria from 1850, then later in that
year a small party was sent to the Marquesas in the Pacific. Added pressure for
transp011ation occurred with Louis Napoleon's coup d'etat in 1851, following which
27,000 opponents of the regime were sentenced, and 12,000 sent out of France,
including 4-5,000 sent to the penal establishment in Algeria, and 239 of the most
dangerous sent to start a penal colony in Guiana in 1854 (Forster 1991: 146-7).
In the 1850s France closed its bagnes (labour prisons at the main French ports) and
turned to 'transportation' for convicted criminals and 'deportation' for political
prisoners, and from 1884 added 'relegation', by which habitual petty criminals were
transported (Willcox 1931:206). A new penal colony was established in New
Caledonia in 1864, and from 1867 this was made the only penal settlement for the
punishment of white prisoners. During this period Guiana was a penal colony only for
Algerian convicts, becoming the destination for white convicts only after 1886 (Lyons
1986:71).

3.4.1 FRENCH GUIANA
5,000 Political prisoners had been transported to Cayenne in French Guiana in the
1790s, but transportation was not continued with at that time. In 1854 Cayenne
became a French penal colony, the use of which extended into the twentieth century,
supplying Guiana with its labour force for public works, agriculture and forestry
industries, and for private assignment. Until 1886 tranportation to Guiana appears to
have been limited to non-white convicts from Algeria, but after that date it became the
principle penal colony for white hard-labour convicts (Lyons 1986:71). By 1911 the
6,465 convicts formed 13.2% of the population, and numbered 8,568 by 1915.
(Nicholas 1988: 34-35) It has been estimated that approximately 53,000 convicts were
sent to Guiana between 1852 and 1920 (Willcox 1931 :206).
3.4.2 NEW CALEDONIA
New Caledonia was claimed by the French in 1853, because of its desirability as a site
for a penal settlement (Forster 1991: 135). It was designated a place of exile in 1863
(Sites et Monuments Historiques de fa Province Sud 1995: 10). The first French
convicts landed at New Caledonia in 1864 and transportation ended in 1897.
However, it was not until 1922 that the penal colony was closed (Nicholas 1988:35 and
Ohlen 1996).
Convicts were classified into three general categories - 'transportation' for convicted
criminals, 'deportation' for political prisoners, and from 1884 'relegation', by which
habitual petty criminals were transported (Willcox 1931:206). Overall New Caledonia
received 20,000 transported convicts, about 4,250 deportees and a significant number
of people relegated to the island. This included about 1,000 women (Sites et
Monuments Historiques de fa Province Sud 1995: 10).
The colony was heavily dependent on convict labour. For example, in 1877
immediately before a Kanak uprising, the European population of about 16,000 was
made up of 4,000 deported Communards and their families, 6,000 transported
criminals, 2,700 military and guards, and 3,000 free settlers (Nicholas 1988:35).
The transportees were further categorised according to their conduct into four classes.
The fourth class included the incorrigible convicts who were kept in the central depot at
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the He Nou Penitentiary and undertook the hardest labour. The other three classes were
able to receive a salary.
Convicts undertook pubHc works such as the construction of buildings related to the
convict establishment as well as other community buildings. Convicts could be sent to
prison farms such as that at Bourail, or sent to work in the nickel mines (Lyons
1986:71).
The first class convicts were the best behaved and could work as agricultural labourers
or as domestic servants for free colonists. In addition, there were freemen (ticket of
leave convicts?) who benefited from a provisional concession and undertook forestry
work at Bourail, La Foa, Ie Diahot, Pouembout and Prony (Sites et Monuments
Historiques de fa Province Sud 1995: 10).
Convicts transported for civil crimes had to remain in the colony after completion of
their sentence for a period equal to the duration of the sentence, and if their sentence
was for eight years or more, they were never to leave New Caledonia (Lyons 1986:71).
The He Nou Penitentiary was the most important penal establishment on the island and
it was also a transit centre for convicts to be sent elsewhere in the colony (Ohlen 1996).
In addition, there were several other important penal establishments on New Caledonia
such as Camp Est and Camp Brun. There were other places of detention, such as at
Teremba, Bourail and Prony. However, these were apparently not part of the penal
establishment but, rather, places of forced labour.
The Communards , deported after the revolutionary Paris Commune in 1871, were
settled on the Isle of Pines, separate from transpOlted convicts to prevent the spread of
revolutionary tendencies. Some were kept in prisons while others had freedom of the
island. After the granting of an amnesty in 1880, most returned to France.
In 1931, New Caledonia was classified as a place of exile.
Details of places related to the penal colony are as follows (based on Sites et
Monuments Historiques de fa Province Sud 1995).
•

Penitentiary at Ile Nou. Noumea. A site on lie Nou was developed as the
location of the penitentiary. Ile Nou was chosen because it was well separated
from the port of Noumea. The first group of 248 convicts arrived in 1864 and
were employed in the construction of the first penitentiary buildings. This core
of buildings, known as the central depot, was completed by 1867. The
Penitentiary grew to become an extensive complex.
It is believed there are substantial historic remains of the Penitentiary although
details are not known.

Various remains of the early penitentiary are classified as Historic Monuments.
•

Camp Est (East Camp), Ile Nou, Noumea. Was the base for prisoners working
a quarry on Ile Nou for the nearby lime kiln. Camp Est is still a general prison.

•

Cellular Building at the Old Hospital of Marais. Noumea. The hospital
comprised a complex of many buildings. The old Cellular Hospital building
was constructed for the insane, it was both prison and hospital. It has a central
corridor with cells either side, and a central watch position. The building has
been altered over time.
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In 1927 the building was transferred to the civilian colonial authorities. In 1978
it was a central specialised hospital. The building was declared an Historic
Monument in 1974.
It is not known if other early buildings survive.

•

Saint Josephs Cathedral, Noumea. Construction of the Cathedral was under the
direction of the Chief of Works of the Penitentiary. Work started in 1876 but
was delayed. It was not until 1887 that work re-commenced and the Cathedral
was completed in 1890.
The Cathedral was classified as an Historic Monument in 1992.

•

Camp Brun (Brown Camp), near La Foa. Was established in 1876 between
two villages, La Foa and Boulouparis. It was a disciplinary camp for fourth
class convicts, the incorrigibles or strong heads.
The remains of the camp are now on private land and overgrown.

•

Fort Teremba. Moindou. In 1871 it was decided to construct a fortified
building to allow the extension of the penal settlement to this area which was, at
the time, only accessible by sea. However, it was not until 1879 that the fort
was built. Teremba was the centre for convict administration in the area which
included La Foa, Farino and Fonwhary. In 1885 it was transferred from
military to penal administration.
The fort is enclosed by a wall and there are several buildings in the complex. A
village is nearby.
The fort was abandoned and fell into a decayed state. In 1984 a decision was
taken to restore the fort and the tower was reconstructed in 1989-92.

•

Old Cheese-making building, Bourail. The building dates from 1870 when it
was a military store which supplied agricultural concessionaires (ticket of leave
convicts?). In 1938 the building was the property of a cooperative cheese
society. In 1966 the building was acquired by the Territory and in 1978 it
accommodated a veterinary service. In 1984 restoration was undertaken with
government funding. The building is occupied and used by an historical
society.

•

Chapel of Nemeara, Bourail. The penal administration created a school in 1878
but this was closed in the same year. It was then run by the Marist Brothers as
a school. These uses resulted in the development of a complex of buildings
which had the atmosphere of a village.
Only the main building and Chapel survive from this complex and the latter was
classified as an Historic Monument in 1989.

•

Cemetery for those deported from the Paris Commune, Isle of Pines. In 1871
the Paris Commune was crushed and the insurgents deported to New
Caledonia. Some 323 who were regarded as common criminals were sent to lie
Nou, another 900 were deported to fortified areas and the remaining 3,000
simple deportees were sent to the Isle of Pines to live out their exile.
Transportation took place between 1872 and 1880.
The isle was divided into territory for the exiles and that for the native peoples.
In 1880 the exiles were granted an amnesty and most returned to France.
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A cemetely remains on the isle for the 188 deportees who died there. There are
no religious references on the graves reflecting the anti-religious views of the
Communards. The graves are simple stone-bordered mounds with no other
identification and the cemetely has a feeling of austerity. There is also a general
monument erected by the Communards before their repatriation.
The cemetely is an Historic Monument.
•

Civil and Military Officers' Cemetery. Isle of Pines. Transportees and those in
the relegated class were sent to the Isle of Pines after 1880. An administrative
centre was established to manage these convicts. The surviving cemetery has
62 graves of civil and military officers or their family members from the period
1872-97.

3.5

RUSSIAN CONVICT TRANSPORTATION

3.5.1 THE EXILE SYSTEM
The use of exile in Russia dates from the medieval period, and its form evolved over
time. While initially aimed at removing political dissidents, exile gradually became a
tool with broader application. Ivan the Terrible, for example, forcibly resettled the
entire populations of rebellious cities such as Novgarod and Pskav. An edict of 1582
listed towns on the periphery of Muscovy as places of banishment for certain offences,
but it was the discovely and conquest of Siberia that led to the introduction of exile as a
standard penal procedure in the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, with the
combined aims of punishment and colonisation (Wood 1980: 20; Wood 1989:12-13).
In 1649 Tsar Alexei issued a Code which specified the Yakutia and Lena River as
places of exile for a number of offences, ranging from murder to trafficking in tobacco.
Exiles were first flogged and often mutilated before transportation, a feature of the
system until the late nineteenth century. Families were sent with the exile. By 1662
exiles accounted for 8,000 out of the population of 70,000 then in Siberia (Wood 1980:
20).
Peter the Great altered the system, largely replacing simple exile with katorga, or forced
labour, which was to remain the harshest category of exile until it was abolished in
1917. Other forms of exile remained in place, however, and by the mid-1700s exile
was commonly used to remove politicians and administrators who had fallen from
favour. In several cases exiled administrators later became governors of Siberia and
administrators of the exile system, following further changes in power relationships in
St Petersburg (Wood 1980: 20-21).
In 1760 Empress Elizabeth promulgated a decree giving noble landowners and others
the right to send idle or recalcitrant serfs to Siberia through the exile system. Serfs
were supposed to be under 45 years old and able bodies, were flogged and mutilated
before transportation, and were to be accompanied by their wives, and may also be
accompanied by their children. The age and family requirements stressed the
colonisation objectives of the decree, while the pre-exile punishment and arduous land
journey stressed the punitive aims (Wood 1980: 21).
Capital punishment was abolished in 1753, and perpetual banishment to Siberia with
hard labour was substituted, further boosting the categOlY of convict or katorga
transportation.
Estimates of the number of people involved in exile and katorga very considerably.
Before 1822, when the system was reformed and systematised, all figures are suspect.
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Between 1760 and 1782 it has been estimated that 60,000 exiles were sent to Siberia,
with a mortality rate of 20% during the journey (Wood 1980: 21). In 1796-7 the
population of Siberia was estimated at 939,000, of whom 576,000 had migrated from
west of the Urals, though it is not clear what proportion of these were forced migrants.
In the period 1801-1850 an estimated 250,000 prisoners and exiles were settled in
Asiatic Russia (Obolensky-Ossinsky 1931 :556).
In 1819 Mikhail Speransky, himself a former exile, became Governor of Siberia, and
set about reforming the grossly inefficient exile system. He issued Exile Regulations in
1822, and established an Exile Bureau in Tomsk in 1823, later relocated to Tyumen.
The new system introduced categorisation of exiles by their form of exile and sentence,
and remained in position until 1900 (Wood 1980: 22). Under the new system the
categories of exiles were as follows:
•

Convicts or Katorga-These were criminals convicted by courts to hard
labour for limited terms or for life, with the type and location of punishment
being specified. Labour was on the railways, in agriculture, forestry or in
mining. The convict was deprived of all civil rights, and were transported in
chains to Siberia. Wives could choose to accompany their husbands, but if they
did not they were legally considered to be widows. The property of katorga
was treated as if the person were dead, and distributed to the heirs. After a set
period, under some sentences, a convict could be sent to a 'free command' with
lessened supervision. On the expiry of sentence, the convict was forcibly
resettled in one of the exile communities in Siberia.

•

Exile for settlement in Siberia-The formal exile of people for criminal,
political or religious reasons by the government and its authorities, or by the
courts for lesser offences than katorga. This was for life, with the exiles being
sent in chains to special exile towns, or to ordinary Siberian towns, under
gradually decreasing degrees of surveillance, until they were regarded as pmt of
the general population.
A sub-set of this group were Exiles for resettlement, to whom similar
conditions applied, but who were made up of fugitives from the exile system,
and vagrants. In the late nineteenth century it is estimated that up to a third of
the exile population at any given time was on the run, having escaped from exile
stations or en route to the east. A large number were recaptured, some escaping
again and being recaptured many times over many years (see Wood 199Ib).
Another sub-set of this group, after 1845, were offenders from the privileged
classes, who were exempt from corporal punishment, could supply their own
transportation, and were able to enter into industry and trade as soon as they
arrived in Siberia.

•

Administrative exiles-These made up by far the greatest number of exiles
to Siberia (77,000 out of the 148,000 exile population (excluding dependents)
in the 1880s and 90s). The power to exile could be used by government and
police authorities, and by local peasant and merchant communities, without
recourse to court proceedings.
Peasant and merchant communities
administrative exile accounted for the greater number of exiles (94% by the end
of the 19th century). No trial was held or formal sentence issued, the person
was simply given over the exile bureau for exile for up to 10 years. These
exiles were not fettered during transportation, and were generally free to make
their own living in Siberia. While administrative exiles were able to return to
Russia when their sentences expired, many chose to remain in Siberia (Wood
1980: 22; Kennan 1970: 79).
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Between 1822 and 1900 an estimated 187,000 criminals, 513,000 political exiles, and
216,000 'followers' were sent east (Nicholas 1988:36-7). As many as 17-19,000 were
sent eastward each year in the mid-nineteenth century (Wood 1991a: 11). In the whole
period between 1800 and World War I one estimate is that 6,021,000 migrants from
eastern Russia settled in Asiatic Russia, of whom 1,312,000 were convicts or exiles
(Obolensky-Ossinsky 1931 :556). The make-up of the exiles in any given year is
illustrated by Kennan, who worked directly from the records of the Bureau of Exile
Administration. In 1885, of the 15,766 exiles and dependents transported eastward,
11,687 were male and 4,079 female. 35% were dependent wives and children, leaving
10,230 true exiles, and of those 4,210 (41 %) were katorga or convicts under lesser
sentence. The largest single category of exile were exiled by administrative process
rather than by court sentence (57%). The largest proportion of these (3,758, or 37%),
were persons banished by their own village communes. Kennan thought that less than
1% of exiles in the period 1879-1884 had been political exiles, thought they were
distributed among the other classes and hence difficult to count (Kennan 1970: 79-80).
(see Table 1 for population estimates)
As suggested by Obolensky-Ossinisky's figures, free migration and natural increase
were much more important factors in the settlement of Siberia up until the First World
War than was the exile system. In the 1890s, for example, while 1,078,000 peasants
freely crossed the Urals, only 130,000 exiles did so. In 1900 there was a major review
of the exile system. This resulted in the retention, and indeed expansion of the convict
or katorga category, but exiles for resettlement were to be limited to Sakhalin, an island
where escape was far more difficult, and the powers of local communities to use the
administrative exile system were greatly reduced, cutting the major source of pre-1900
exiles significantly (Wood 1980:24; Wood 1991a:2-3). Political prisoners were still
represented, however, an estimated 100,000 being exiled after the 1905 revolution
(Forsyth 1992: 195)
After the bolshevic revolution the number of political exiles increased. Figures are not
very reliable, as the gathering of statistics is subject to both poor sources and
ideological bias. For an analysis and presentation of the widely varying estimates of
Soviet forced labour, see Wheatcroft (1981). Estimates of forced labour population for
the year 1937, for example, range from 2 million (Timasheff 1948) to 5-6 million
(Dallin 1948), and for the 1940s range from 2-4 million (Timasheff 1948) to as high as
15 million (Dallin 1948).
While the exile system seems to have evolved continually during the Soviet period,
there appears to have been three main categories of exiles, especially between the period
1929-1958:
•

inmates of corrective labour camps, including common criminals and political
offenders, some camps being designated as punitive in nature;

•

inmates of corrective labour colonies, who worked in local industries and were
treated less punitively than in the labour camps;

•

those subject to exile (required to live in a specified place) or banishment
(required not to live in specified areas) and to special settlement in new or
established settlements in the east.

The first two categories could be called 'convicts'. The Soviet forced labour system
has been interpreted as a way of implementing the five-year plans, and was hidden
from open scrutiny for that very reason: that the reliance on such forced labour ran
counter to the objective and expected outcome of fully-operational socialism
(Armstrong 1965: 147-8). Corrective labour camps were abolished as a separate
category in 1958, but still survived in reduced numbers in 1965.
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Armstrong (1965) makes some interesting comments about the parallels between the
Siberian convict experience and that of Australia. In this context, it is the katorga, or
forced labour convicts, that are seen as being the nearest equivalent to British convicts.
In Australia the convict experience was limited to the first 60 years of European
settlement, and is seen in historical terms as an essential element in the foundation of
the nation. In Siberia the convict experience not only continued over 300 years, but
intensified over that period, and the exile system is not viewed in Russia or by most
historians as being a positive contribution to the national identity. As Armstrong says:
"Seen in perspective, there does seem to be an essential difference between a
society which had a strong convict element in its early development, and one
which was continually reinforced by convict settlers over centuries."
(Armstrong 1965: 87-88)
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Table of estimates of exile population of Siberia
Single dates indicate census figure, date ranges indicate total population movements
over that period
Period
1662
1662

Total
Numbers
of exiles
7,400

1760-82
1796-7

60,000

1801-50

250,000

1827-46
1851-60

100,000

1823-87
1861-98
1880-90s
1897-98
1822-1900

Other
exiles

Siberian
Population

Source

70,000
393,000
(incI.
288,000
natives)

Wood 1991b
Treadgold 1957
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3.5.2

THE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM FOR SIBERIAN EXILES

In the eighteenth century the exile administration was not well established, with parties
of exiles being driven from town to town eastward, with an inadequate formal support
system to ensure food supplies or transport services, and no distinction being made
between the nature of the exile's crimes and punishment. By 1811 a system of identity
cards was formalised to provide some semblance of order, and by 1817 the system of
accommodation stations, or etapes, was starting to be developed (Kennan 1970: 77).
After the reforms of Speransky in 1822 the exiles travelling from Russia to western and
eastern Siberia followed an established overland route. Exiles were sent by river or
road from Moscow via Kazan and Tyumen to Tomsk on the River Ob in Western
Siberia. From Tomsk the exiles were walked along a thousand mile long route, called
the etap or etape route, leading to Irkutsk in Eastern Siberia. The trip from Russia to
the final Siberian destination took from three month, to reach Irkutsk, up to two years
to reach Kolyma or Kamchatka (Kennan 1970; Armstrong 1965: 83). After the
completion of the trans-Siberian railway, the areas east of Irkutsk into the Transbaikal
became more prominent as destinations. Those sent to the far east, to Sakhalin,
travelled by ship from Odessa via the Suez Canal, Hong Kong and Nagasaki, and these
typically numbered 2,200 each year.
The etap system is best described by George Kennan, a journalist who travelled the
route in the late 1880s (Kennan 1970). At that time Tyumen (Tiumen to Kennan) was
the chief forwarding station through which all exiles passed en route to Siberia. Exiles
spent two weeks there before being sent in specially designed barges to Tomsk. The
Tyumen Prison was a rectangular 3-storey brick barracks 75 ft long by 40-50 ft wide
(22.9 x 12-15 m ), white stuccoed and with a roof made of "tin". The prison was
surrounded by a whitewashed brick wall 12-15 ft high, with a sentry box at each
corner. The walls were patrolled by armed guards. A prison office was located outside
the gates, with a bell on a post in front of it (Kennan 1970: 84). In its plan the prison
was similar to Hyde Park Barracks.
The Tyumen prison was designed to hold 550 exiles, but the capacity had been
extended to 850 by building six timber-log communal cell buildings, 25 ft x 35 ft,
against the perimeter wall. When Kennan visited, the prison in fact housed 1,741
exiles, in conditions of extreme over-crowding. Most exiles wore leg-fetters, and slept
on long communal sleeping platfonns with no blankets or mattresses. They wore a
grey prison uniform, with yellow diamonds sewn to the back, and half of the head was
shaved. In the brick barracks, cells of from 8 x 10ft to lOx 15 ft opened off a central
corridor, housing from 6-30 prisoners each in extremely ill-ventilated conditions. The
kitchens were in the basement of the main cell block, small workshops on the second
floor, and a hospital on the third floor (Kennan 1970: 84-89).
The women's prison was acr6ss the road within a stockade of vertical logs, and of
similar plan to the men's prison, but conditions there were far less crowded and
unhealthy. A third stockade housed the log barracks for the families of exiles, and this
too was overcrowded, housing nearly 300 men, women and children (Kennan 1970:
92-94).
The Tomsk forwarding prison was of different design, being a large log stockade with
15-20 log buildings within it, of which eight were one-storey prison barracks, 75 ft x
40 ft, divided into two large cells by a transverse corridor, each building designed to
house 190 exiles, but again they were dramatically overcrowded. The families of the
exiles were housed in three pine-board buildings with cotton-cloth sides, and terribly
overcrowded. A two-storey log building housed the hospital, in which 193 people
were located.
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From Tomsk Kennan traced the etape route eastward. Exiles travelled the route in
groups of 300-400, taking about three months to reach Irkustk, 1040 miles to the east.
Etapy were wooden staging prisons located 25-40 miles apart, representing two-day
intervals along the route. Half-way between each was a polu-etap, which served to
house the exiles overnight. At each etap the exiles spent one day resting before the next
two day trip to the next etap, over-nighting again at the next polu-etap.
The etap was a stockaded area with buildings containing four or five large communal
cells (kamera), furnished only with a communal sleeping platform and an open tub for
excrement. Separate buildings house the officers of the guard, and the troop of about
40 soldiers who guard the exiles as they moved between etapes.
The polu-etap is a stockaded enclosure similar to the etape in design, only smaller. The
enclosure is about 100 ft x 50-75 ft, containing three one-storey log buildings, one for
the escort officer, another for the soldier guard, and the largest for the exiles, divided·
into three or four large cells, each with a brick oven and a double row of sleeping
platforms. Most were 30 to 50 years old (in the 1880s), and designed for half or onethird of the number of people they had to house when Kennan visited (Kennan 1970:
369-89).
In the Trans-Baikal, beyond Irkutsk, Kennan visited a new forwarding prison, about to
replace an old and decayed two-storey log prison. The new prison was a four storey
brick barracks, stuccoed and painted white, and the best Kennan had seen. It was
placed inside a large courtyard, with separate buildings for the political prisoners and
the prison guard. The prison was designed to house 440 exiles, but the administrator
feared it, too, would be overcrowded within a short space of time. Kennan also visited
a large two-storey brick prison near Irkutsk which housed 992 convicts, with a similar
number of ticket-of-leave prisoners living outside the surrounding walls. The hard
labour inside the prison was the operation of a crank mill to grind grain. The cells in
this prison, unlike most described by Kennan, were well ventilated and clean, and said
by him to be the best of the fifteen prisons he had inspected in eastern Siberia (Kennan
1970: vol 2 345-350).
Kennan travelled onwards to the gold mines of the Kara River. Here the exiles were
hard-labour convicts, and lived in buildings within a village with a population of about
1800 convicts, and 600-800 women and children dependents. Half of the convicts
were under close confinement, while the remainder lived in barracks or cabins of their
own outside the prison walls. The latter were 'ticket-of-leave' convicts, those who had
worked with good conduct for a given period and could work with limited supervision,
could live with their families, could do additional work on their own account, but were
still not able to leave the prison area. Seven such prisons were scattered along the
length of the Kara River. The prison itself, and the female prison opposite, were
stockaded log prisons, similar to others described by Kennan. A separate prison for
political prisoners was of similar design (Kennan 1970: vol 2 138-53).

3.5.3 ASSESSMENT OF RUSSIAN CONVICT TRANSPORTATION
Exile to Siberia has been seen as having two objectives: the punishment and removal of
criminal, religious and political dislUptive elements from European Russia, and the
accelerated settlement and development of the vast Siberian territories. Each of the
three global themes identified in the study can be identified in these motives.
'Exile' was a term with a very broad meaning, ranging from the transportation of hard
labour convicts, parallelling the Australian convict experience, to the forced movement
of communities to further government land settlement policies, parallelling Australia's
treatment of some Aboriginal communities until relatively recent times. It is the penal
use of exile that can be seen as part of the global convict transportation theme.
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No sources have as yet been identified that provide any modern description of the
nature and survival of any of the penal establishments associated with the exile system,
from either the Tsarist of Soviet periods. Inquiries have been forwarded to ICOMOS
contacts in Russia, but as yet no replies have been received. Kennan's descriptions of
the forwarding prisons and the etapes in the late nineteenth century would suggest that
they bore considerable similarities to the pre-Pentonville convict establishments in
Australia. Comparison of surviving examples would be extremely useful in historical
research, and in the context of world heritage assessment.

3.6

THEMES OF OUTSTANDING UNIVERSAL VALUE

This global overview of convictism and forced labour generally has been presented
partly to provide an historical context for the Australian convict experience, and partly
to determine if any themes of outstanding universal value can be identified in the history
of convictism.
The themes arising from the study of forced labour and convictism are, almost
overwhelmingly, sombre ones. They have more to do with punishment, pain and the
subjugation of one part of humankind by another, than they do with the enlightening
and uplifting aspects of the human experience. The themes are, nonetheless, of
outstanding universal significance, despite these associations with the darker side of
human history.
The themes which run through the global story are:
1.

The transportation of unfree labour to overseas or otherwise-distant places for
the immediate or long-term economic benefit of the home state.

2.

The transportation of civil and military criminals, political exiles and
'vagabonds' to overseas or otherwise-distant places as a mechanism for the
control of law and order in the home state.

3.

The transportation of unfree labour to overseas or otherwise-distant places as a
strategic tool of colonialism and the expansion or maintenance of regional
spheres of influence.

Slavery and indentured labour demonstrated most clearly the first and last themesmost slavery and indentured labour was to provide a cheap labour force to operate in
labour-intensive agricultural or resource industries, which created wealth for the home
state; and such centres of wealth-creation, consciously or coincidentally, were also
components of the home state's colonial aspirations and spheres of influence. The
economic motivation was by far the strongest, while the extension of the power of the
home state was usually just a by-product of overseas economic development. The
second theme may have also had an influence on indentured labour, in that the
movement of labour away from the home state eased the pressure of increasing
population, and hence assisted in the maintenance of control of law and order, but the
encouragement of indentured labour does not appear to have been used as a policy tool
by European governments.
Convictism sometimes demonstrated the immediate economic benefit component of the
first theme-the convicts first sent by Britain and Spain to the Americas, for instance,
were to provide labour for economic benefit, and that labour worked with, replaced, or
was replaced by, slavery and indentured labour depending on which provided the most
available and cost-effective labour force at the time (Beckles 1989). The long-term
economic argument has been used in the Australian case, for example, to suggest that
the NSW penal colony was set up to tap the trade potential of the Pacific, and the use of
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convict labour by the colonial governments to establish the physical infrastructure of the
colonies, and the assignment of convicts for private agricultural and industrial labour
could also be seen as part of a long-term strategy to increase the economic wealth of the
colonies and hence the empire.
However, most convictism can be seen as demonstrating more strongly the second and
third themes, the control of law and order in the home country, and the extension of its
colonial power. The labour markets in Europe from the sixteenth through the
nineteenth centuries were greatly influenced by the rapid increase in population and the
quick succession of periods of war and peace. In times of war labour was at a
premium, for the armed forces and for the supply industries which fed them. In times
of peace there were large numbers of men and women shed from the armed forces and
industry, with no support mechanisms provided by the state. At such times the prisons
of Europe bulged with criminals and the streets and countryside were roamed by, .or
home for, unemployed vagrants, 'rogues' and 'vagabonds'. Britain, Spain and France
all used transportation both as a way of supplementing their colonial military forces
during times of war, and of putting out of harm's way unemployed ex-military and
redundant workers who turned to petty crime in times of peace. Dealing with bulging
prisons was one of the central reasons for establishing the penal colony in New South
Wales.
The eighteenth and nineteenth centuries were also times of political turmoil and revolt
within the states of Europe, and transportation was a convenient way of removing
potentially rebellious political prisoners and maintaining law and order in the home
state.
As the European states developed, their economic and political spheres widened, and
overseas colonies were established, either to add to the defence of the home state and its
supply lines (as in the case of the Spanish and French colonies in North Africa), or to
actively extend metropolitan economic and political influence more widely. Convictism
was used by a number of states to supply the workforce needed to establish the colonial
presence (as in the case of the Straits Settlements) or to create the infrastructure to
defend the wider empire (as in the building of the defences of Havana, San Jose and
Bermuda).
The strategic use of colonialism has been proposed as one of the motives for the
establishment of the Australian penal colony, both to tap the supposed wealth of trees
and flax to support British naval and commercial shipping in the Indian and Pacific
oceans, and to establish and protect a new access route to the commercial wealth of the
Pacific and China.
In many cases it is difficult to distinguish the real balance between the three factors of
economic benefit, the control of law and order and the servicing of empire, and this is
certainly the case with the Australian convict experience (see Martin 1978). However,
the detailed actions of the convict administrations can give clues to parts of this complex
issue, and it is by looking at the detail of the places associated with convictism that the
themes can be teased out.
It is argued here that these three themes of forced migration, in varying combinations,
affected the development of so many nations of the world, and the lives of so many
millions of people and their descendants, that they are themes of outstanding universal
significance which can be considered as a framework for the identification of places of
World Heritage significance. Some aspects of slavery have already been reflected in
World Heritage listing, with the listing of the Island of Goree in Senegal, and the Forts
and Castles of Ghana. Some of the works produced by convict labour have been listed
in Old Havana and its fortifications in Cuba and La Fortaleza and San Juan Historic Site
in Puerto Rica (USA). However, the documentation for the places listed only touches
on elements of the themes of forced labour migration that are of universal significance.
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14 .

CONVICTS IN AUSTRALIA

4.1

THE ORIGINS OF THE AUSTRALIAN PENAL COLONIES

There has been an active debate among Australian historians over the last three decades
about the motives underpinning the British settlement of Australia in 1788. A useful
collection of the principle articles in this debate have been gathered by Martin (1978).
The traditional view has been that Britain needed to find a new location to which to
transport its convicts following the loss of the American colonies. This view, which
has been called the 'dumping ground' model, was based on a belief that the British
prisons were full to bursting point, and that there was no suitable location for a penal
colony other than New South Wales. The dumping ground model has been supported
by historians such as Clarke (1960), Shaw (1966; 1967-9) and Bolton (1968).
An alternative view was proposed by K. M. Dallas in 1952, which suggested that
Botany Bay was settled because of the advantages its location gave it in the emerging
trading opportunities of the Pacific. Dallas argued that the location of Australia was
attractive for a British colony because: it was situated on an alternative route to the
lucrative markets of China; it provided access to the fur trade of the north-west Pacific;
it was a good location for the Pacific whaling industry; and it was well situated for trade
with, and disruption of, the Spanish South American trade area (Dallas 1952). The
argument in favour of the China trade motive has been strengthened by the work of Fry
(1971).

A third interpretation, proposed by Blainey (1966), is that the principle motivation was
to gain access to the raw materials, timber and flax, which were needed to supply the
Royal Navy. These raw materials were thought to be available on Norfolk Island, and
would replace, or at least supplement, the traditional sources which were threatened by
the loss of the American colonies, and the political situation in the Baltic. This
explanation was modified by Frost (1975a ; 1975b; 1994) to concentrate on the
resupply of the navy and East India Company ships in India and the east.
Each of the alternative interpretations has been supported by the use of specific
documents, and attacked for its ignoring of other documentary evidence, and so the
debate continues. The latest contribution has been by Frost (1994), which challenges
many of the traditional views of the penal settlement of Australia, and reiterates the
perceived access to naval stores as one of the motivations for settlement of NSW, and
particularly of Norfolk Island.
In balancing up these differing views, it might be safe to say that NSW offered perhaps
the only alternative penal settlement site to the Americas which could become selfsufficient, and where the security offered by distance against easy return of escaping
convicts was assured. At the same time, there seems to have been current perceptions
within the government administration (which had varying bases in reality) that a colony
at Botany Bay might prove to be well sited to reinforce the British presence in the
Pacific/south-east Asian region, for both military and commercial strategic purposes,
either immediately or in the future. The naval supply argument, as restated by Frost
(1994) is a persuasive one, especially as it relates to Norfolk Island.
This paper takes a pluralist view on the motives for the founding of the British penal
colonies in Australia. The evidence suggests that there is a strong probability that all
three motives (dumping of convicts, commercial opportunism and military strategy)
may have influenced the decision makers, either individually or jointly, and there is no
evidence which discounts anyone of the motives.
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4.2

THE EARLY CONVICT ESTABLISHMENT

New South Wales was settled by Britain as a convict colony in 1788, and the settlement
extended immediately to Norfolk Island, and, in 1803 to Tasmania. Up until the 1820s
the attention of the convict establishment was very largely upon the consolidation of
these first settlements, and, in the later stages, the provision of secondary punishment
for re-offending convicts. Until the arrival of Governor Macquarie in 1810, most of
the convict establishment buildings were of modest scale and design. Relatively little
remains intact from this early period, though a number of archaeological sites do exist,
such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the First Government House site, Sydney (1788),
Risdon Cove settlement site in Tasmania (1803),
Sullivan's Bay settlement site in Victoria (1803),
Castle Hill agricultural settlement, Sydney (1801-11),
convict housing, Parramatta (1790-1820),
Phillipsborough/Cascade, Queensborough and Kingston sites, Norfolk
Island. (1788-90 to 1814)

Other sites known to have been in operation in this early period have not been
investigated, so the extent of archaeological remains is unknown.
this early period there was little segregation or classification of convicts according to
crime or behaviour. Convicts were put to work during the day and locked in wards or
cells at night, if they were available. Work consisted of agricultural labour, road
building, harbour works, boatbuilding, timber cutting, grass cutting, fishing, building
construction, industrial labour of various kinds, and clerical and domestic service.
Barracks buildings, designed according to standard British Anny form, and similar to
the gaol layout of the time, were built from at least 1809 onwards in a number of
locations, such as the Military Barracks and Carters Barracks at Sydney, and Convict
Barracks at Parramatta and Windsor (all 1819-20). Similar plans were used for
hospital buildings in Sydney and Parramatta. (Kerr 1984a:47-56).
Macquarie's period as Governor (1810-1821) saw considerable development in the
convict establishment, and the first real application of a sense of design style to convict
buildings. This work was not accompanied by any real knowledge of developments in
penal design Britain, nor any consistent drawing on local penal experience, and
aesthetic criteria predominated in the major works (Kerr 1984a:40-1). The Rum
Hospital (1811-16), Hyde Park Barracks (1818), and Liverpool Convict Hospital
(1830) (the latter two by ex-convict architect Francis Greenway) were among the major
works initiated during the Macquarie era, of which these three survive in varying
degrees of intactness.
The provision of adequate housing for female convicts was pressed upon Macquarie by
Bathurst (Secretary of State for the Colonies) in 1817, and resulted in Francis
Greenway's design of another significant building, the Female Factory at Parramatta,
commenced in 1818 and completed 1821, only fragments of which survive.

4.3

NORFOLK ISLAND-FIRST SETTLEMENT

The strongest argument about a motive for the settlement of Norfolk Island, within
weeks of the First Fleet aITiving in Sydney in 1788, is that the British administration
believed the tall pine trees and flax observed by Cook on the island could provide a
possible regional supply of naval materials to support the Royal Navy in the Indian /
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South-East Asian region, and that the French had their eyes on the same resource.
Without such an explanation it is very difficult to suggest a motive for settling such a
remote location with such urgency. (see Frost 1994).
Lieut. Phillip Gidley King in the Supply established a settlement at what was first called
Sydney (renamed Kingston during the Second Settlement) and commenced cutting
Norfolk Island pine, experimenting with the cultivation of flax, and establishing
agricultural areas to support the settlement. The early buildings were timber framed and
weatherboard clad. The First Settlement was simply an extension of the main NSW
convict settlement, and not, as it was during its second settlement, a place of secondaty
punishment.
The settlement grew slowly, but by 1791 numbered 1,172 convicts, and two new
agricultural settlements had been established, at Charlotte's Field (soon renamed
Queensboro' then Queensborough) and Phillipsburgh in 1790. No major buildings
were constructed during the First Settlement, the convicts and guards being housed in
many small buildings. The settlement was abandoned in 1814, and the buildings fired,
so that no extant buildings survive from this period, though several archaeological
remains exist, including the original Government House foundations.

4.4

THE BIGGE COMMISSION AND CHANGES TO THE SYSTEM

Commissioner John Thomas Bigge headed an inquiry into the penal colony and its
administration from 1819 to 1822, and his report had a considerable impact on the
convict system for over a decade and a half. Bigge was set the job, among other tasks,
of determining ways of making transportation more of a deterrent to potential British
offenders, and ways of better separating the convicts from the free settlers of the
colony. The wording of Bigge's commission pre-determined the establishment of
distant penal settlements and an increase in the severity of punishment and the
tightening of surveillance of convicts (Shaw 1966: 102-3; Kerr 1984a:57).
Bigge was reminded by Bathurst that the objective of transportation was to provide a
severe punishment such as would render it an '...object of real terror to all classes of
the community.. .'. This was at odds with Macquarie's emphasis on rehabilitation.
Bigge also took aboard the commercial interests of the local gentlemen of property.
The outcome was that the report recommended that the majority of the convicts, who
had been in government employment in the settled districts, be dispersed, those of the
best character to be assigned to settlers as agricultural labourers, others to form labour
gangs to carry out land clearing, and the boys to be kept at Carters' Barracks and taught
trades sufficient to make them useful when assigned. The remainder, and those of bad
character, were to be sent to new and distant settlements at Moreton Bay, Port Curtis
and Port Bowen. The last two settlements did not come to pass. Bigge further
specified the buildings which would constitute the new settlements (Kerr 1984a:58-9).

4.5

NORFOLK ISLAND-SECOND SETTLEMENT

Norfolk Island was re-settled in 1825 as an establishment for the secondary punishment
of convicts who had committed crimes while in the colony after transportation. At this
time the penal settlements at Maria Island and Moreton Bay were also established, and
those at Sarah Island and Port Macquarie had been in operation for only a few years.
Port Arthur was to follow in 1830. This development of penal settlements marked a
period of more severe, and more closely administered convict punishment, especially
for secondary offenders, which followed the Bigge Reports findings.
The Kingston establishment on Norfolk Island was arranged with the military and civil
accommodation on the inland side of the coastal flat, and the convict barracks and gaol
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on the foreshore. An area of swampy land lay in between. This arrangement is
reflected in the many surviving buildings at the site. Governor Darling summed up the
attitude to the purposes of the settlement by stating that "My object was to hold out that
settlement as a place of the extremest punishment short of death... " .
As transportation to New South Wales ceased in 1840, Norfolk Island began receiving
convicts direct from England, as well as secondary offenders from the mainland. This
period coincided with a change in penal philosophy, with experiments in more humane
treatment with a view to reformation through punishment and exposure to moralising
influences. On Norfolk Island this was represented by the reign of Alexander
Maconochie as commandant from 1840-44, but the experiment was ultimately
ineffectual.
Norfolk Island was finally abandoned as a penal settlement in 1855, the remaining
convicts being relocated to Port Arthur.(Kerr 1984a; Clive Lucas Stapleton and
Partners 1988; Wesley 1994).
The remaining standing buildings and substantial ruins at Kingston include:
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
"
..
..
..
"
..
"
"
..
"
"
"
"

4.6

Old Military Barracks (1829+)
Commissariat Store (now All Saints Church) (1835)
New Military barracks (1836)
Government House (1829+)
9 cottages providing quarters for military and civil officers (1832-47)
perimeter walls and archaeological remains of Prisoner's Barracks
(1828-48)-includes the Protestant Chapel, which has been
reconstructed.
perimeter walls and archaeological remains of the New Prison
('Pentagonal Prison') (1836-40, 1845-7)
ruins of the Hospital, built on First Settlement remains (1829)
Surgeon's Quarters and kitchen, on site of First Settlement Government
House (1827)
Landing pier (1839-47)
beach store (1825)
Settlement guard house, on foundations of First Settlement building
(1826)
Crank Mill (1827-38)
Royal Engineer Office and stables (1850)
double boat shed (1841)
Police Office (now boatshed) (1828-9)
flaghouse (1840s)
Constable's quarters, partly standing (1850-53)
Blacksmiths shop (1846)
salt house (1847)
windmill base (1842-3)
cemetery (1825-present)
many stone walls, wells, drains, building platforms and archaeological
sites of former buildings.

NEWCASTLE AND PORT MACQUARIE-NEW SOUTH WALES

Newcastle was first occupied in 1801, to dig coal from the prominent coal seams at the
Hunter River headland, but it was abandoned again in the following year. A penal
settlement was established in 1804, again to mine coal and to manufacture salt and
produce lime, and as a place of secondary punishment. The first gaol was built in
1816, which was converted to a hospital by 1818 and a new gaol built (Kerr 1984a:245). Other buildings included the Commandant's House, Surgeon's House, military
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barracks, officers barracks, warehouses, and a number of other buildings and work
areas. In 1823 the penal settlement was transferred to Port Macquarie, which promised
greater security, being further removed from Sydney. The former Lumber Yard on the
Newcastle foreshore has recently been rediscovered and excavations have revealed
some of the early lumberyard activities and remains (Bairstow 1987). No other
substantial remains of the convict period are known to survive.
'
i'--> \

Port Macquarie was discovered in 1818, and in 1821 a penal settlement was established
there. Buildings included a military barracks, gaol, courthou&t, civil officers and
military officers quarters, granary, commissariat store, prisoners barracks, hospital and
St Thomas's Church. The penal settlement was abandoned by 1831, and the buildings
used instead as a depot for 'specials' (educated prisoners) and invalids, relieving
Wellington Valley (established in 1823 as an agricultural station for 'specials') of that
task and allowing its closure. A new barracks for the invalids was opened in 1840.
(Kerr 1984a:74, 113-4). The only substantial remains of the convict era is St
Thomas's Church.

4.7

TASMANIA-THE EARLY PERIOD, 1804·1820

Hobart was settled in 1804 (following the shOli-lived settlement further up the Derwent
at Risden Cove), not as a penal settlement but as a free settlement supported by convict
labour. A wish to forestall suspected French interest in the island appears to have been
the motivation for the settlement (Shaw 1974). A gaol was erected between 1815 and
1818, for both civil and convict use (Kerr 1984a:23-4). A Prisoners' Barracks was
built in 1824, added to in 1827, and a Female Factory was created by the conversion of
the Cascade distillery in 1827. In other areas the administration of convicts was aided
by the construction of facilities such as the Richmond Gaol (1826-7), and Launceston
Female House of Correction (1833-7). Initially, convicts on arrival were placed in
government service or assigned as servants and labourers to free settlers.
The administration of convicts does not appear to have been a great problem in
Tasmania prior to 1819, when there was an increase in the numbers of convicts
arriving. In that year convict numbers jumped to 47% of the population, following the
commencement of direct transhipment of convicts initially landed in Sydney, and the
arrival of convicts directly from Britain. In 1820 over 1,400 convicts arrived from
Britain, boosting convict numbers to 73% of the population, and number continued to
increase by about 1,000 annually over the next five years (Shaw 1966:366; Clarke
1950:408). In this context, the decisions to establish penal settlements at Sarah Island
and Maria Island in the early 1820s can be understood.

4.8

SARAH ISLAND

Sarah Island was the earliest penal settlement in Tasmania, established in 1821-22 as a
site for secondary offenders, and as an industrial settlement to gather Macquarie
Harbour's timber and coal, discovered by James Kelly in 1815. Prior to the settlement
at Sarah Island, convicts had to be sent to Sydney for trial and punishment for
secondary offences. The settlement held between 100 and over 350 convicts at
different times, both male and female convicts being sent there in the early years. Work
consisted of timber-getting, lime-burning, ship building, farming and gardening,
charcoal burning, and construction of the settlement and reclamation of swampy areas
to increase the size of the island. Work camps were established on the adjacent shores
and into the forest areas as timber-getting proceeded later in the settlement's history.
After 1830 prisoners were gradually transferred to the new Port A1ihur penal
settlement, Sarah Island finally closing in 1833.
The settlement was re-opened in 1846 for a short period in an un-economic attempt to
use unemployed probation-pass holders to fell Huon pine for the government.
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Most of the buildings on the island were of timber, with some, such as the gaol,
penitentiary, and commissariat store being of stone. The ruined lower walls of some of
the stone buildings survive
(Sources: Brand 1984; McGowan 1989; Bannear 1991; Julen 1976)

4.9

MARIA ISLAND

A penal settlement was established on Maria Island, at Darlington Bay, in 1825, as a
place for minor secondary offenders and colonial offenders, thus both relieving the
pressure on Sarah Island and Hobart Gaol, and introducing a two-part classification
system for prisoners. During this period convict numbers probably never exceeded
145 at anyone time. The settlement contained a prisoners barracks (part of which was
to be integrated into the second settlement convict barracks), buildings for the various
tasks associated with the manufacture of woollen cloth, at which work the convicts
were employed, a commissariat store , hospital, boat house, military barracks,
Commandants house and office, and other buildings. The settlement was abandoned in
1832.
Buildings surviving from the first settlement are:
..
e

commissariat store (1828)
Prisoners Barracks (1830)

Maria Island was again occupied in 1842, when the Darlington Probation Station was
established. Darlington was said in 1847 to be the best situated and arranged station in
Tasmania. Darlington was managed from 1845 by James Boyd, a former Pentonville
instructor and future manager of Port Arthur (Kerr 1988:55) The new probation station
was built around the earlier convict barrack. The three classes of accommodation, and
solitary or punitive cells, were arranged in three courtyarded enclosures on three sides
of a larger quadrangle. The First and Second Class departments occupied the old
convict barrack and yard, and prisoners were housed in separate apartments (except in
the old barracks until full height cage partitions were erected in 1847). At times over
600 convicts were housed at the settlement. A second Probation Station was
established on the island at Long Point (now Point Lesueur). The Darlington Probation
Station was again abandoned in 1850. (Kerr 1984a: 149-50).
Buildings remaining from the second settlement period include:
..
..
..
co

..
e

..
e
co
e

miller's cottage (1846)
part of the penitentiary (1830, reused 1846)
bam (c 1844)
Religious Instructors House ruins(l843)
mess room (1845)
5 cottages and quarters (1840s)
cookhouse (1842)
bakehouse (1843)
Administration offices (1842)
day room and chapel (1847)

4.10 MORETON BAY PENAL SETTLEMENT
The convicts sent to Moreton Bay were minor offenders, sent from Sydney and Port
Macquarie, rather than arriving directly from England. The settlement was intended
partly to replace Port Macquarie, which was now too close to expanding settled areas to
offer security as a prison. The Moreton Bay Penal Settlement was established at
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Redcliffe in September 1824. However, the site was unsuitable, due to poor
anchorage, Aboriginal resistance, and 'unhealthy' surrounds, and the settlement was
moved up the Brisbane River to the present site of Brisbane in May 1825. Due to the
poor access to the Brisbane River, because of the bar at its mouth, Governor Darling in
1827 authorised Captain Patrick Logan, the Commandant of the settlement, to establish
a small outpost at Dunwich, on Stradbroke Island, for the transhipment of stores to
smaller vessels for the trip up-river.
Logan had a reputation, born out by the records, of imposing a strict and harsh regime
on the settlement. In one 9-month period in 1828 he ordered as punishment 11,100
lashes, though the convict population only stood at 168 for most of that period,
jumping to 693 by its end (Fitzgerald 1982:80-1). In 1829 Logan established an
agricultural settlement at Eagle Farm, employing 150 convicts, making the colony selfsufficient in maize. Other outposts were at Ipswich (for limestone), and Amity Point (a
pilot station). By 1830 when Logan was killed while on an exploration trip, almost
certainly by Aborigines rather than by escaped convicts, as has sometimes been
asserted, the population of convicts was 975. The peak number of 1,200 convicts was
reached in 1832, under James Clunie's command.
The last convicts were sent to Moreton Bay in 1839, when the population of convicts
stood at 94, falling to only 29 at the end of that year. The penal settlement was
formally closed in 1842, when Moreton Bay was opened for free settlement.
The larger buildings associated with the convict establishment were the convict barracks
and the female factory, both of which have been demolished. The only standing
buildings from the penal period are the Commissariat store (1829) and the Windmill
(1828).
(sources: Fitzgerald 1982; Hogan 1978; Steele 1975; Johnston 1988)

4.11

PORT ARTHUR

Port Arthur was established as a timber getting establishment in 1830, and as a penal
settlement for secondary and special punishment in 1832. Between 1831 and 1836
about 7% of all convicts in Tasmania were sentenced to secondary punishment, and
Port Arthur became the centre to which they were sent. The Tasman Peninsula was a
natural prison, having only one land access point, the narrow Eagle Hawk Neck, which
was strictly guarded. Prisoners from Sarah Island and Maria Island were transferred to
Port Arthur, allowing the other penal settlements to be closed down. From 1833 Port
Arthur and the Tasman Peninsula was the only exclusively penal settlement in Van
Diemen's Land, housing convicts who had re-offended in the colony, those offending
while on the voyage out, those sentenced for particularly atrocious crimes, and
gentlemen convicts, who were kept separate from ordinary convicts in fear that with
their greater education they might incite revolt. In 1833 a separate barracks was
constructed on Point Puer for boy convicts, the numbers of which increased after 1837,
reaching 455 by the end of 1838.
The violent nature of Port Arthur is shown by the figures for punishment. In 1837, for
example, of the 919 convicts at Port Arthur, 29% were flogged, compared with only
6% for convicts in the rest of Tasmania, and 18% in NSW. By comparison, however,
the average number of lashes at Port Arthur was lower in that year, averaging 26 in
comparison with the rest of Tasmania's 30 and NSW 45 lashes. This suggests that the
regime was one of frequent medium level corporal punishment. Of the 259 boys at
Point Puer that year, 70% were beaten, with an average of 15 strokes. (Shaw
1966:202).
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By 1838 Port Arthur had become a significant industrial centre in the colony, producing
shoes and other items, and coal from the Coal Mines on Tasman Peninsula. Ship
building also became an important activity. The settlement was extensively rebuilt in
the 1840s and 50s, but retained the same basic layout. Some of the existing buildings
relate to this later re-development, such as the Penitentiary (converted from a granary
and mill 1854-57). This building development was in response to increasing numbers
of convicts arriving in the colony, peaking at 5,329 arrivals in 1842.
Port Arthur remained a penal settlement, even though transportation to Tasmania ceased
in 1853, receiving convicts returned from Norfolk Island, and housing the remaining
convicts under sentence, infirm or insane. It finally closed in 1877, by which time at
least 12,500 convicts had served sentences there.
Buildings which remain standing or as substantial ruins include:

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Commandant's House (1830s)
Guard Tower (1835)
Church (1836)
Hospital (1842)
Penitentiary (1844, converted 1854-7)
Asylum (1864-8)
Separate Prison (1848-52)
'Lithend' dockyard cottage (1841)
Medical Officer's House (c. 1847)
Commissariat Officers House (c.1845)
Roman Catholic Chaplain's House (c.1843)
Assistant Surgeons House (1848)
Pauper's Mess (1865)
Overseer's, Cottage (1858)
Smith O'Brien's Cottage (1847)
'Sunnybanks' shipwright's house (1830s)
Court house and library (1848)
Tower Cottages (1854)
C of E Chaplains House (1842)
Government Cottage (1853-4)

4.12 PORT PHILLIP DISTRICT
The two unsuccessful attempts to establish formal settlements in the Port Phillip District
(in what is now Victoria) in 1803 and 1827 were supported by convict labourers.
However, these did not lead to the long-term presence of convicts in the district. When
the NSW Governor Bourke acted in 1837 to establish a formal presence to control the
free settlement springing up around Batman's settlement at Melbourne, he sent convict
gangs to assist police magistrate William Lonsdale with the physical labour of the new
settlement. Numbers were kept small due to local opposition to the convict presence in
what they wanted to see as a free settlement. In 1838 about 70 convicts worked in
work gangs in Melbourne, and another 8 worked in Geelong. They made roads, built
houses, burnt lime, cut timber and drew water. (Atkinson and Aveling 1987:289-92).
In 1838 there were 267 convicts in Port Philip District, 121 of whom were employed
on government works. Between 1844 and 1849, 1,727 convicts were shipped directly
from Britain to Port Phillip. These convicts had already served a proportion of their
sentences in Pentonville prison, and were thus dubbed 'Pentonvillains'. The intention
was that upon arrival they would be dispersed immediately among the free settlers as
assigned labour. However, increasing local opposition to convict arrivals, due both to
the general opposition to convictism and to the now-buoyant local labour market,
turned to near riot in 1849, and two shiploads (the Hashemy and Randolph) had to be
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diverted to Sydney without unloading (Shaw 1966: 326; Evans and Nicholls 1976:2029). This marked the end of transportation to Port Phillip.
There appears to have been few substantial buildings erected to house or punish
convicts, as were built in other settlements. A timber watch house, stocks and hospital
were built in 1838 (Kerr 1988:21). A gaol was designed along the lines of the county
prison in Philadelphia, versions of which were to be erected at Port Phillip, Bathurst,
Goulburn and Maitland. One wing of two planned parallel three-storey wings was built
in 1841-3, and was demolished in 1908. It was built of stone with barrel-vaulted cells,
and had about 80 cells. (Kerr 1984a: 106-7). A second wing was built in 1859, by
which time the gaol was a civil establishment.

4.13 CONVICTISM IN WESTERN AUSTRALIA
The Western Australian Colony had survived from its settlement in 1829 to 1850 as a
free settlement without convicts. There have been a number of explanations suggested
to as why the colony sought the commencement of convict transportation at that date.
Pastoralists lobbied for convicts to solve a labour shortage in their sector of the
economy, and argued that the colony would benefit from the injection of capital the
establishment of a convict centre would entail. It has been argued that the pastoralists
had created the labour shortage by their own poor labour management practices
(Stannage 1979), and that they saw transported labour as a way of breaking the
bargaining power of free labour, and of re-establishing a social hierarchy which they
perceived was being eroded (Cameron 1981:202). While there appears never to have
been general community support for the proposition, transportation to W.A. was
legislated in Britain in 1849, for an unlimited number of male convicts (Statham
1981b:209; De Garis 1981:321). Ultimately, nearly 10,000 convicts were sent to
Western Australia between 1850 and 1868. Over the same period the total population
of the colony grew from 5,886 in 1850 to 24,292 in 1868.
The Comptroller General of Convict in Western Australia, Capt. E. Y. W. Henderson,
was faced with the housing of the first 75 convicts, when they landed on 1 June 1850.
They were accompanied by 54 Pensioner Guards and their families (Campbell
1979:91). He set about finding a site for a depot for convicts, from which they would
carry out public works, and selected a site in Fremantle for the prison. Fremantle
Prison was designed by Henderson, based on the Pentonville model and its expression
at Portland Prison. The Fremantle prison is described at 3.15 above.
Until the prison was available for occupation in 1855, the convicts had to be housed
wherever accommodation could be found, such as a Fremantle warehouse, and it was
initially not very secure. By June 1851, Henderson had built two stone sheds next to
the warehouse, capable of housing 500 men, and had walled the site (Campbell
1979:92). Twelve cottages for warders had also been completed and the Commissariat
store and offices commenced (now the Maritime Museum). The convicts had been
guarded during their sea voyage by military pensioners, and these were kept on as a
guard until their successors arrived on the next transport (Shaw 1966:354). The
convicts sent to Western Australia had already served their penitentiary term and penal
labour in England, and were supposedly selected for transportation on the basis of their
good behaviour. When they arrived, they were placed in close confinement in
Fremantle or Perth, and employed on public works, or before the gaols were built they
were sent out in parties to work on roads and construct country depots. Early in the
period convicts could be eligible for tickets-of-Ieave very soon after landing, so by the
end of 1852 845 out of the 1,469 landed so far were working for private employers.
Ticket-of-leave men were confined to stated districts, and were closely supervised, but
were paid wages and could accumulate property. (Shaw 1966:354-5).
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The Convict Establishment operated independently of the colonial administration, but
was called upon to assist with various public works, as had been intended. Jointly the
colonial and Convict Establishment administration set up a system of hiring stations in
rural areas, through which the convicts could be administered for local public works,
and the activities of ticket-of-leave men monitored. The stations were staffed by Royal
Engineers and Pensioner Guards, and included their housing, lock-ups, offices,
commissariat stores and officer's residences. The hiring station at Lynton, built in
1853 to provide labour for the local copper and lead mines, was typical, and survives in
a largely ruined condition. The growing expense of this system led to most hiring
stations being closed down by 1857. (Campbell 1979:97).
The Pensioner Guards, when their tour of duty was completed, were given as part of
their contract 10 acres of land. The settlement at Greenough attracted pensioners, and
their selections there were consolidated into a pensioner village in 1854, which became
the centre for the developing farming district. (Campbell 1979:98).
In England legislation was passed in 1853 that substituted penal servitude for
transportation for those sentenced to less than 14 years, and many were released on
license in England. This effectively reduced the numbers receiving transportation
sentences from the annual average of 2,649 between 1850 and 1852, to only 298
between 1854 and 1856. After 1861 the regulations changed again, and men who
previously served half their sentences in Britain before transportation could now be
transported immediately, doubling the number eligible for transportation. As fewer
were eligible for tickets-of-Ieave the colony had greater numbers available for public
works. By the 1860s it was felt that penal servitude within Britain was more cost
effective than transportation. The prison at Chatham had replaced the Thames hulks,
and in 1862 the Bermuda hulks were broken up, and the convicts transferred to existing
prisons, which do not appear to have suffered overcrowding as a result. The penal
philosophies now favoured more repressive prison conditions, and ideas of prison
reform were swept away for the next 30 years. As penal arrangenients in the colonies
were not in line with the new philosophies, and as British prisons could cope with
prisoner numbers, it was announced in 1867 that transportation would cease, and the
last convict transport ship sailed to Western Australia in October of that year. (Shaw
1966:355-8).

4.14

ASSIGNMENT AND PRIVATE EMPLOYMENT

One of the defining characteristics of the convict system was the use of convict labour
by private settlers. This took the form of assignment, especially in NSW and Tasmania
before the Probation System was introduced there, whereby convicts still serving
sentences were formally assigned to settlers according to a formula relating to landownership and investment. Assigned convicts were tied to a designated 'master' to
whom they had been assigned as servants, and he (or she) could seek corporal
punishment of the assigned servant via a local magistrate for misdemeanours or poor
work. Assigned convicts worked commonly as shepherds, stock-keepers, agricultural
labourers, 'mechanics' and domestic servants, and were guaranteed only their rations
for such labour. In Western Australia a system of more closely controlled fixed-term
contract assignment, administered from 'hiring depots', operated for some years prior
to 1857. Several hiring depots survive in varying degrees of completeness and
intactness.
In NSW, and it would appear also in the other colonies, there was no prescription of
the way in which assigned convicts should be housed. By far the majority seem to
have been housed within the master's own house, or in slab huts sleeping 3-6 people
located to the rear of the master's house, or near the location of their habitual work. In
a few instances there were more substantial timber or stone barracks built to house
assigned convicts (especially in Tasmania), but many buildings identified in this way in
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local tradition have been subsequently shown to have been store buildings or barns (as
at 'Strathallan' and 'Mt Elrington' near Braidwood, and 'Lanyon' near Canberra)
(Altenburg 1988: Blair and Claouie-Long 1993). Similarly, many local traditions refer
to convicts being housed in cellars, but few of these claims are able to be verified, and
many have been shown to be myth. Few places claimed to be assigned convict
barracks have been thoroughly researched, and such accommodation was certainly the
exception rather than the rule (Altenburg 1988). Further research needs to be
conducted on places relating the assignment before any such place could with
confidence be identified as representing this aspect of convict administration.
"Tickets-of-Ieave" were in effect a form of probation available to well-behaved convicts
after a set proportion of their sentence had been served, which enabled convicts to work
on their own behalf (Shaw 1966:229). The system operated in all the colonies
receiving convicts. The Ticket-of-leave gave the convict a degree of choice in their
employment and employer that was not available to assigned convicts, though they still
had to report at set intervals to local magistrates, and to indicate their changes in
employment or location of work. Ticket-of-leave convicts operated to all intents and
purposes as free labour, and there are no buildings identified in this study that are
specifically associated with their control and administration.

4.15

WORK GANGS AND STOCKADES

Convict work gangs were used for public works throughout the convict era. Several
distinct phases in the development of the work gang system as it applied in NSW have
been identified (Thorp 1988; Thorp 1987). From 1788 to 1822 the use of work parties
had two objectives-firstly to employ convicts effectively to enable the colony to be
established and to survive, and secondly to allow a form of secondary punishment by
having recalcitrant convicts work in iron gangs (as the chain gangs were known).
Work gangs undertaking agricultural work on public farms were an established feature
of the colony during the later years of the eighteenth and the early years of the
nineteenth centuries. The use of iron gangs as a secondary punishment had
commenced by 1797. The agricultural gangs were superseded by work gangs
operating in lumber yards, dock yards, stone quarries, supply gathering and transport
gangs (boat gangs), and on public works. (Thorp 1988).
From the 1790s convicts were also being 'lent' to landowners as a work force, in
return for their keep and a percentage of yields, and this was the origin of the
assignment system. Up to 1815 conditions meant that security and discipline were
relatively light, and many convicts working in gangs (not chain gangs) had to find their
own accommodation, paid for by after-hours labour. The increase in convict numbers
after 1815, following the cessation of the Napoleonic Wars, led Governor Macquarie to
a re-assessment of their use. The assignment system was consolidated and expanded,and convict labour was used to extend the colony and develop public buildings of a
greater refinement suitable for a growing free colony. Macquarie used the convict's
labour as a means towards clearly defined ends. These views did not sit comfortably
with those in Britain, where the colony was still seen as a place of punishment, in other
words a penal colony, and this view was reflected in the setting up of the Bigge
Commission (see elsewhere). (Thorp 1988:110-113).
Following the Bigge report, the work of convicts, while to be fully utilised, was to be
seen as being harsh enough to be a deterrent to would-be criminals in Britain. Convicts
also were to be separated more effectively from the growing free community. This
resulted in the second phase of work gang development, from 1822-26. Government
gangs were now sent out to clear and grub stumps from areas into which settlement
could expand. However, though reduced, some work on the roads continued, to allow
communication with the new areas being cleared. While the new system had its
advantages, its day-to-day operation and security was less than adequate, relying as it
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did on convict and ex-convict supervIsIon, and the third phase of work gang
development followed quickly. (Thorp 1988:114). The clearing gangs were finally
abolished by Bourke in 1832 (Kerr 1984a:62).
The next phase, from 1826 to 1837, saw the full development of the work gang
system. The growing size of the convict population, together with the growing free
community, increased the problems of maintaining security within the convict system
and protecting the free population from the depridations of escaped convicts. Increased
severity of the system was a response to these pressures. The use of the fully
developed system of chain gangs on the roads of NSW was introduced by Governor
Darling in 1826, with a view to both putting the convicts to effective and secure public
work, and reducing the need to create new penal settlements to deal with the increased
number of secondary offenders. The gangs were controlled by surveyors, and
operated with convict overseers. Governor Bourke gave the surveyors the power to
give up to 50 lashes for inefficiency, and replaced the convict overseers with paid
superintendents and free constables, and from 1834 placed military guards at each of
the stockades at which the road gangs were based. After 1835, when an extra regiment
arrived in the colony, supervision of the gangs was transferred from the surveyors to
the military officers, who were also made magistrates. (Shaw 1966:214; Thorp
1988:114-5). By 1836 Bourke reported that he had 1,000 convicts in irons working in
16 gangs. He also indicated an intention of removing the road parties which had
previously worked with no irons, though these Road Parties were still being reported in
correspondence as late as 1840 (Rosen 1994:35; Pearson 1995:35).
In 1832 Bourke issued instructions for the erection of stockades for road gangs,
consisting of convict accommodation huts surrounded by a timber stockade fence, with
guard accommodation facing the stockade gateway. One such stockade at Cox's River
is well documented (Rosen 1994; Pearson 1995; illustration Kerr 1988:29). However,
Bourke changed his mind about stockades within two years, issuing new instructions
in 1834 which did away with the stockade fence and replaced it with guard huts and
lamps overlooking the encampment (Rosen 1994:43).
To date the archaeological remains of only three road gang stockade sites have been
described, at Wiseman's Ferry and Devines Hill on the Great North Road (Karskens
1984; Karskens 1985a; Karskens 1985b; Karskens 1986), and at Cox's River near
Lithgow (Rosen 1994; Pearson 1995). Another work gang site, a lumber yard, has
been investigated at Newcastle (Bairstow 1987).
The last phase of the work gang system, from 1838 to 1851, saw the cessation of
transportation, and the stagnation of the gang system. The population of NSW
increased by two and a half times between 1837 and 1847, from 85,000 to over
205,000, and the proportion of convicts dropped from 37.7% of the population in 1837
to only 3.2% in 1847. In absolute numbers, convicts fell from their peak of 38,305 in
1840, to 6,664 in 1847. (Shaw 1966:405-6). In this context, the role of work gangs
both as punishment and a tool of separation, and as an effective public works force,
disappeared, and the last stockade was closed in 1851 (Thorp 1988: 116).
The buildings associated with the work gangs were usually temporary, and some such
as the portable wooden houses used from 1835 at some road stations and stockades,
were movable (see Kerr 1984a:63-4). As a consequence, there are no known standing
buildings surviving from stockades, and few intact archaeological sites.
In Van Diemen's Land, Governor Arthur saw the use of chain gangs as a way of
utilising convicts who would otherwise be sent to penal settlements. In 1832 the chain
gangs held 568 men, compared with only 182 convicts at Macquarie Harbour, and 260
at Port Arthur. While the numbers at Port Arthur subsequently grew, Governor Arthur
still had 805 men, or more than 5% of all male convicts, at work on the chain gangs in
1835. (Shaw 1966:212).
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4.16

THE PROBATION SYSTEM-TASMANIA

The Probation System was the last major phase of the convict system in Tasmania, and
was restricted to that island. At least 85 probation stations were established between
1841 and 1853, when transportation to Van Diemen's Land ceased.
The probation system was a response to the dissatisfaction with the assignment system,
whereby convicts were released for service with free settlers. The assignment system
had been under attack from as early as 1837, due to its inability to distinguish in
treatment between convicts under differing sentences, for differing crimes, or on the
basis of their character or conduct subsequent to conviction. The increasing crime rate
also suggested that transportation with assignment was not a sufficiently feared
punishment to deter crime. The Molesworth Committee set up by the House of
Commons in 1837 found the system to be inefficient and inhumane, in that the convict
was basically at the mercy of the assigned master, sometimes in conditions little short
of slavery. This objection to assignment had been current among the social reformers
in Britain since the early 1830s, their perceptions influenced by their understanding of
the slavery trade, which was abolished in the British Empire in 1833 following their
successful campaign against it (Atkinson & Aveling 1987:274). The Molesworth
Committee, reporting in 1839, recommended that there be a fixed punitive period of
imprisonment, followed by a period of sentence which could be foreshortened by good
behaviour. The assignment system was phased out in Van Diemen's Land between
1838 and 1843, being replaced by a new system founded on principles of uniformity of
treatment. (Brand 1990; Kerr 1988:50)
In Van Diemen's Land the convicts were removed from assigned service, and placed in
one of the many probation stations established around the colony. The basis for the
new system was the introduction of the initial fixed period of labour in gangs, followed
by a staged progression of less severe punishment, finalising in conditional release.
Assignment was replaced by a system of probation passes, which enabled a convict,
following the probation period, to be hired out to settlers on short term contracts, until
they earned a ticket-of-leave (Brand 1990:1). The Probation Stations were the centres
for administering and housing the work gangs. From 1841 Governor Franklin set out
new regulations for the probation system, drafted by Matthew Forster, the Director of
the Probation System. The prisoners at probation stations, consisting of 250 to 300
men at each, were to be divided into 3 classes:
•

the 3rd Class to be subjected to separate confinement (ie housed individually
when not at work)

•

the 2nd Class to be hutted in rooms of 10 men

•

the 1st Class, composed of those men approaching the end of their probation
period, to be housed in huts containing 20 men.

The different classes were never to be mixed up either at labour or in housing. (Kerr
1988:52-3). However, the combination of poor local administration, inadequate
funding, and poor communication between the colonies and the Colonial and Home
Offices, meant that the probation system was never fully implemented, and was not
effective (Shaw 1966:ch 12-13; Kerr 1984: 130). The increased rate of transportation to
Tasmania did not help, with, for example, 7,500 male convicts arriving in 1841-42.
Rocky Hills Probation Station has been identified by Kerr (1988:53-4) as being the
most orthodox expression of this system, which survived for the duration of the
probation era. The station, designed by the Royal Engineers Office, had three wings
or ranges of accommodation built around yard areas, one for each of the three classes
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of convict, and administration buildings and quarters closing the top of the resulting
clover leaf or crucifix form. This basic plan was repeated at a number of other
probation stations, and can be seen in the combination of extant buildings and
archaeological crop marks at the Fingal Probation Station. Near the Rocky Hills
Station is an example of the work carried out by the probation system, the drystone
Spiky or Lafarelle Bridge. Other work commonly included road-building, timbergetting and agriculture.
Other stations were laid out in a variety of rectilinear arrangements, forming open
squares or parallel rows of buildings (see Parham and Noble 1994; Kerr 1984: 133-5).
Examples were at Victoria Valley, Seven Mile Creek, Paradise, Oyster Cove, Hobart
Brickfields, Buckland, Westbury, Jericho and Southport.
Darlington Probation Station, on Maria Island, was said in 1847 to be the best situated
and arranged station in Tasmania. Darlington was managed by James Boyd, a former
Pentonville instructor and future manager of Port Arthur (Kerr 1988:55). Darlington
was first made a penal settlement in 1825, as a place of less severe secondary
punishment than Macquarie Harbour, and was abandoned in 1832. The new probation
station of 1842 was built around the earlier convict barrack. The three classes of
accommodation, and solitary or punitive cells, were arranged in three courtyarded
enclosures on three sides of a larger quadrangle. The First and Second Class
departments occupied the old barrack and yard built during the earlier penal settlement.
(see 3.9)
Construction of separate apartments for the Third Class was delayed at most stations
due to the resources these took up. After 1846, due to reports about homosexual
practices at the convict establishments, a programme of converting open dormitories to
individual battened cages commenced for all classes. This system was used on the top
floor of the Port Arthur Penitentiary from 1854 (Kerr 1988:58-9), and the system was
introduced to Norfolk Island from 1848, as numbers there dropped before the final
closure of the settlement.
The Cascade Probation Station on Tasman Peninsula (1841-56) has been identified by
Kerr as perhaps the best example representing the intended 1841 philosophy (Kerr
1984: 133). The plan for Cascade shows a First and Second class yard with huts of the
approved size, and a Third class yard with huts but no indication of separate
accommodation being implemented. (see plan Kerr 1984:134).
The Saltwater Creek Probation Station on the Tasman Peninsular is one of the earliest
designs embodying all of Director of Probation System Forster's requirements to
implement the new system. This 1843 addition to an earlier station was a predecessor
of the Rocky Hills clover-leaf model. (Kerr 1984: 136-7)
In 1842 Governor Franklin was instructed to 'assimilate the system of management at
the juvenile establishment at Point Puer with that at Parkhurst Prison'. Parkhurst was a
reformatory for criminal boys set up in Britain in the mid-1830s. B.J. Horne was sent
out with a number of Parkhurst convicts to oversee this process. While this did not
result directly in any new building developments, in 1844 the now Comptroller of
Convicts, Forster, sought the views of the Commandant of Port Arthur (Champ) on the
Horne report looking into juvenile punishment, and Champ recommended abandoning
Point Puer and establishing a new station at Safety Cove, two mile to the south. After
further delays the penitentiary at Saftey Cove was commenced in 1846, but was only
partially built before the idea was abandoned and the buildings converted for farm use
in 1856. (Kerr 1984: 143-4)
A similar fate befell plans for a Female House of
Correction at Oyster Cove, which was never proceeded with.

4.17 CHANGING GAOL DESIGNS AND THE PENTONVILLE MODEL
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From the 1820s onwards there was a blooming of prison design, influenced largely by
the reform movement in Britain (especially the Society for the Improvement of Prison
Discipline), and the development of the Separate System of imprisonment in America
(Kerr 1984a:90ff). Various gaols, female factories and prisons were constructed on
cruciform and radial designs, integrating to varying degrees the concepts of separation
of different classes of prisoner and the use of individual or separate cells. These
replaced the older prisons, in which prisoners were housed in dormitories with little
distinction made between age, crime and character of the fellow prisoners. A typology
for these various forms is provided in Kerr (1984a).
The radial and cruciform gaols offered ease of access to each of the wings of the
prison, and separation of prisoners in individual cells or small dormitories allowing
classification of prisoners, but the full utility of this design was not reached until the
system devised by the Inspectors of Prisons in the late 1830s, known as the Inspector's
System. This introduced the concept of visual inspection from the central point, or
along a single range of cells, and introduced open galleries which ran the full height of
the cell block to allow easy inspection of all floors from a single point. Details in what
follows are taken from Kerr 1984a and Kerr 1988.
Australian examples of crucifOlm designs included:
•

Launceston Female House of Correction (1837), now demolished

Examples of radial gaols include:
•

Berrima Gaol, NSW (1834-9)- three wings, built incorporating some of the
ideas of the inspector system, but not incorporating some of its key aspects in
terms of cell size and arrangement. It incorporated visual inspection of cellfronts able to be carried out from a central position. Not completed in time to
really be used as a convict establishment.

•

Darlinghurst Gaol, Sydney NSW (1835-41 )- radial design with seven twostorey (altered to three storey) wings ranged around a separate central
observation point. Original design altered by Gipps, adding a floor and creating
an open floor to roof gallery down the centre of each wing, with cells arranged
on either side, bringing it more in line with the Inspector's system. Only two
wings were built during the transportation era.

•

Kingston Pentagonal Gaol, Norfolk Island (1836-48)- five radial wings
within a pentagonal encircling wall. Did not really comply with the Inspector's
system requirements, in having cells back-to-back, facing exercise yards, and
not easily viewed from the central point. This gaol is now a ground-level ruin
and archaeological site.

•

Port Macquarie Gaol, NSW (1836-40)- three radial wings and a range of
wards along the front which did not radiate from the centre. The plan does not
comply with the Inspector's system, and is a modification of an 1826 design,
similar to that used for Berrima. This gaol was demolished in 1917.

Inspector's Gaols included:
•

Parramatta Female Factory Cell Block, NSW (1838-39)- A cell block added to
the Female Factory by Gipps, to house "penal class" prisoners. It was a single
range of cells, three storeys high, with an open gallery running the full length
and height of the block, with cells ranged on either side. The ground floor cells
were without windows, though home government disapproval of such
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barbarous dark cells (still somewhat better than some being used in Tasmania)
led to new windows being punched through the lower walls.
A similar design was used for country gaols in Port Phillip, Bathurst, Goulburn
and Maitland, but were generally too late to be considered part of the convict
transportation period.

Pentonville system:
Between 1840 and 1842 the English Home Office constructed a model prison at
Pentonville, north of the City of London. The Pentonville model was similar in plan to
the radial prisons, some of which had been built in Australia already, but differed in
having the wings of separate cells connected to the central hall by passages almost the
full height of the wing. This enabled all of the interior corridors, galleries and most of
the cell doors to be viewed from a central point (Kerr 1988:62-3). The Pentonville
design was viewed as a success by 1844, and became the model for prison design for
the period.
The basis of the model was the separation of prisoners at all times, with separate
exercise yards and cubicles in the chapel, and provision of wash and toilet facilities in
each cell to avoid the necessity for communal ablutions. The only and essential
interaction was to be with the prison officers. Port Arthur Separate Prison and
Fremantle Prison originated from the Pentonville model. (Kerr 1988:62-3).

The Port Arthur Separate Prison was proposed by Hampton, Comptroller
General of Convicts, to Governor Denison in 1847, and was constructed in 1848-52.
The prison, for re-sentencing of refractory convicts, was to have '50 separate cells on
the Pentonville Plan', and to be cruciform in plan with cells occupying three wings and
the chapel the fourth. One of the wings was extended between 1853 and 55. Lightand sound-proof 'dumb cells' were used for punishment. Silence was maintained by
the use of carpet runners in the corridors, and the warders wore carpet slippers. Food
was served through a trap door in each cell door, and attention could only be
summoned by the use of a signal system. An hours exercise was allowed each day in
one of nine separate exercise yards. Verbal communication with the warders was kept
to the absolute minimum, and prisoners were prevented from interaction, or from even
recognising one another in the corridors by being made to wear masks when out of the
cells. The chapel was divided up into individual cubicles so that no connection could
be made between prisoners.
The Port Arthur Separate Prison was more severe in its approach than the Pentonville
model. The cells had been reduced from Pentonville's 13ft x 7 ft to 9ft x 6ft, and the
provision of piped water, wash basins, WC and heating facilities found at Pentonville
were dispensed with (Kerr 1988:64-5; Kerr 1984:159-64). The separate prison
survives, with two wings and the chapel restored, and a third wing in ruins.

Fremantle Prison was built to the design of Comptroller General of Convict in
Western Australia, Capt. E. Y. W. Henderson, based on the Pentonville model, as
constructed at Portland Prison in Britain. Originally designed to have four wings, the
final two-wing plan was approved in 1852, and completed in 1857. The final design
was for four tiers of cells of the exceptionally small size of 7ft x 4ft. This small cellsize was because the cells were intended to be used for night time accommodation only,
the convicts working outdoors during the day. In correspondence with Jebb, the
British Controller of Prisons, designer of Pentonville and approver of the plans, Jebb
indicated that the use of corrugated iron cell partitions (as at Portland Prison) would
reduce cost and be easier to ventilate than stone cells. However, Henderson proceeded
to build with stone, and retained the reduced cell size, which made the Fremantle cells
cramped and poorly ventilated. (Kerr 1988:65-66; Kerr 1984:164-66).
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The prison in Henderson's original proposal was to hold 570 men, 240 in 'association'
(dormitory) rooms and 330 in separate cells. Jebb did not approve of 'association'
rooms, but Henderson persisted. The chapel, detached in Henderson's plan, was now
to be attached to the main wings, as at Pentonville. (Kerr 1984a:166). The prison
passed from Imperial (British) to colonial (WA) management in 1886.
Fremantle Prison remained in operation until 1987, and is the most intact convict prison
in Australia.
Table 4 indicates the timeframe for convict places in Australia, and Table 5 lists major
convict sites identified.

4.18 AUSTRALIAN CONVICTISM AND THE THEMES OF OUTSTANDING
UNIVERSAL SIGNIFICANCE

The themes which run through the global story (as identified in Chapter 2) are:
1.

The transportation of unfree labour to overseas or otherwise-distant places for
the immediate or long-term economic benefit of the home state.

2.

The transportation of civil and military criminals, political exiles and
'vagabonds' to overseas or otherwise-distant places as a mechanism for the
control of law and order in the home state.

3.

The transportation of unfree labour to overseas or otherwise-distant places as a
strategic tool of colonialism and the building or maintenance of regional spheres
of influence.

The motives ascribed to the British government in setting up the NSW penal settlement,
outlined in 4.1 above, include to some extent all three themes, though the last two are
predominant.
The first theme is able to be read into the establishment of the Australian penal colony
only in terms of perceived long-term economic benefit, as there was no established
plantations or natural resources known to exist in the colonies, other than the
presumed-useful trees and flax of Norfolk Island, which might be of immediate
economic benefit. In any case, the trees and flax argument should perhaps be seen
more as one of perceived strategic value than as one about the economic value of these
materials (see below). If, as seems likely, the British government was influenced in its
decision to settle New South Wales as a penal colony by the prospect of planting a
British presence in the Pacific at a time when trade with China, and the exploitation of
the natural resources of the Pacific were promising to boom, transportation to NSW
could be seen as strategic colonialism for long-term commercial reasons.
It is difficult to argue that any direct economic benefit lay in transportation as a
particularly cheap mode of disposal.of convicts, as Frost (1994) would seem to have
countered any suggestion that transportation to NSW was more cost effective than the
option of transporting convicts elsewhere or retaining them in Britain. There was,
however, clearly a belief in the minds of some of the proponents of transportation that
the penal colony of NSW would not only grow into a self-sufficient colony, but would
also make a long-term return to Britain for its investment. The use of convict labour to
stimulate the growth of the colonies by its use in the development of an extensive road
network, and in the assignment or early release of convicts to private settlers for
agricultural and industrial production demonstrates that the administration shared the
view that one of the benefits of convictism was the stimulation of colonial growth and
prosperity. To this extent, theme 1. applies clearly to the Australian convict experience.
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The second theme was certainly one of the motivations for the establishment of NSW.
Britain used transportation of convicts to Australia not only as a means of relieving
pressure on crowded British prisons, but also as a sentence designed to fill existing and
would-be criminals with such dread as to deter them from crime. This use of
transportation as a sentence with strong deterrent value extended to the re-transportation
of recidivist convicts once in the colony, whereby convicts found guilty of new
offences were sent to places of secondary punishment. Some of Australia's best
preserved convict remains, such as Kingston, Norfolk Island, and Port Arthur, were
places of secondary punishment for at least some part of their operating life. The
systems of assignment, probation stations, and various of the changes in penal policy
during the period of transportation to Australia, resulted from changes in thinking
within Britain about the nature of punishment and .its relationship to reform and
deterrence. Such developments were reflected also in changes in the treatment of
prisoners within Britain itself, and were part of the effort to achieve the rule of law and
order by the reform or deterrence of what were seen as the 'criminal classes'.
The third theme provides the framework within which to place the theories of settlement
based on commercial and military strategic positioning proposed by Dallas, Blainey,
Frost and others. As pointed out above, the long-term commercial prospects afforded
by placing a colony on the edge of the Pacific, with access to the China trade and the
fur trade of the Pacific north-west, was a strategic consideration. If the British
government really perceived that Norfolk Island could provide flax and timber with
which to supply the Royal Navy and the East India Company with much needed ships'
supplies, and that NSW might be able to grow the flax on a plantation basis, this also
could be seen as a motive based in the maintenance of the sphere of influence Britain
held in the region, and, as importantly, in denying access to those supplies by rival
powers.
The conclusion is drawn from this study that the Australian experience is of such
importance in the story of convict transportation on a global scale that it is an aspect of
that story that is of outstanding universal value. Australia is the clearest example of the
nature and global implications of British convict transportation, the British representing
a major component of the convict story globally. British convict transportation apart
from directly involved the movement of convicts to the Americas, Africa and Australia,
was the model for the convict transportation system to South-East Asia established
under the Raj in India, and greatly influenced French transportation to Guiana and New
Caledonia. Australia experienced the full evolution of the system as a British penal
process, and reflects all of the themes underlying the story of convict transportation
globally.
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Table 4. Timeline for major penal settlements and building types
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5.

AUSTRALIAN PLACES OF SIGNIFICANCE
TO
CONVICT
TRANSPORTATION
THEMES

5..t J

THE BIG PICTURE-A USTRALIAN CONVICT PLACES

f

I Australia experienced the transportation of convicts over an 80 year period, from 1788
I to 1868. The formal administration of transported convicts who, for one reason or

'
(

anot.h.er, conld not be returned to the mainstream of society, lasted until 1877 when the
Port Arthur establishment was closed down.

"'~~~~~r this period in the order of 162,000 male and female convicts were transported to
Australia from England and Ireland, which had its own legal system, and in much
smaller numbers from several British Crown colonies. Convicts represented a sizeable
proportion of the populations of several Australian colonies. In NSW for the first 10
years of the colony's existence the convict proportion of the population did not drop
below about 60%, and reached over 80% in 1791. While later numbers fluctuated from
year to year, nearly half the population of NSW were convicts under sentence as late as
1828, and convicts were still nearly one-third of the population in 1840, at the time
transportation to the colony ceased. In Tasmania convict numbers reached a peak of
72% of the population in 1820, and remained at between half and one-third of the
population until at least 1848. The population of the colonies also contained a
considerable proportion of former, pardoned and ticket-of-leave convicts, the vast
majority of Australian convicts staying in the colonies after their release.
Several aspects of the Australian convict experience stand out in the world context. The
first is the numbers of convicts involved. While the figures for early convict
transportation to the Americas are hard to estimate, it would appear from the analysis
provided in Section 2.2 that more convicts were transported to the Australian colonies
than to any other region with the exception of Siberia. This is reflected in the large
number of places that were built in Australia relating to convicts.
to/ni {!
U

{/'f',

{o

Secondly, while convicts were used as a tool in the colonisation of other places such as
Puerto Rica, Singapore and New Caledonia, in Australia they were the underpinning
workforce and seeding population in a much more ambitious colonising venture. In
Australia, convicts were used extensively on public works which established the
transport infrastructure of the colonies, as well as being used as cheap labour for
private and public agricultural and industrial expansion. Again, the Australian
experience is overshadowed only by that of Siberia, where the numbers transported
outstrip any other country's history of convict transportation, and approach slavery in
terms of the number of individuals involved. They were used for establishing transport
infrastructure, developing mining, forestry and other industries, and for establishing a
Russian presence in the east. However, the nature and impacts of transportation to
Siberia requires a separate study before it can be adequately compared with the better
documented convict experience in Australia and elsewhere.
A third aspect of the Australian convict experience which seems to set it aside is the
close control exercised by the government over the convict labour, and the extent of the
physical infrastructure established to administer and control convicts. This statement
needs to be tested by a more in-depth assessment of the physical remains of convictism
in, for example, New Caledonia, the Andamans, Penang and Malacca, and Puerto
Rica, but on current evidence, there appears to be few if any extensive convict
establishments to compare with Port Arthur or Norfolk Island.
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5.2

AUSTRALIAN
CONVICT
PLACES
AND
OUTSTANDING UNIVERSAL SIGNIFICANCE

THE
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THEMES

OF

This section will look at matching known convict places to the convict themes of global
significance. While over 200 Australian convict places are identified in Table 5, the
majority of these are insufficiently documented to be able to consider them further in
this study. Inadequacy of documentation is generally due to insufficient or the total
absentee of historical research on an individual place, and lack of information on its
current physical condition and management. These places can be related to the global
themes in a general sense, but lack of information means the relationship of the places
to the themes and subsequently to the World Heritage criteria cannot be assessed, and
in many cases it is not even known if they survive at all. Emphasis is therefore given to
identifying, among the better documented places, the most intact and most
representative places to illustrate each theme. The authenticity and management of each
will be looked at further in Section 6. In considering convict places for possible World
Heritage nomination, the degree to which the places are individually essential, integral
or peripheral to the global themes has to be determined, as outlined in the assessment
model in Section 1.
If the three themes of universal value discussed in 3.6 and 4.18 above are accepted as
applying to the Australian convict experience, how does the range of places identified in
Chapter 4 fit into that framework and illuminate those themes?
It is difficult to assess whether these places are essential or integral to the global themes
in the absence of knowledge of the existence and integrity of overseas examples of
places that also demonstrate the themes. As a result, the following assessments have to
be seen as being based on current knowledge as outlined in this report, and may need to
be revised as further international comparative information becomes available.

The theme "transportation of unfree labour to overseas or otherwise-distant places for
the immediate or long-term economic benefit of the home state" could be demonstrated
through convict places related to the development of the colonial infrastructure and
assistance to settlers to create export commodities. Places related to this theme include:
•

Wiseman's Ferry and Devine's Hill Stockades, NSW, and the section of the
Great North Road between them, representing the use of convict gang-labour in
establishing a transport and communications system in the colony;

•

a Probation station in Tasmania (possibly Cascade and Saltwater River on
Tasman Peninsula, or the Ross Probation Station), representing later
development in the use of convict labour for public works;

•

a site or a landscape (such as near Braidwood) reflecting the assignment system
and the use of convict labour as a stimulus to the development of the free
colonial economy.

The first two places are assessed as being integral with the theme, as they demonstrate
an important aspect of the global theme, well represented in the Australian experience.
They would add substantially to a serial nomination demonstrating the global themes,
but would not stand up in their own right to nomination. The assignment site or
landscape is assessed at this stage as being peripheral to the theme, as the known places
lack integrity and stature in demonstrating the theme, and would not add substantial
meaning to a serial nomination. Additional research would be necessary to pursue this
aspect of convictism further.
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parlI)~intact: - -

Par).: c6n\kict)ttagC:~ -NSWjc()n':icfc()tGge;'-

I

I

j 821- -

I

I

-- -- ---fUmckilnSintact - -- -- -- -

- Thorp 1987, PCars()nI99C

I

!Macquarie

!

I

only a depot for 'specials' and
I 984a:74, 11:2-13
invalids maintained there. Map of
Settlement Kerr 1984a: 113.

_

=-=

IRool)' Hill Go\'ernm~nl Farm ~ _ - NsW Iagri~ultural cstablishment~ - ~ _tun~no~\~n: ~ - ~-- : ~=~ ~=-=~~ ~~~~~===-===~--==---= =- ~h~~:~~~~:
~
!Wdhagl<m Gon'mmea[ Fann . NsW iag,;,,,"uml,elllemen[
iacchueologkal,ite
I
l~~;,J;:':~o'P 1987.
!conYicl barmckS, Pori
Nsw Lm\'ict barracks-lwo periods. Idelllt)l1shed (both)
- ----jbcfaITs of first (1825) birracks- - ~~crr- 1984i:7Lf - -----

1De\'ines

I

i--wi Stockade

I

NSW work camp (road gang)
i

1

NSW j \\'()fk camp (road gang)

iWisernaris Fen-y Stockade

:~~~ li~;::~~:;~~:~~~:;,PiWII ~~: :11~::i~:,mp
I

lunknown. New Barracks built
1837, to house 'specials' and
jinValids remaining.

I

I

I

I

18407

:--~-~ T-~=-~~=: --~- =-:.. -. ~~~:::. .. - .

I

some fealures survive
:

i

:

- - - - - --

I

I

1827-32

-Thorp 1987 -

-NsW

1821-183Cl

1827-32

I

-- --- -- - farcliacologlcafSi tCS\\'lthlnpubl ic--!lrifomla"tionproVided-b):Ocpt.-- - - -- ~- - ----- --~- --- ---I park area
Urban Affairs and Planning, NSW.

I

I H25-

-------

Kerr 1984a:52-3

1

NSW
NSW

1820s

1821-18

.. - - - - .

!Ma-nu
-- -- - - NSW ""t1rk camp (Iimebuming) - - - -tstrueturc;'y
KCmpSC (a.k.a. Pipers Creek
larchaeOlogical site
j Kilns)
-r Pa-rrimatta

[""·30

The design of eonvicl barracks at
Windsor, Parramatta and Carters
barracks were similar

(nmd

gang)

I

I

- '\:archae()i6gicili slte,-managed-- ----------------------------- fhorp-1987:-Rarskci1s---~passivelY
,
1984, Karskens 1986
farch~e()jo-gical slte,sl~Ctilf(~s-partly~i- ------------- -- -------------- fhorpl987, - Karskens---

·I::~~:::a:a:~::~::'::~ ......• ·IG"em,~) de"g~ ... ._- .... iaE::3~986
!Livcrpool Technical College
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I

Table 5. Convicts places
Dates of
convict
usage
l~BOs

IPlace Name

State IType of place

i
:Ballalaba Station Convict
Banacks

I
NSW lassigncd convict banacks

iJ3lJwc-nfcls

1830s
I 830s

...

WorkCamp~------

jBuilscanlP~

I

W6()df()rd------- --NSW \\'ork camp (road gangr - - - -

1dicalNorthRoad -------------- - NSW-

C()-nvIClbullin1ud ----- -

I

I

I 830s
1832- 1832-35
1832-35

-rslibstanLiarr~;aTLered,archacologicaT- --- - - - -----

--h'~Y~ct- -------------~

I

18305

L

I
work, in which differcnt levels of 1986
, s k i l l of convict gangs can bc
disccmcd. (incorporates Devines
Hill and Wisemans Fcny Stockade
I

·I~l~~;~~i~'~~::con,ict ~:~ 1~~;E,:~~~~:ag~~,~c;~~l~~~;;~n,~~;t ,t~;tu~ ·:=~~~;~~~~:~~~~t;~h~~i: ri~!~';;~;;a~i~,
I
I

I

I

.
I

'
I

Ilikely to have been a store building
only

.

·1~!::~:~E::h. .j.• ~::·I:t::~ ~:~~~~:~:r~)· f;~:~~,g,,,'~to •. ~:=.=.-= •. c-__-=_-::- ~•.••..~. f;S ~:.-.-.~--~
J

I
!1- -. - --, - ---'- ." . -.
f-"

I

I

;Livcrpool
.
- -. . -. !Lumber Yard, Ncwcastlc
I

I NSW Iwork camp (timber and raod

gang)
'I

I
~ --_.. --- ..-.-. - -.-~--._- . -._-.-. - ~ , - .~--- . ---.--.--------.--- --------.---------.-------.---.larchacologlcal sIte, owncd by
Bounded by Watt, Bond, Telford Thorp 1987, Balrstow

[tNcWcastlc Council.

and Scott Strects. Industrial site
1987; RNE Database
from 1814and 1850, with convict
barrack 1818. Management and
interprctath'c guidleines arc
understood to have bcen rccently
completed.

'

II

'I

I

i

I

1832-35

I
ILansdownc Bridge camp

1832-37

JjGcorgcs Ri'"cr Road Gang campl_ NSW Iwork camp (road gang)

!unknO\\'ll

Grcen Hill Stockade

NSW stockade (road gang)

lunkilOwn -

IN(). 2 Cm's Rivcr Stockadc'

NSW wl1rk camp (road gang)

!archac()logical sltc; ptiblic iand;
Ipassivcly managcd

1832-39

--- ----- - Thorp-f987-

----- -- itia](.)r-c()n\·ic(buHtcnglnccrmg-- Kai-Skens- f98 O<arskcns-

i

1832-37

References

Ipartially intact structurc
I

i

183 Os

special features / notes

Also callcd Nithdalc. Possibly a Jeans 1984, Connah 1988,
convict barracks, but not bcyond Altcnburg 1988
daunt
-NSW- \\·(Ji-kcampTi-l)alfgangr----- 1imknown- ---------- ----------- ------------------------ Thorp-f987---

'II

I 830s

Condition / Status

,

.

i

i

NSW Iwork CUl11p (bi'idgcs)

. - ---~------ ---- ------ - Tliorp-1981

lunknown

Page 4

_

~~_= -~~ . . - ------------- ---.---------- Thorp T981. -.----.------------ ---- - -- ThOrp-1981-

pari::cx'-cavated-1995

'-IR()scn 1994, Pcarson
I

1995

Table 5. Convicts places
Dates of
convict
usage

'Place Name

State Type of place

1832-40

jPennant Hills Quarry

NSW [works camp (quarry)

I

I

I

1&l3·]O· .

i HU30

special features / notes

Condition / Status

References

I

I

unknown condition, substantially

Thorp 1987

t,land . . . . . . . . .-NSW =e~mP.mUg.,;ncan<JT~~:~::I~~t:n~U~~~~~:il ~:;,;~~ ~~~~c~n~,:7:'~: -ThOiP!987. Kerr)
ta,,"n, W~t,si,~kaJe .."",FcUmp(roao _1:::~:I;~::;:,:nn=e_ -- ~~~:v~~~,~:~~:e;~~:d~~ThOiP1987 - lanai

985 ..

gini)

··-fJSW

i 834·]0 -

jBcniniaGa,,! ....- .--.. -

1834.42

If>aimmauaStockad,

- - - NSW

/'"01---- ..... ---ruIi,iintialIYoiiCicd - -

...- -

:~~~,:::i:~~~~;~~~:~~~::'~~' Kerr 1984<cOS:6

. -- .

_ tkn""n---__ ~~~~:o~:~~~~'~:: o~ 1-.I'iPl981-

. Nswl"'' ki camp

:::43 l~~~i:~~:~,:acamp. I~~~J;:;: ~:::;~~ :~:;:_~~;~\~~,g'~'Shc.s~ta",ra~Y~-~-=~~~=-==~ ~:~~;:~~ ~
:33~377 j~~~~~~~~~ile HOll~W
J_NS~ wor~ cam~ (r~ad
r~~~o~m_
~~~:_~9~7
Berri~a
~SW iwor~
i~e~~)lish~~~es~~))~C~
~ ~~~~rp-~~~~------_-I
I

o

Camp,

.J-

1835-41

Road Station_
:Oarlinghurst Gaol

;

I

gang)

camp (road_ gang)

I

I NSW

IGaol

I

II

I

i

I

i

I

_

.

__

.

lsubstantiallyaltered

i

I

II

I

I

_

.
__
radial design with se\'en t\\'oKerr 1984a; 1988:41-4
storey (altered to three storey)
wings ranged around a separate
Icentral observation point. Original
design altered by adding a floor
and creating an open floor to roof
gallery down the centre of each
wing, with cells arroange

I

1836- .

IHartle\' Courthouse
I

i

-

I

1836-41

1Port
I

Macquarie Gaol

I

NSW administration arid detention
centre
NSW ! gaol

fstructure int,ici, actl\'d): man-agcd:-- 'tourthousc-aildccikccntrc j'()r-- RNE Dn.i"iibase------l~x~mal ceIl blockdc~1O~sh~~___ district con\'ict administration.

Idcmolished 1917

I
I
I

!

i

I
I
I

I

Page 5

thrcc-radriil\vlngs and ii-range ofwards along the front which did
not radiat from the centre. The
plan does not comply with the
Inspector's system, and is a
modification of an 1826 design,
similar to that used for Bcrrima.

kerf I984a:Wb-=- wr: ----

Table 5. Convicts places
Dates of
convict
usage

IPlace Name

I State

I

I

I

I

1837Wooll oomStolIiidc,'Gl)uJ1)()llrn-~
0011 00 Stockade
NS W \\.()[k
Ivork camp(rZ)ad-gangr-~~
camp (road gang)
lto\\:raiii
-NsW-

j8J8-4:f~

'Condition / Status

Type of place

I

ispecial features / notes

References

- -~ 'aU"t-rn~_',ku-h':a-:t(e)u"~(r')'~fn(-)~a"i'~'-al\'I·'s-.si'~'C~, '~""a"'-~~SS'i"'-"I-Y'--~-'- a-r·e-Cm-h'-~ ·e-Ory·I-(~.)'.g-~'-C-~-, d'I'g's-~'t-e'a"-nm-da·c-.(Ju-~·~-, ~'n-rt-es,"o~'n' _. dT a·h '-ta°Orp~'~a-sl e9 -878·7·~';-R- N'-E" .
eo

J' •

v

I
I

i

~C()()ks R'i \;crStlJCkadc .- ~-~- - - NSW
1C,,,,kat,,,,ETandC,,"v,d s.ati"" NsW

i8391839-57

work

managcd
I

road nearby buill by convicts from

r"

~;':l~:;'~~~~~: 'F~~:~%-

~camp(roaJ gangf-----.- 1unkl1()\vn- ..- - ~---.----.~_.-.. - ~h~_~~()~~~~__ - ' . - - - . - - - thorp-I981-- -.----

,Viiik Camp, priion, ... _- . .

I

biianifallj'a1tCITa,ii","Oi iapair

i

I

'I

I

i
i

i84o-

t · -,- ..

1840184()-'
184::!-45

1844-

1844-49 .

i

Campbclllcl\\'!i St()ckUdc

i

_

~

~

.. _ - , . , - -

Harpers Hi II Stockade,

+~lc.\L·r"~u.·fl.o

.

.__ '._".'_

!South Head Road Stockadc

iMititlarid 8t()ckadc

-

_ J ,~ ~..' ~ . _. '" .. , .

jPCnnanl ~Hil~s Stockade
I

Blackhcath Stockade

10ririioghurSt (iUnI Sl{)ckade'
j

. ,....,

.

-

... -

:Duck River stockade

IGibraltcr
- . -, Road
- '.Gang.'Camp,
I

IMittagnng

llron Co\'e Shcll Gang

j

sIlos; 1839 pnsoners barracks;
1840-::! Biloela superintendents
quartcrs; operated ac; secondary
offences prison for NSW from
1841, prison transfered from
con\'ict to civil admin after 1840s.

I

I

i:2: 1987, Kerr 984b:

.•

~~_~w_~. I:,_;:::k_k~:_:,~;~,d,a,'::-_~:_'~.'_·· "'-' ~l~~~:::~:~:~ ~.~~~.-~- ~-.~~:~:~~==.~ :=='="--~--.----~-------~~~:-~:~~'~,':~~:==

.. ..

NSW 1\H>rk camp (road gang) --- ~-'-luiikno\vn ~

·N~\\r 1\~·(:r~c~m~~r()~~~~a~~)~

~-_.~_.-.~---- ----.---.-.-.-.-,--.-.--.- fl1orJ)T981--------

-}~~n:(~\~~- ~: -. :-==~~=-=~-=~= ======_-.-.-~--~= !~o~198~=-===

.. N~~~ j'~'(>r~ cam~ (r~)~d_ ga~~)
]~~~no~'.~~~ ___._. ._~._~~
.__ T~~~_~~ _.
.
NSW !work camp (road gang)
ls~bstantially altered, archaeological
Thorp 1987, Lavelle 1993
NSW i
. . . . . - - - r " , I o . . - - - , . - - - . - ---·---+--·--------------fhoiP--I981-~--~--·-·
NSW )\\'()fk camp (rt)adgang)unkno\'·n-----~·--·-..·-·-

NSW' r\"'ork camp (road' gangf "'---. ~ -- ... liilkn()\\;n- -- _.. I

I

NSW [\\'()fk camp (shell bUming)
NSW jwork camp (road ga~g)

j unkno\\'n

!Pulpit Hill Work Camp

NSW I work camp (road gang)

lunkno\\,n

lStonc4uarry Creek Callie
iStation, Cawdor

· NsW Jlagi-iCUllural establishment

jThe OaksGo\'emment Callie
[Station

· NSW lagriCUItUral cSlablishmcnt .

-- ....--------------.--

. ------..

.---.. ---------.~---------------------

-- -..

~UnknO\,;n' -

iMount Clarence Stockade
I

~

~.--~

lunknown

L

.

[UnknOWn

Page 6

-~-

---

~--------~

tliorp--1981---~'---------

------.---- ThorP' I98'7' - .---- -

-----.--- -- ---'-'.

j,

f1iorP-f98;r--~--'---·

------.----.-~-~---.--.

Thoij)~I987

~--_.----

fhorp~1981---

tl1'(jrp~I 987

..

_-~-

-----

.--- .--- -

Table 5. Convicts places
IDates of
convict
usage
__ _

jPlace Name

Icnndition I Statn'

State Type of place

I

special features I notes

I

References

,

_

jVictoria Barracks Stockade,

. NSW works camp

lunknown

Thorp 1987

1V:~~~\~}~lh-!~I_~~~~~~k_~~~p-.~_I __~~~-_ \~(~r~~~~~.~ r~~~~~n~~==_=~t~~n()~\~~-~=~_.~.~~=·=_-~.==_=~-== -_ ~:==~.=~=~=====~==~=~ !~~_~-f9~~:=-:-=_~.:=_==_==
I

I

NORTHERN TERRITORY

I

1"2~29 .1:::: :,:~:;~;c1V'"C.I'I~d .•. • • : • l:~~:::::c:cnl·.· ••.•- •. ~•• I;~~~~;'~;;~;';~:~"c1Y ~;~~~:~~:~~~::~~:~~ !~::~~'. connah ••
'
1825-39

I

i

M~}~e~(~NB~~-~t~ement

QId

I

I

j827-3()

ICon\'ict Barracks, M()ret(m Bay.

1-

1828-39-

jThe Windmllf, l3risbarle

Qld

I-Old

\vindmlli -

I
I

!
I

Qld

c()mmissariat storc

I

I

II

!

1~987;Sha\V 1966:204-5

-

- Istanding in (~uecns Wharf- Roa<L -- St()nc-=-buiIistore. 3rd levcl ad(fccr ~ankcr 1979; AHC---I Brasbane.
1913. Extensively disturbed by
1981:4/6
I
restoration in 1979. One of only
two penal buildings sur\'iving.
I

i

I

j Female Factory, Brisbane
I

~errT984a:If0; Thorp--

- - - - --. - .. - -jstanding b-n WickhiimTerrace-:--- Mill built to pnx:ess penal---- AHcT98E476;AflOmsettlement nour, combining a wind Lovell Marquis-Kyle
I
and tread-mill. Thc oldest
1988~ Hogan 1978.
building in Brisbane, and only one
of two penal buildings surviving.
I
Converted to signal station 1861.

I

I 829-3(j

- . --

-----Kcrif984a:73--- ----

I

j Commissariat Store, Brisbane "

i

Mc)stly remo\,c,( T\\'orcnlmmng -.- SettlementITormall)1 dosed-I842.
buildings, Commissariat Store and Plan in Kerr 1984a:116
II
t.Tower Mill.
te(mvict barmcks" -. -------- delTIoIlshcd - -.- ---------.----." twoStorey"bamlcks
penal settl emcilt

I

I,

i829-39

!

Qld -ll'emalC ;-actory
I

"!(}\'crbuiilb)O GPO. -Survfvalor----- OperatedasFemUleFactol): unill- tsi:iarkes 1992-;- Kcrr----'archaeological remains appears
increased numbers and proximity 1984<1: 116;
unlikely.
to male convict'> caused move to
Eagle Farm site.

i
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Table 5. Convicts places
Dates of
convict
usage

State Type of place

IPlace Name

Condition / Status

special features / notes

,References

i

1836-39

IFemale Factory, Eagle Farm

-~ -----1
1

-

-

- - - -

-

Qldfemale factory

---------------~-----~

----------------------

I

possible archaeological site beneath Site was agricultural establishment RNE Database;Sparkes
1829-33, then Eagle Farm
1992
Womcns Prison 1836-39. The
original Brisbane Female Factory
wa" on the GPO site, 1829-36.

----------~-_.--t--- ------------------~-------!----~---------------I

I

I
I
1803-04

TASMANIA
iRisdon Cove

!

Tas

settlement- ---- ------- tarchae()lclglcal Siic~Iargcry-dlStur6Cd, firs(Europcan settlement in

Tas

riiiljtmy barr..icks· - - -- - - -

I

i
1814-

I

I

I

jAriglcsca Barr<.lCks. !-i(ibart

--- --

-~I:~~~~~~~::~d
itilf miffigida,- :~::~~:litarj OSlabl;'liriiin'iiHfI:::D.la6a5i . - - an army establishment. Building
operating in Australia. Provided
date from 1818 (hospital).

I

I

McGowan 1"985:-(:onnah-

military base for the supervision of

j:::::i:~;l;'hmc",... .~. Isomc ito~c irag:c;,:re:u~::~£~O:::::~:~on t;m~r ~::::.;
I

18181822-33

- j
Hobart Gaol

Tas

Sarah Islimd Penal E~tabjisllment

Tas

I

buildings had been timber.

I
I

I
I

I

Page 8

12; Brana=

getting, lime burning, brickmaking 1984; Banncar 1991: 33-4;
and farming. Work camps
Juten 1976; McGowan
established on the adjacent shores. 1989; Truscott 1985
Plan 01" Sarah Island in Kerr
1984a: 112. A Probation setlement
set up I846-7-see Macquarie
Harbour Probation station.

Table 5. Convicts places
Dates of
convict
usage

State I Type of place

IRichmond Gaol

Tas Ismail gaol

I

1826-27

1827-

Place Name

i

ICondition / Status

Ispeclal features / notes

References

I

I

!fl<iliiiCPiiiOn,iiBllrJCkS-"-"Tas loonViCifuiffiCkS- _
I

lintact

Small gaol for local control. Many Kerr 19R4a:87.

____;;~;I~:~~;~~~f.' i~11 __
SaId Kerr

.---[,Oiidltii>nunkno\vn ___ ___ _

183(jA1 -1Bagdud Pri;liiiioii,tRtion "--- -- T"--- p'obation'iaiion---- -- -- --jeonditionunlffio\vn ---- -----1--------------------------- - --- ~Srand-1990
I

183()-47 - jP6nt\:°ille-Probation station- -- -

-I----

Tas

prob,rtlon sGil(;n- ---- - - -- -TOndit1()n-UnknC)\Vn- ---

-------l-----~--

Brand

\99() -

- - -- ---- -- ------

I83()-47,49 jBridg-ewuter P!l.)bation-station - - - -'(as -- lirobatlon statl()n- -- - - - - --jCOndltI6n-tffikii()\\'n- --- -- - - -- -1- --- ---- ------ -- ---- Brand- \996 - -- --- 18:3cl-49
-I dicnC:)rch): PrdJatfl)nstiliI<.)il- - --Tas- )prl.)6aiionstatlC)n--- -------cc)lldiil()llllilkn()\\n- ---- - ------- - -- -- - --- -- - -- -- ---- ----- Srand-I<J90 -- -- - i8:30-49

JOatlands-Prl)bation

1830-13
1832IID3""8·

1

staii6n---r -Tris-tPro6atioii statl(lil--- ----- - ---jconJiiTon-unlii()\\on--------------t------------------ ---l3ranJ-I990- -- ------ .--

Ea-giehm,ok Neck Guard Static)n

-r

-fas-- -lgUard Slaii()n--~_-- - -- ------t~~~~~lZ~~~~~:~-~~t~a-racn------t·~~~~~~~:a~~~~~~~l:~~~3-2-tRNE

--------------------------r------- ------------------11'~~nc~~~~spartTyIriiaci:aCtI\;ery----I~:~f~~J::i~:~~~~f~~~~~:~~~r~~~~~O~~~;D~~~~~f987;-

'Ta~.,man Peninsula- ~ - -- --1- -Tas-- PenarE~iUbiishmcnf ---------tsignificail-Cpaiis-rcmarn---------leoal M;o,,_ f"mnn Pen;,"a .... --Ta,
induiin,Eiio

·If::~~~~~tRtion;

i

lime kilns, Prisoners Barracks
1978:71
(main building remains), chapel
ruin, and other parts of the
Penitentiary identified. 1842 plan
in Brand 1978:71. recent plans in
Bairstow and Davies 1987.

I

i

I

'I

:
i
i
I

1834-49
18361836-39
1836-49
1837-44

Database -- -------

-Point Pucr Probatilmstat.lon
I Rc)ss Bridge

j
.- - ISnake Banks Probation station
_ _ . .
ICampbcll Town Probation
jstatlon _ _ __ _ _ _
I Perth Probation station

I

cC:mdi lion unkm)wn- ~------- --- ----------- ----------1 Ifraild-r990 -- ------------

Tas - j pro~atilmstallon~
Tas

I

bridge

,

Tas lprobationstation
Tas Iprobation station

fn' ",oootion ,,,,,ion
1

intact
I

-[Conditionunkn()\\'o
[condition unkm)\\Oil-

--- - ~bJ-id~ebuil.tby:and decorated bY,-~BYrnC-f976, Connah 1988
connct artisans
---- --------- ------ ---Srand-1990---- - - - - - '1- - --- - ---- -- --- --- - --- ---iBranJ-'990 - -

Isc,"cml bnild;ng"i,nh'c" - .. -1-

1
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Table 5. Convicts places
Dates of
convict
usage

jPlace Name
I

State Type of place

I

Condition / Status

special features / notes

.~a'''_IP:o~ati~n s~tion_ ' .

]condition unknown

I

I

i

lH3H-50

jPicton P~ob~til~n stati~l~_ .. _

1839-45

ILO"cly Banks Probation station

"1_

Tas

probation station

Tas

probali()l1stat1()n'"
pr()baiion s[ilt1611

IH39-48

1cO~lei\'We!ah~'·l~r·f.p r l~l~b·a t il~)n "'~stat~at~til .~)l n·~,.~ ='1= 'Tas

1839-51

Hobart TO\\'n
j . .. .
-- .-- - '''_ -' ._-- IRoss Probation station

IH39-47

1

References

I

u

"

,

t

IBrand 1990

I

iH4o-41
1840-42
1840-7
1841-42 .

iGreens Pond rr6batll)11 station--. Tas' iprl)biltionstatlon-" ' - - ..- "jc()ridiil()l1liiiknO\\'i1"-"

iSand); i:hi): Prob;lll()n--:"tali(lnfiiS- tprobiitiol1statll)ri-jPar,di<,Pmb,'ion 'li'I;"n-l--Ta:, I"",baL;on ,"'tion
:FlinJers 8a\' Pr6batll)n stati(ll1I '

184I-M
1MI-M

r'

ISlopen Island Probation station

I

I

I

l.

Tas

I"mbat'''.''''tioa .. -_. _.
t·--

l-...__ .._L._.t_. __

_.....

iFingai Probation stati(1I1

I

,
I
Tas' iprobation station
I

I

'I

I

i

I

-·-···~-··--··--·-----·-~·h--·--.-....... _.. _.--~Plan in Bmnd 1978:77
(Brand 1990; Brand
1978:77

- - - - - - · - ·.. - ..

._' Planin-Brand 1978:79-"

Tas

I
I

--·-I~t~~~~~990;- BrantI' ---

- . jThre structures still stan-ding: . _. --Western edge orFiiigal'iO\\:-n-:-orr-}purlIam &. I'J()bFf994:21ISuperintendent's Quarters (extended Esk Highway. On Private Land.
28; Bmnd 1990:255
las madern residence); the hospital
Important site in remains and
!(occupied as residem:e); o\'crseer's design of probation building.
!apartments (now vacant). Thcl'e arc Plans and maps in Parham &
: bui It of brick. Rest of si te l'hows
Noble.
!archaeological crop-marks.
!rrobatilin Stati6'n sunKcs as !\\;'()-- ~L()citc(r4(fs~-;-()fjul1ctT()norbTJParh<inl &. Nllbl c-j 994: l:fsections of l'tanding pise wall, which IMidlands Highway and Mud
20; Bmnd 1990:226;
lare protected by a modern shelter
Walls Road. Plans in Parham &
McGowan 1984.
i roof and fence. Rest or areaINoble
iarchacological remains knn\\'n.
iStanding ashlar stone cottage nearby
:.is the Superintendent's Cottage,
recentl\'• restored
I
,Brand 1990
!conditionunkn()\':'ri'

.1..-.. . .-

j

I

;'iX,it--t;~£~ ~':~cj 9<419

I

i

i

"jOiis;nPa,bOffi&Nobl,

I

I

:Jerus,ilem Probation statIon

r~aihiUii & Ni,blc 19<)4,52'

I

I

I

- - (COndition unkno\\;n-' --

jprobatil)n staiion and hiiing·
depot

1841-48

!'rivaLeland,---- -, - -

.. - .. " .

'

I

1841-48

' T'as·

......_ ..... _

Icondition unknown

I

,

'Impression Bay Probation stati(ml' Tas 'jpro6ation SliltiOn

jJericho Probation station

·I:~~~~~~~:.~t;.~~~::;~~ ;:,,~;;:

IProbation station

1841-45

1841-48

Bral1lf 1990

-·--1-··---- --.--.. -·--·---··--jBi-anJ .199() '

'j~':n";,C:,~~f::~~'5:i~~~~Em,,"n-d'. -I

-, --"

i

i To.,

... . . . .

- - . .- -'c()nditT6nllrikno\\'i1---- --

--.--.----.~.--...---

Tas . probati on station ..... -.... rll;(lndltIlll1·11·l1knl)\\~n-'·---··'·----- pIan-il1·Srand19'7&'67-----[BranJ-199();·Srand· --- ..

!;;~~~7~~~;,~~:~,~,~1i k
! . .-....

- -.-.---. --.--

b"

•.

pro atlon statIon

I

I
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Table 5. Convicts places
Dates of
con"ict
usage

Place Name

1841-~

I State Type of place

:Rocky Hills Probation station

II

Tas

ICondition I Status

II

1,

1

1841-51

I!S()utilp()!1prd:lUllt)O stallt)fi .-- +-Tas- pr()6ation statIon- - -- - -- - -

I

i

-·IBn",n"

Ri,c, t%'baITnn 'C>li"n!Tai-!piObtllions",",;n

'-1-- 'Tas -iprobatlon statlon-

~No-e"tant structlircs: sTte-p16i.lghctf - Pians InBmnd andParham -&---- Parhan1 &. Noble 1994:9--

'ISun'ives in altcred condition. Only
Icomparativcly completc Station on
lone property.
I

I
I

I
I

i

I

;Se\cn Mile Creck PrtJbation \station

1

Tas

jprobal.ion statlon'--I

i

I

I

I

iWcdgeBav PrtJI:latlon station

1842-47

IBroadmar:/1 Prt)bation statil)n

1842-47

St Mary's Pass ProbatIon station

1842-47

Brand 1990; RNE
Database

1

i
iWcstbury ProbatIon station

Tas- 1probaiil)fi station

I" T:s,
Tas

Darlington ProbationstatioiJ'

1842-50

1

1843-44

1Buckland Probation statitm

I

probation station

I

Tas

Iprobati()O statlon'- -

I

1'as'

probation station .

Tas

proI:lati()n station

i

-.-. -

N(");;tan-c.lIrig~<;lruCl.ures.--

Divided into threc classes. Plan in Brand 1990; Kerr
IKerr 1984: 134. Buildings extant 1984: 133-4; RNE
consist of Mess, hospital, officer's database.
quarters x 2, solitary cells, sites
include workshops, sawmill,
sawpits, water sluice, tramway etc.

-----------t,oii-PO\.-at-e-lana--------- P-a-rham,&'j\I()j)lc-f994:34IArchaeological cvidence of building
7; Brand 1990:226
Iplatfonns present. Area SUbstantiaIlY1"
Idistuirbcd by heavy logging '·chicles.

~' ~- '~·~.~f~~dit~l)~~U~~~~\~~==~.~==-==~~=_ -=~~=~=~=~=_-===~~==== B~anti~~99~'~-===

j

1

I

Ip~o~ati()~station

.•

-~ ..1conoi""nU"knO'in_~-~ ~ __,::;:~~~~~r~g~?~~ ._ ~;o~;~1~8; ~~_

1

1R42-45

References

ovcr time, archacologically vcry
Noble.
11; Brund 1990:226
s,i1t\\~aier Ri \'-cr ProbatI()nstation -'tas'lp-r-06atlon statI6n" - - - --- -- , -- I sl~'r~~I\~lm aftcrcd condltIon----- - 'earf):dcslgn t6-in;pIerrlcnt---- -,- Kcrr 19R4:-136-7;- Brand-

1841-56 ,. - 1Cascades Pr()batioll Station -,

1842-44

I

I

.

1841 ~50--

special features I notes

I
Onc building reported as being used plan in Brand 1990. Clover-leaf
I as a barn, other in 'advanced state of form station.
[decay'

Iprobation station

,1'1

j 84 I-LlR'"

I

'

_,

j~~nd~t~on__un~~(~~m__ __

,_1

,__ ~r_an_d_19!~

__ ,_
,
_
site severely damaged by bulldozing I
Parham & Noblc 1994:38115 years ago, Some mounds of
9; Brand 1990:226
rubble sun·ive.
. . -+INo-ab(),~e ground rcmains'-Cl)\;erClr -------------------------1'ariiam-& NobF1994:40,by modem road and housing
3; Brand 1990:226
jc<.;~dili(;~l-unkno'm- -- ----- --~-rana--199(r---" -- - 'I

I

-l------.--------------

.. Iscvcrul m()unds -of rubble 'on -sitc'-No -, ----- ---- - - ---- -- -- - -- -flparham & N()blc 1994:44I standing structures.
6; Brand 1990:226

1
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Table 5. Convicts places
Dates of
conyict
usage
lK43-44

State Type of place

IPlace Name

I
I Long Marsh Probation station

Tas

t
I

i 0047 ..

1843-51 -

(1980)

- T'" - trnbn\;on,talion - . --- . !~:::,::; by cOnuncieiaf,;rea ,;r

iln".;nc P,abalinn 'tali"n

Supcrintcndcnt's Quarters. Rcst of
,site intensively redeveloped for

I
I

i843-SI-

IR,i" Hi nng Dc~"· ··1

1844-47'

II-t6pelsland Probati()n. -siation -

1R44-47
1844-47

1844-4R
1844-4R

1844-4R
1844-50

T

Tai
--'tas

! Kern"s Lodge Probation staiion
1
- - . -.__ - .
I Oyster C()\'c (Eardley's Inlet)
- statIOn
.
IIp ro batlon
j

-f------..--

References

Brand 1990; RNE
Database

r·~:~~~ ~bi~~

=41'

~~~:~~cidSpr(lbath)i1-st.lii()n,--

II

I

1844-47

special features / notes

buildings and dam said to be in ruins Station established at dam site to
build dam, remains of which are
I
20m high. building said to be in
~
ruins, and pathways \'isible

probation station

,
I

I

I

Condition / Status

.

-

.

-

--.

.-

Tas

.

.

..

Tas

-

-

h1iing

-1 probatiOn staikln-

-- -. ---- . --'Il::;()urC;~ian'tstiUciilfc-SOrrnnd()m -.I rubble construction, and a well, and
idry stone walls. All in serious
r.liSrepairl semi-collapsc.

plTlbaiion statl(ln

Ipr()!Jation staGon-I

I·

LallnCesll1!1 Fcmale Hiring Depot

Tas

[probalion 'tal,,,n

- .--.

-!COnJitl()llunki1()\i..n--- .--.----

n~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;st~~~~~

)~;~:~::;:;e~~~yb~:C
i-

Tas

INcw Norfolk Royal Engineers

Tas

!enginecrs Jep()t

IAnson Probation station

Tas

1probatic.m station

Brnndi9'JO---

On lk)pe'IslaridoffDover.--- rarham-&},J'-()bje-1994:63~
7

:condii!(u}-unknr)\\:n-------·------ - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Brand1990-·-----------

Tas-- probation station-- --.- ..-- ---

IAntill Probation station

IDepol

..._-- :'::~I~;~a~:~:o:n:ovaL_ ___IOV:"d DCf'J~~~~1878:.__

I

Doyel' Probation station (a.k.a.
Port E<;pcnmce Probation
Station)
. - ..

I depOt

IHobart. Buildings re-used as
IConvict Womens Nursery and

-. -. --

Prankcir1984:T38-----·-~~~I984137-9;i3ranJ-·

-.- -------------..---.----- :~~~:n~-F:~i~~t58
I··········· .....-- ..- - - --- BrnnUTm-- . -- .....

... -- ------- --- ----.----- ------ --.---.-------------..-.--.------- -- - ---_.--.. -.-----------.. --.--

Land area re-deycloped by modern Bounded by George, El izabcth, St Parham & Noble 1994:68construction. No extant remains.
Johns and Frederic Streets.
69; Bmnd 1990:226
I
[Condition
llnknr)wn--- -.--- ... --- .---------------------------.------ BrandT990 .------.

I!condition
-- unknown
--.- .
i
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Table 5. Convicts places
Place Name

IVates of
convict
usage
1~45-

State Type of place

iCampbell Street Probation
Istation, Hobart Town

j

Tas

Condition / Status

!probation station

special features I notes

condition unknown
I

References

Brand 1990

I

::::: -1:;~:~,~:~,i~:'~~~~~~~n~~ ~-;:~1~:~::~:~~:::~~ - -___c~:~~:::::-::~~~::~ - ----------- ---=--=-::::~~=::::~:~~~::: ---_:- .~-~
~ ~5-~7 .~ .• ] p(~rt~)'~~.~~r~~~~I(~~:~~~i~~~=_ ~~~a~.=f~~~~i~~.~~~~()~~_.=-:====.~= ~()~ct.it~(~n=u=~~_~~~_-=~===~ __==.~.=-=~=========. B}~~1:90'==-==-_-=-~=
1845-48

1845-48
1846-

I Long

Tasprobation station

.... _._._ ..._._._. .__._..__ .__ ...._._..._....
Lvmington Probation station
Tas probation station
j ... _
_._._ _._._. __ __._._-_._ - _._-- ----...

....

-.

'Falmouth Probation station
~:~~~~

18461846-

Point Probation station

1... _.. __.__.'

._-

..

Tas

probation station

...._.__._
-

-

.-.._-

Icondition unknown

.~.

-.__... _.-.__... .

.__...._...._._.__.. __ ._.__.

rcondition unknown
-._. __ . __ ..- ----.- ----------condition unknown

f

.

Brand 1990

._ _.__.....

Brand 1990

~-_._-------------- - - - - - - - - -

...

_

._-_._-

Brand 1990

Pr()haif()!1'silliion, I-{()bart- --Tas-- I pr()bation statum- - - - -- -- -- - C(1I1dltionunkno\\'-n-' - - - - - - - - - ----.----- .--- ----Brand1990 - - - - -' - -

1~-iacquane PJainsPr()batlo'ri-

-Tas-'jpl-l)batioii. statlon- -

condithln -Unknl)\\~n - --------.- -.- - - - - - - --.-..---- --- - - - Brand-l 990 --- -- - - --.--

- - - _.-

I station

i

1846-

]Nc\\' T()\\'id-finniOcp6f

1846- .

lwo()IPac_kProbation ~lat~(m.
IMacquarie Harbour Probation
station
I

1846-47

Tas-1htring depot _.

j

.--.--.-. IconJiLion-unknlnvrl·--·-------- -.-...-.--.------.---.------.- BrarlJ-1990----·--·---·

. .~~ ] ~r~~<lt~~)~~tat~()ll~ -~ __
Tas I probation station

__.~I~o~Ji t~)_n~~n~~l~~~====-_~==~~-.---.--.------ _.=~=~_ --I ~~d~_9~~'=~_~~-==
condition unknown

i
i

Re-settlement of Sarah island
Bannear 1991:39-41;
Penal settlement and shoreline of Brand 1990
harbour by probation-pass holders

:::-b::~:~:~~:~~::::: ~:: _k:~::::::~~:::I~~:~~:~:~::~::~~:::=~:~:~~rg~tin==::=~:~~: ::_._
::~ II~~iij::::::::~;~::~ti,m
:::
I
:
:
~
:
C
:
:
:
~
li::::::::::-.::::::::--- :_ ~_::~.• Ic~;o~~_~,gn~~~~-pn,"~-t~€:~:93~;~~:=
Prohnti"n , ",ion ___
~
IM7- .

IHuon Island Probation station

Tas 'jprobalion station

IH30-49"

INc\\' Norfolk Invaiid Depot

Tas

I

I

!in\'alid depot and luo<ltiC
lasylum

I

[conditlon·tinknl)wn

-. - -- ----- --- -------- ---------tBrnndT99b- - - -.- -.-- -.

condition Unknl)\\"il- ----.- --._.- Asenes-of\\'7'arJS-opemng onio---·~err 1984a:69,77;'Brand
three sides of a central courtyard. 11990
Lunatic asylum added 1831
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Table 5. Convicts places
Dates of
convict
usage
1847-49

1847-49
1848-

j848-55

Place Name

State IType of place

I

jTun-bnJge pi-d>uiic)n'stall()n'-" --Tas'- Ipr()bationstati()n ----...

;~~~::' HalHil1 Pnikti<,"

J849-5 1

StPeferis f'i<;s Pi-ohatlol1-slaii6i1- ~_~a~'~ t~ro~~ti~~~~~~~(~ll

i850-si
i 850-5 I

DunrobinPr()batklilsiiil()n - G()rdon Ri"cr Pn1batl()nstiition

1843-55

"Ya'1 p,06atii'Oiiaii'in-

D().ugh~ ..RI.ver.!ro.-batl(.m_-sta.'ti()n .
l'IR()ssFemale
Factory'
.....
I

TTLa1Ss',

I

rort Arthur Penlientiary -. --

1825-32
IH42-50

-- -- fl)Udi tlon'unkncnvn- - - - -------

'"

I

Tas

----=:------ r~~~::

f---- - - - - - - - - - -

-- -- -

.=~

--tsranJ- 1990 --.- -

I

'lsui=\'lve;;as ruincJshcl['':~:cil,:c~ BuTIion--c1a<;sification s~'stcm:-- KerrT988:5S-9-----·
managed
upper floor converted to separate
cage system.
WaH iir6lindTactorys'iin·T\:cs----- ;~~~ne~~J ~~~~~:~~~~d female- ~~~~~1~~~A\:enng'----

- - "'Tas

-I'

Ipenal settlement 'Cseealso'
IDarlingtonProbationStaliOn)

Military OITicefs Quarters,
Eagleh\\'a\\'k Neck

..

~"

ta

Cascade Female Factoiy-: H()barlTas - ifienialcractoi}:

Miuia Island

--

jPp_rr;))bb''aa,ttl : ~)nn' ss-ta.' ~tl :~) n ' .~ -~~~ ~.~-11l~'~))'~n--dd:ll:tt'~I:~)'-n~uu~n"~k"-nn(o'~,:'\--;'-nn-~:=='=~~~=-- -~ =.~====~==-~= BB~raa-nn~d~~11'~9--900-~='~~=~='-=

Tas' IlpenilCniiary-

1

Hobart Courtht)uSC

-- -.---

-~ -t:~~:;~:·~:~~~:~: ---=~== .~'

j

I

1829-

- TC .... -

·.TT.u,',\"Ss-1 PI·.-Cr(ln)b,a-al.te:i.(f).·anc_st,t)~:-i.()I1-··-.: ---- ----···lcondition-unkn()'\·o.--- ---'- -------'--------.- . -- --.
BmmrI990.. ·------... "'1"
.. <'J"
·--'-.~rchaC()iogicarSiteo\\·necrbyll1e"PianTn TruscoU[98S:9----- TruscotCf985:'Brand-T99Q
I
I state & admisistered by NPWS. One
standing cottage remains. Located
corner or Bard and Portugal Streets.

I

1854-

References

operating under much marc severe
management style
. ~~~;:~~~:re Hc)use-oT -. -..--. --fa;;' titliisc OfcorrcCtu)n- ..------- --·--·---------·----------·----·------------·--1rranlri990-------------

i849-51

1851-

special features / notes

IE~:~,~~~i~~j:i~nl:-~:J~~~~~~I~~:;crpn,~n.~~• • j::~i::,:t~~~~:;;u~~~~.=+nar~pc~onnllc~Od'J.=f;;~ E~5-~=~
j
I

J848-51

Condition / Status

.-.... --.-.---------- -----------.------.. ---------.--.---.. ---.----.

I

C(lrlllnlssariatariJpai-tl)(- -.----- Flrstscttlement'T825-3:n15Ian in- Kerr1984a:I 13-=4; Kcrrpenilcntiarysurviverrom Isl
Kerr 1984b: 114). Resettled 1842- 1988
settlement
50.

Tas' Military h(JUsingl aJrninistratlc.m sllr"ives altered-

Page'4
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Table 5. Convicts places
Dates of
convict
usage

iPlace Name

IH31-77

Port Arthur Penal Establishment

State IType of place

Condition / Status

special features / notes

Partly intact, actively managed

RNE Database
Built to replace Macquarie
Harbour, abandoned in 1833. First
permanent buildings built 183344

I
Tas

penal settlement

'I

I

-.- --... ---. -.-.- ...-..--- . -.-----.------ _.]1 -.-.... ----- -_.. --.----.-....-

VICTORIA
1 - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - - - + - . - ---

i gU3-

-I

SuIH;;"n's B-iy-

--- - - - - -1 -- vic·

j . - . .. . . - - .-

- .-.

Vic

I

I

I

+
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Commissariat store, Fremantle

I

.-

- . - - ---. -

Isettlement

I

-! -

..

1~52-63

jThe Kno\\'lc

-

-.

--.

IH52-l886

I

..

------

IH52-73

I

WA j,civil housing

- .. ----.--..-

- .- . --.-.--..--..--.-----.-.

--.-~------.-.---.---._-

_ _. i
1979:92
jsur\'ivC-intact--- -------- 7-4THcn"dcfsonStrect-·-------- AHcI98<r--------·
I-<;un'i\'cs\"ithin FrClnant]c h()spltaC- C"()mptrl)lfcrGcncrar()fCon\lciSI grounds. Altered ["or hospital use
Residence, built for Henderson.

RNETfaiabasc--~--

Ii 1896, 1976,

- . _.. . -

Fremantle Prison ('The Con\'ict

JIResidenCY, Albany (Hiring
Depot)

..

.- - -..- ..----.--- ..------.---.- ---.-------.-.-.----.-..----- --'--.-.-

archaeological site, no extant
remains, investigated at length in

-T---

- WA IICi\'ii accommodati()n

i Establishment')

-

1981

cemuins

r:.'I

,

j -

..-.----. t--

short lived eom-ict-supported
Coutts 1985
settlement (15 months)
- - - - - . Lld~~~lIShCd 1908-·---------- --- Slmifarthree-=storeyd-e-signuscirii Kerr-I984a: I06~::r--'--severnl other country locations.

Administration_

I

ITerraced
wardcr's-houses,
I
IFremantlc

------~--.--------.-

WA-· !C()m-miSSarailsiorc r()r Convici jsUr\'i\'-csru()dij'ied- ------------ Dl)\vMarltmlcMuseurri----- AHcT989; CampbClr--

'I

IH51-

------.-----------+-- ..

t-· .--- -------~.-_-~~_L-~_~-_~~ .~_.~_=====-_~~=_~=~ =~===~=~===-~.=._===~=~=~=-.:~~_~ . _
:~_==_=.
Yilucmcol
----a<chrolog;,," silc. nocxlanl
::Jc:~~t~;::~;~:tsupportcd Coull,

- VIc- !c<.)m;ict-gao,·

IH41-43

.---r---.----.-.---

I

.. - .-. J

iConnella, Western Port Bay

IHSl-

References

::

·I:;:;::>:~i::~:~:~~::~cnto,ll:~iT2::::~:~C(act;;CI,.- .~jS"PC~:COdiOl'S h~U'=~: ·~t::~:6:::lab~
,hiring station. Convict Hiring
IDepot.

administration building for Alban y [
IHiring Depot
I

!

!
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Table 5. Convicts places
Datl's of
convict
usage

I

Place Name

State Type of place

I
I
Lynton Con\'ict Hiring Depot

1853-56

WA

hiring depot

i
'j

ICondition / Status

special features I notes

I
!survi\'cs as a series of ruins and
arcaheological sites. Bobycoat el al
describes the condition of each with
l
photos and plans as at 1982.

I

I
I

!

1853'5<>

..

(JuildT',idcom"''',an.CS''''''

-I Hi,ing bopoCC,miiiliSitnat -i~~:~~~ i"ITi,ei;..

·WA

,comrnCidal-

I

I
I

i860s··

l,

ncar Northhampton (35km n-w). I Bodycoat et al 1982:
Consists quarteres,
I Lilley & Gibbs 1983;
commissariat store, dpeot,
Campbell 1979:97; RNE
bakchoue, blacksmith's shop,
Database
lockup, hospital, limekiln, cottage, I
an.d officer's house, plus other
mmor structures.
I

or

r

~~IT:~~u;:'~~i~J\~~;~~t'~~1o:~~ AHC 1984:6134

. .-

use.

I
,

Pens\tlnCrs (x)ttagc, 'Sasscndean I 'WA -- !pensioners ct)ttage --- - --' -

,

I

i References

1

i

'~liu;;hO' iniu;:'.U"d fo",omgc'llUHI '''' I',,,,iou,, g"aidJolll- +~NE I)ati""'"
Law DavICS.

.- -

-.

1861-68 ," I'Frcmaritre Cunatie" As~:lum and'll-' WA -- !Lunatic' and Irl\7al id depot - - - [sur\'i\'cs intact,though modlfted.
buirtio houseboth eOrn'iet and-- Campbell' 1979:T61 ;'I(crr'
IInvalid Establishment
I
\
civil lunatics and invalids.
1988:69
1862-'"
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The theme "transportation of civil and military criminals, political exiles and
'vagabonds' to overseas or otherwise-distant places as a mechanism for the control of
law and order in the home state" could be addressed in several ways. One approach
might be to select a small number of prominent places which demonstrate the major
aspects of the use of transportation as a sentence of deterrence. These include:
•

places of primary housing of transported convicts, such as Hyde Park
Barracks, and Fremantle Prison which demonstrates the theme after the
introduction of the Pentonville system;

•

places of secondary punishment, such as Kingston on Norfolk Island and Port
Arthur

A tentative assessment is that Fremantle Prison, Kingston, Port Arthur and Hyde Park
Barracks are all integral to the theme, in that they each are outstanding examples of
different aspects of convict control and its use as a deterrent to crime in the home state.
None by itself adequately demonstrates the theme, but in combination they reflect the
major aspects of the theme that are of outstanding universal significance. The
development of penal philosophy, and its demonstration in some of the places
suggested here and below, is important in that it reflects changing attitudes to
transportation as a deterent and a reforming process, an issue central to the
understanding of the theme.
An alternative approach might be to see the whole convict establishment as
exemplifying the theme, and seek to represent in as few places as is feasible the range
of convict administration and experience that existed in Australia. For the purposes of
further assessment, the places included in this list would include:

•

First Government House, representing the administration by Britain of both the
convict and associated free settlement of the colony;

•

Hyde Park Barracks and Fremantle Prison, representing the control of convicts
working on public works;

•

Cockatoo Island Convict Station, Sydney, representing the second stage of
more separated control of convicts on public works;

•

Wisemans Ferry and Devines Hill Stockades and the Great North Road, NSW,
representing gang-labour systems and the work achieved in establishing
transport and communication systems in the colony;

•

Probation station in Tasmania (possibly Cascade and Saltwater River on
Tasman Peninsula, or Ross Probation Station), representing later development
in the use of convict labour fo~ public work, reflecting changing penal
philosophies;

•

Kingston on Norfolk Island, and Port Arthurffasman Peninsula, representing
places of secondary punishment, the extreme extension of the severity of the
transportation system;

o

Hartley Courthouse, NSW, or Lynton Hiring Depot, WA, representing the
local administration of road-gangs, assigned and ticket-of-leave convicts and
their free masters.

•

a place or a landscape (such as near Braidwood, or in Tasmania) otherwise
representing the assignment system and the integration of convict administration
with the free colony.
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Of these, First Government House, Hartley Courthouse, Lynton Hiring depot, and the
assignment place or landscape are seen as being peripheral to the global theme. They
do not add so substantially to the understanding of the global theme that their absence
from a serial nomination would be a serious omission. Hyde Park Barracks, Cockatoo
Island, the Wiseman's Ferry/Great North Road sites, and a probation station are
assessed as being integral to the theme, addressed in this way, as they demonstrate
clearly important aspects of the experience of convict control, and would make a serial
nomination more clearly demonstrative of the role of the Australian experience in
understanding the global theme.
The theme "transportation of unfree labour to overseas or otherwise-distant places as a
strategic tool of colonialism and the expansion or maintenance of regional spheres of
influence" could be represented by places that demonstrate strategic motives on the part
of the British. Places include:
•

Kingston and perhaps other first settlement sites on Norfolk Island,
representing the extension of the NSW penal settlement to Norfolk Island to
secure access to the assumed resources of timber and flax to be found on the
island;

•

First Government House Site, Sydney, representing the planting of a British
penal colony in the Pacific, as a strategic base of potential importance in
accessing the China trade and the resources of the Pacific.

•

some Tasmanian convict site, possibly in Hobart, to represent the settlement of
Tasmania, in response to perceived French interest in Van Diemen's Land;

In the context of this theme, Kingston is assessed as being essential to it, being able in
its own right to demonstrate the use of convict transportation as a tool of strategic
colonisation. First Government House requires more assessment-it is certainly an
important symbol of British colonialism, but it associations with convictism as such are
less apparent than in the case of Kingston. While comparative overseas examples are
not able to be indiviually assessed in this context by the consultants, the places
identified here clearly represent the particular history of British colonialism and
convictism in the Pacific region, which is an integral component of the global theme.
As yet no place has been identified that clearly demonstrates the response to the French
interest in Tasmania.
From this discussion, it is recommended that the following places be assessed further
in the following sections of this study:
•

Wiseman's Ferry and Devine's Hill Stockades, NSW, and the section of the
Great North Road between them, representing the use of convict gang-labour in
establishing a transport and communication system in the colony; (addressing
theme 1 and 2)
a Probation station in Tasmania (possibly Cascade and Saltwater River on
Tasman Peninsula, or the Ross Probation Station), representing later
development in the use of convict labour for public works, and changing penal
philosophies; (addressing theme 1 and 2)

•

Hyde Park Barracks, demonstrating the primary housing of transported
convicts; (addressing theme 2)

•

Fremantle Prison demonstrating the theme of treatment of convicts after the
introduction of the Pentonville system; (addressing theme 2)
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•

Cockatoo Island Convict Station, Sydney, representing the second stage of
more separated control of convicts on public works; (addressing theme 2)

•

Port Arthurffasman Peninsula, representing places of secondary punishment,
the extreme extension of the severity of the transportation system; (addressing
theme 2)

•

Kingston and perhaps other first settlement sites on Norfolk Island,
representing the extension of the NSW penal settlement to Norfolk Island to
secure access to the assumed resources of timber and flax to be found on the
island (addressing theme 3); and the second settlement places demonstrating
secondary punishment (addressing theme 2)

•

First Government House Site, Sydney, representing the planting of a British
penal colony in the Pacific, as a strategic base of potential importance in
accessing the China trade and the resources of the Pacific. (addressing theme 3)

These places have to be assessed in terms of their authenticity and management before
they are assessed against the World Heritage Criteria. This is addressed in Section 6
and 7.
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6..

AUTHENTICITY AND MANAGEMENT

The requirements of the World Heritage Convention regarding the authenticity and
management of places raises a number of general issues. While this report is not a
study of the Convention itself, it is important to briefly identify and discuss these
general issues.

6.1

ISSUES OF AUTHENTICITY AND MANAGEMENT

Authenticity
The Operational Guidelines for the Implementation ofthe World Heritage Convention
state that,
'A monument, group of buildings or site ...will be considered to be of
outstanding universal value for the purpose of the Convention [if] it meets one
or more of the following criteria and the test of authenticity. Each property
nominated should therefore...
(b)

(i)

meet the test of authenticity in design, material, workmanship or
setting and in the case of cuI tural landscapes their distinctive
character and components (the Committee stressed that
reconstruction is only acceptable if it is carried out on the basis of
complete and detailed documentation on the original and to no
extent on conjecture).!)

This test of authenticity raises a number of issues with regard to the assessment of any
place for the World Heritage List. These issues are discussed below.
Nara Document on Authenticity

The International Council on Monuments and Sites (lCOMOS) in association with other
parties produced this document in 1994. 2 It is the result of a process which, perhaps,
represents the first major review of the concept of authenticity by the international
heritage conservation community since the Charter ofVenice (1964). The Document
was conceived specifically with regard to the World Heritage test of authenticity
although it may also apply to all levels of conservation.
The document states that,
'9.
Conservation of cultural heritage...is rooted in the values attributed to
the heritage. Our ability to understand these values depends, in part, on the
degree to which infoffilation sources about these values may be understood as
credible or truthful. Knowledge and understanding of these sources of
infonnation, in relation to original and subsequent characteristics of the cultural
heritage, and their meaning, is a requisite basis for assessing all aspects of
authenticity...
11.
...heritage properties must be considered and judged within the cultural
contexts to which they belong...
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13.
Depending on the nature of the cultural heritage, and its cultural context,
authenticity judgements may be linked to the worth of a great variety of sources
of information. Aspects of these sources may include form and design,
materials and substance, use and function, traditions and techniques, location
and setting, and spirit and feeling, and other internal and external aspects of
information sources...'
The basic intention of the Document is to re-focus consideration of authenticity given
different and equally valid cultural approaches to conservation. For example, these
approaches may value historic fabric or traditional activities. The test of authenticity is
related to the ability of a heritage place to credibly and truthfully convey information
about cultural heritage values. Such information may reside in a variety sources. The
values, information sources and judgements about authenticity must all be understood
or made within the cultural context of the place.
The Document may be regarded as shifting the focus of authenticity from a narrow
view of the fabric of place as the sole or major repository of cultural values to a broader
view of place as one source of information, and possibly not the most important source
of information about cultural values.
Definition of Authentic - Reconstruction based on complete and detailed documentation
of the original versus Conjecture
In general terms, the concept of authenticity includes that which is,
'reliable, trustworthy; of an undisputed origin, genuine... '3
In the context of the Nara Document on Authenticity it seems clear that a similar concept
applies. The phrasing used is as follows.
'...the degree to which information sources about these [cultural] values may be
understood as credible or truthful...'4
In their book regarding World Heritage cultural places, Feilden and Jokilehto describe
authenticity as,
'...materially original or genuine (as it was constructed) and as it has aged and
changed in time. Authenticity derives from the definition of the resource, and
so authenticity may be understood in different ways depending on the context of
its historical significance...historical authenticity should generally reflect the
significant phases of construction and utilization in different phases of its
historical time line.'5
In cases where reconstruction has taken place, the Opera/iona/Guidelines contrast
authenticity with conjecture. The Operational Guidelines refer to,
'...reconstruction... [being] only acceptable if it is carried out on the basis of
complete and detailed documentation on the original and to no extent on
conjecture.'
While the contrast with conjecture seems straightforward, the reference to
reconstruction and to 'the original' design, material, workmanship or setting of a place
raises other issues. Reconstruction in the context of the OperationalGuidelines must
not be confused with its use in the Australian conservation context. Reconstruction is
not defined in the Operational Guidelines. To confuse matters somewhat, the likely
international reference to consult for its definition, the Venice Charter, does not refer to
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reconstruction but to restoration. 6 In Australia, the BurraCharter defines
reconstruction as follows.
11.8 Reconstruction means returning a place as nearly as possible to a known
earlier state and is distinguished by the introduction of materials (new or old)
into the fabric. This is not to be confused with either recreation or conjectural
reconstruction which are outside the scope of this Charter.'?
The concept of an original design or other original aspects indicates an overly simple
characterisation of heritage places. It suggests that places may have one original and
therefore culturally significant state. In reality, many heritage places are the result of a
layering of history, of use and change, and it is the values related to this layering which
is important. It would therefore be inappropriate to automatically focus attention on the
original state and ignore the values related to later uses and changes. Feilden and
10kilehto make a similar point.
This issue is not the core of the matter to which the Operational Guidelines refers in this
sub-paragraph. It is a secondary though still important matter. The Nara Document on
Authenticity re-focuses consideration of this matter by referring to,
'Knowledge and understanding of these sources of information, in relation to
original and subsequent characteristics of the cultural heritage, and their
meaning, is a requisite basis for assessing all aspects of authenticity... '8
In other words, authenticity is not just a matter of considering the original state but also
the subsequent state or characteristics of a heritage place which may also have meaning.
Authenticity of Materials and Workmanship
These two aspects of authenticity are specifically identified in the Operational
Guidelines. One related issue is the use of original materials and workmanship
techniques in later work affecting a place compared to modem or non-traditional
materials and techniques. While original materials and techniques provide a higher
level of authenticity, it has been suggested that, in the context of conservation or
restoration activity,
'... the use of modem or non-traditional materials [and techniques 1 may be
justified in the interests of long-term conservation.'9
In other words, authenticity may not be prejudiced by the use of modem or nontraditional materials and techniques.
Another issue arises with regard to the growth or change of a place over time as part of
ongoing cultural processes. At what time, if ever, do non-original or non-traditional
materials and techniques become part of the significant story of a place and therefore of
heritage val ue? 10
Authenticity of Setting
The test of authenticity can be readily understood with regard, for example to a house if
its values relate to its design. The values reside in the physical expression of the
design, the stone, the windows, the roof and so on. The values are confined to the
house itself and its boundaries are clear. However, the concept of the setting of a place
may be open to several interpretations.
In a strict sense, the setting of a place may be considered similar to the example given
above about a house. If the values of a place also reside in its setting, such as the
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garden of a house, then the boundaries of the setting can be accurately defined. The
authenticity of the setting is therefore related to the cultural values within a known area.
However, the setting of a place may have another interpretation which is not based on
the central and identified values of a place but rather on a more general aesthetic set of
values. Care needs to be exercised regarding the setting of places to ensure the values
of the setting considered are those which are central to the place.
The loss by a place of its historic setting does not seem to be a sufficient reason for a
place to fail the test of authenticity.
'Should they [places] have been excluded [from the World Heritage List]
because their settings were inappropriate? The ICOMOS view has been in
favour of inclusion, for reasons connected with the properties themselves: their
qualities are so high that they should be considered independently of their
settings... tIl
On the other hand, if it is possible to conserve an appropriate setting for a place,
'.. .ICOMOS has invariably recommended inscription conditional upon the
definition of an adequate buffer zone around the property.'12
Authenticity of Function
In addition to authenticity of material, workmanship and setting, ICOMOS also
considers authenticity of function. I 3 This aspect is not identified in the Operational
Guidelines. However, the scope of its consideration is not clear and appears to be
limited to non-building or non-structural fabric associated with places. For example,
function is equated with the plant and equipment associated with an industrial place and
not just the industrial building itself.
Condition and Integrity
In the context of Australian conservation activity, the terms condition and integrity are
commonly used rather than authenticity. Documents relating to Australian places
considered as part of this project are therefore more likely to refer to condition and
integrity.
In a general sense the terms integrity and authenticity may be considered similar.
Integrity is commonly understood as the degree of physical intactness of a place in
relation to its original or significant state. This can be complicated where there are
many layers of history, use or fabric. While integrity has been commonly associated
with the fabric of places, as the range of heritage values of places are being better
understood so integrity is increasingly being associated with non-fabric aspects of
places.
Condition is commonly understood as the physical state of preservation of the fabric of
a place.
Ruinous Places or Sub-Surface Remains
Places which are in ruins or exist only as sub-surface remains challenge the lay
understanding of authenticity as applied to historic places. This contrasts with those
places which are standing and apparently complete buildings or structures. In these
latter cases it may be thought that such places are authentic while ruins are not.
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However, given the preceding discussion it is clear such perceptions must be tested by
an understanding which reaches beyond appearances. Places which are ruins or exist
only as sub-surface remains may be authentic both regarding the infonnation about
cultural values which they convey as well as in tenns of design, material, workmanship
or setting. Such places mayor may not be less authentic than if they were standing
buildings or structures.

It must be noted in contrast that standing and apparently complete buildings or
stmctures may not be authentic either regarding the infonnation about cultural values
which they conveyor in tenns of design, material, workmanship or setting. This is the
point of the qualification about reconstmction contained in the Operational Guidelines.

Management
The Operational Guidelines/or the Implementation o/the World Heritage Convention
state that,
'A monument, group of buildings or site... will be considered to be of
outstanding universal value for the purpose of the Convention [if] it meets one
or more of the following criteria and the test of authenticity. Each property
nominated should therefore...
(b)

(ii)

have adequate legal and/or traditional protection and management
mechanisms to ensure the conservation of the nominated cultural
property or cultural landscapes. The existence of protective
legislation at the national, provincial or municipal level or wellestablished traditional protection and/or adequate management
mechanisms is therefore essential and must be stated clearly on
the nomination fonn. Assurances of the effective implementation
of these laws and/or management mechanisms are also expected.
Furthermore, in order to preserve the integrity of cultural sites.
particularly those open to large numbers of visitors, the State
Party concerned should be able to provide evidence of suitable
administrative arrangements to cover the management of the
property, its conservation and its accessibility to the public.'l-l-

These management requirements raise a number of issues with regard to the assessment
of any place for the World Heritage List. These issues are discussed below.
Assessment of Management
The effective management of heritage places potentially covers a wide range of topics.
Accordingly. the assessment of the adequacy of heritage place management in the
context of the World Heritage Convention may have to consider this range of topics
depending on the place nominated. The following list of topics has been drawn from
Feilden and Jokilehto to indicate the matters that may have to be assessed. The list may
not be comprehensive for all possible places and the topics are not in priority order.
•

Management objectives for the place

•

Management planning based on an understanding of the place in the broader
physical, planning and economic context

•

Statutory context

•

Non-statutory context
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•

A full inventory and documentation of the buildings and their contents, or site
and landscape
the significance of the place is documented and understood

•

Minimum appropriate level of maintenance

•

Visitor management

•

Interpretation

•

Research planning

•

Facility development

•

Administration

•

Review of the management plan

•

Information management

•

Personnel

•

Resource programming including cost control

Protection and Management Mechanisms
Such mechanisms may take a wide variety of forms. The Operational Guidelines refer
to legal and traditional forms however, there are other ways in which heritage places are
managed.
In the Australian context, management may take place within a legal framework which
might be general in nature, such as a general heritage Act, or place specific such as
legislation to establish an authority to manage a particular place. While such legislation
establishes the broad objectives for place management, it rarely provides the level of
detail necessary for effective management. Traditional management is also undertaken
where places continue in some traditional use.
There is a third major form of management which relates to conservation management.
There are a large number of heritage places which are not in traditional management and
for which legislation either does not apply or offers only very general guidance. Such
places may be subject to detailed conservation management which draws upon the
philosophical and practical framework of the BurraCharter. This management usually
results in the preparation of a conservation management plan.
All of these mechanisms suggest an active form of management. However, in many
cases the conservation of heritage values and places may be satisfactorily achieved by
passive conservation. This may include remote places where no action is necessary to
ensure conservation.
Conservation of the Nominated Cultural Property or Cultural Landscape
The management objective identified in the Operational Guidelines is, '...to ensure the
conservation of the nominated cultural property or cultural landscapes.' More
specifically, it is the outstanding universal values of such places that are to be
conserved. Therefore, in assessing the adequacy of management it is necessary to
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consider the extent to which management mechanisms have identified outstanding
universal values and provided for their conservation.
Another related matter which management must address satisfactorily is public access.
Legal Mechanisms
Legal mechanisms are likely to be adequate if they include provisions for the
identification of cultural values, especially outstanding universal values, and their
conservation. In this context, conservation provisions may include an objective
requiring the conservation of cultural values as well as strategies for achieving this.
Strategies may include the review of development proposals affecting a place, a
requirement for conservation management planning, monitoring the condition and
integrity of a place, a mechanism for funding conservation, and an ability to require
conservation action and stop potentially damaging actions.
Traditional Mechanisms
Traditional mechanisms are likely to be adequate is they are well-established and
achieve the conservation of cultural values, especially outstanding universal values.
The identification of cultural values may not be necessary on the part of those
undertaking traditional activities however, it must be demonstrable that the conservation
of values is inherent in the activities.
Effective Implementation
The Operational Guidelines stress the need for assurances that management
mechanisms are or will be effectively implemented. This forms part of the assessment
of the adequacy of management. Not only must mechanisms be theoretically adequate,
they must achieve in practice their conservation intent.
Boundaries
While the definition of appropriate boundaries for a place is not referred to specifically
in the clause dealing with cultural criteria for World Heritage nominations, it is an
important related matter. Indeed, the OperationalGuidelines are largely silent on this
matter.
Some guidance is offered regarding cultural landscapes and this may be considered in
relation to other cultural places.
'40. The extent of a cultural landscape lor indeed any cultural place] for
inclusion on the World Heritage List is relative to its functionality and
intelligibility. In any case, the sample selected must be substantial enough to
adequately represent the totality of the cultural landscape that it illustrates.'
The definition of boundaries raises an issue related to the values of a place and its
appropriate management. If the values of a place are well understood then identifying
an appropriate boundary should be straightforward. However, multiple land
ownership and differing forms of management and use regarding one heritage place
may complicate the determination of the boundary.
For example, an extensive heritage place may have several owners, government and
private, and the place may be used for a variety of purposes, some perhaps related to
conservation but others may not be. Accordingly, there may be differing management
regimes, only some of which may have a conservation objective. Determining the
boundary of the place requires a reconciliation between the heritage val ues, which may
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be extensive, and more limited areas whose management fulfils the requirements of the
OperationalGuidelines.

Limitations on the Assessment of Authenticity and Management
The assessment of authenticity and management as part of this project suffer two
problems. The first is obtaining adequate and current information about these aspects.
The second problem is the changes that may take place, both in the fabric of the place
and its management, in the time between preparing this report and, if appropriate, the
preparation of a nomination. While every effort has been made to gather adequate and
current information within the constraints of the project, it must be realised that some
information is not readily available, and the information obtained will have to be
checked close to the time of any nomination.

6.2

AUTHENTICITY OF AUSTRALIAN PLACES

The process of assessing places for World Heritage nomination is an iterative, not a
lineal one. While the assessment of authenticity is placed here in the report, the ability
to assess authenticity of a place requires the identification of aspects of the place which
might be of World Heritage value, which is done by applying the World Heritage
Criteria in Section 7. Hence the assessment provided in Section 7 is the underpinning
to some of the folowing discussion.
The following sub-section provides an assessment of the authenticity of the places
identified in Section 5 as likely to be part of a World Heritage nomination. The
structure of the sub-section reflects the three identified themes of outstanding universal
value. Theme 2 has two options, one which focuses on a few sites as symbolising the
convict experience, and a second which identifies more places which would
demonstrate more fully the scope of the theme. After the description for each theme,
further brief explanatory text is repeated followed by a list of the identified places.
Comments are provided for each place under the following headings.
•

Authenticity - materials, design, setting and workmanship

•

Authenticity - Values

The separation of the comments on authenticity into the component parts of fabric and
values reflects the discussion above about the current Operational Guidelines and the
change in emphasis in the Nara Document on Authenticit.v. In the following text RNE
refers to information from the Register of the National Estate database.

Theme 1: transportation of unfree labour to overseas or otherwise
distant places for the immediate or long-terlll economic bene~t~91Jhe
home state
:;::-:;:.::::-:::::_~ ~~.. ,,-~--~
~~ ,
'

I

Demonstrated through convict places related to the development of the colonial
infrastructure and assistance to settlers to achieve self-sufficiency and then create export
commodities.
Wiseman's Ferry and Devine's Hill Stockades, NSW, and the section of the Great
North Road between them, representing the use of convict gang-labour in establishing a
transport and communication system in the colony. The values of the place relate to its
ability to demonstrate the use of convict gangs to extend the transport infrastructure of
the colony, and to demonstrate the work practices and living conditions under which
the convict labourers existed in order to undertake such work.
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•

Authenticity - materials, design, setting and workmanship.
Wiseman's Ferry Stockade - buildings in ruins
and sub-surface archaeological sites are
comprised offabric largely authentic to the period
of the operation of the stockade. The design and
setting of the stockade can be interpreted directly
from the surviving fabric.
Devine's Hill Stockade - sub-surface
archaeological site is comprised offabric largely
authentic to the period of the operation of the
stockade. The design and setting of the stockade
can be interpreted directly from the surviving
fabric.
Great North Road - almost in original form.
(RNE) Condition varies - some parts heavily
rutted and damaged because of recent use,
retaining wall has fallen in places and the inlets of
four culverts blocked. Otherwise reasonably
preserved. Track overgrown in parts. (Comber
1991:30)

•

Authenticity- Values

Wiseman's Ferry Stockade and Devine's Hill
Stockade - The stockade sites have the ability,
through archaeological research and interpretation
of extant remains, of demonstrating the living
conditions of the convict labourers in an authentic
way. The evidence has been subject to attrition
by decay and some disturbance, but still has
substantial archaeological integrity.
Great North Road - appears highly authentic in its
ability to convey information about this theme. It
demonstrates in surviving fabric the extension of
the transport system and the work practices which
utilised convict labour.

A Probation Station in Tasmania (possibly Cascade and Saltwater River on Tasman
Peninsula, or the Ross Probation Station), representing later development in the use of
convict labour for public works, and changing penal philosophies. The value of the
probations stations named is their ability to demonstrate the devlopment of the
probation system to facilitate closely-controlled public works.
•

Authenticity - materials, design, setting and workmanship.
Cascade - relatively undisturbed, only
comparatively complete probation station in
Tasmania on one property. Standing buildings
are in poor condition, but are largely intact. Other
buildings are represented by archaeological sites.
Saltwater River - current condition and
authenticity of fabric unknown.
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Ross - western half of Ordnance Store
reconstructed, Barracks restored. (RNE)

•

Authenticity - Values

Cascade - appears moderately to highly authentic
in its ability to convey information about this
theme.
Saltwater River - Current information insufficient
Ross - Current information insufficient

Theme 2 (Option A): transportation of civil and military criminals,
political exiles and vagabonds to overseas or otherwise distant places as
a mechanism for the control of law and order in the home state
A small number of prominent places which symbolise the use of transportation as a
sentence of deterrence.
Hyde Park Barracks and Fremantle Prison as places of primary housing of transported
convicts, the latter demonstrates the theme after the introduction of the Pentonville
system.
•

Authenticity - materials, design, setting and workmanship.
Hyde Park Barracks - The masonry walls are
original, with some reversal of bricks as a
conservation process. Internal timbers and floors
are original, with introduced engineered support
systems to provide additional structural support.
Original roof was of timber shingles but is now
corrugated iron. The main barracks building is
intact and fully demonstrates its design features.
Parts of the surrounding structures have been
removed over time. The building complex has
been conserved.
Fremantle Prison - largely intact, the 1856
hospital in the north-east comer of the compound
has sympathetic additions built in 1900, the circa
1856 old workshops in the south-east comer are
much modified but still part of the wall system.
Post convict structures include the circa 1890
women's prison and the 1900 new workshops.
There is likely to be archaeological evidence of
the demolished new division block of 1908 to the
north of the main building. Almost all the major
blocks of original buildings are intact. (RNE)
Most of the convict fabric is intact, as are later
developments which have not altered the
appearance or integrity of the original. Some
internal spaces have been altered. (Hoare et al
1990:64)

•

Authenticity - Values

Hyde Park Barracks - appears highly authentic in
its ability to convey information about this theme.
In particular, the spaces occupied by convicts are
intact.
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Fremantle Prison - appears highly authentic in its
ability to convey information about this theme.
Kingston on Norfolk Island and Port Arthur as places of secondary punishment. The
values of these places lies in their ability to demonstrate the range of activities and
structures associated with secondary punishment penal settlements.
•

Authenticity - materials, design, setting and workmanship.
Kingston - large group of standing buildings
from the convict era, some modified during the
Pitcairn period. (RNE) Extensive landscape of
sub-surface remains, ruins and standing
structures. The landscape of the settlement is able
to be directly related to that ofthe convict era.
Extensive conservation work has seen gutted
buildings re-roofed and internally restored. The
many buildings, landscape elements, and the
absence of later constructions, makes the design
features of the settlement very obvious.
Port Arthur - many buildings remain either intact
or as ruins. (RNE) Extensive landscape of subsurface remains, ruins and standing structures.
Some post-convict structures exist in the site, but
the original design and setting is apparent.

•

Authenticity - Values

Kingston - appears highly authentic in its ability
to convey information about this theme.
Port Arthur - appears highly authentic in its ability
to convey information about this theme.

Theme 2 (Option B): transportation of civil and military criminals,
political exiles and vagabonds to overseas or otherwise distant places as
a mechanism for the control of law and order in the home state
An alternative might be to see the whole convict establishment as exemplifying the
theme, and seek to demonstrate in as few places as is feasible the range of convict
administration and experience that existed in Australia.
Wiseman's Ferry and Devine's Hill Stockades, NSW, and the section of the Great
North Road between them, representing the use of convict gang-labour in establishing a
transport and communications system in the colony.

•

Authenticity - materials, design, setting and workmanship.

•

Authenticity - Values

see above

appears highly authentic in its ability to convey
information about this theme.

A Probation Station in Tasmania (possibly Cascade and Saltwater River on Tasman
Peninsula, or the Ross Probation Station), representing later development in the use of
convict labour for public works, and changing penal philosophies.
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"

Authenticity - materials, design, setting and workmanship.

"

Authenticity - Values
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see above

appears higWy authentic in its ability to convey
information about this theme.

Hyde Park Barracks, demonstrating the primary housing of transported convicts.

"

Authenticity - materials, design, setting and workmanship.

"

Authenticity - Values

see above

appears higWy authentic in its ability to convey
information about this theme.

Fremantle Prison, demonstrating the theme of treatment of convicts after the
introduction of the Pentonville system.

"

Authenticity - materials, design, setting and workmanship.

"

Authenticity - Values

see above

appears higWy authentic in its ability to convey
information about this theme.

Cockatoo Island Convict Station, Sydney, representing the second stage of more
separated control of convicts on public works.
"

Authenticity - materials, design, setting and workmanship.
Complex was unusually complete for a convict
barracks; former hall almost intact; despite their
roofless state these two buildings, the Military
Guard Room and separate kitchen, are in
sufficient state of preservation to be recognisable
for their former usage; Barracks complex - north
east and north west wards have been converted
for use as air raid shelter; Officers guard room
now much added to. (RNE) Ten components of
the penal period have been identified and further
documentary analysis of the authentici ty of these
components is possible (using Department of
Housing and Construction no date).
Authenticity- Values

The values of the place seem to be able to be
authentically reflected by the surviving fabric.

Port ArthurlTasman Peninsula, representing places of secondary punishment, the
extreme extension of the severity of the transportation system.

..
..

Authenticity - materials, design, setting and workmanship.
Authenticity - Values

see above

appears higWy authentic in its ability to convey
information about this theme.

Kingston on Norfolk Island, second settlement places demonstrating secondary
punishment.
Authenticity - materials, design, setting and workmanship.

see above
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•

Authenticity - Values

appears highly authentic in its ability to convey
infonnation about this theme.

Theme 3: transportation of unfree labour to overseas or otherwise
distant places as a strategic tool of colonialism and the expansion or
maintenance of regional spheres of influence
Represented by places that demonstrate strategic motives on the part of the British.
Kingston and perhaps other first settlement sites on Norfolk Island, representing the
extension of the NSW penal settlement to Norfolk Island to secure access to the
assumed resources of timber and flax to be found on the island. This theme is
represented only by the archaeological remains of the First Settlement (all remaining
extent structures relate to the second settlement).
•

Authenticity - materials, design, setting and workmanship.
archaeological sites and landscape elements can
be interpreted to reflect the First Settlment.

•

Authenticity - Values

Archaeological remains are authentic evidence of
the First Settlement at several sites. In some
cases the sites have been built over by Second
Settlment structures, while in others the
archaeological sites have not been redeveloped.

First Government House Site, Sydney, representing the planting of a British penal
colony in the Pacific, as a strategic base of potential importance in accessing the China
trade and the resources of the Pacific.
•

Authenticity - materials, design, setting and workmanship.
Archaeological remains of FGH building
constructed 1788 and alterations and additions
1794,1801,1811,1818,1826-1845.
Demolished 1846-47. Foundation plaque
discovered 1899. Other works include roads
from 1840's; terrace houses 1870's; excavation
in February-March 1983 and subsequently
reveals footings, drains and other artefacts.
(RNE). Site now conserved beneath a plaza
forecourt of a museum building.

•

6.3

Authenticity - Values

Only known physical evidence from first year of
mainland colonial settlement. (RNE) Appears
highly authentic in its ability to convey
infonnation about this theme.

MANAGEMENT OF AUSTRALIAN PLACES

The following sub-section provides an assessment of the management of the places
identified in Section 5 as likely to be part of a World Heritage nomination. In 6.2
above, the individual places were placed into their thematic framework, reflecting the
three identified themes of outstanding universal value. This section identifies the
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management situation of each of the places listed in 6.2. Comments are provided for
each place indicating management issues (including ownership, legal protection,
management use and purpose, conservation planning and implementation).
Wiseman's Ferrv and Devine's Hill Stockades, NSW, and the section of the Great
North Road between them,
Wiseman's Ferry Stockade - owned by NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service
(State Government) - Legal protection - classifiable as a
relic and therefore protected under the Heritage Act 1977.
Able to be gazetted as an Historic Sites under NPWS Act,
but not yet so gazetted, Management - a draft
Conservation plan is believed to exist- ImplementationNPWS intentions are unknown.
Devine's Hill Stockade -

owned by NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service as
part of Dharug National Park.- Legal protection offered
historic relics under NPWS Act 1974 on Parks land, also
classifiable as a relic and therefore protected under the
Heritage Act 1977. Management - as part of Dharug
National Park. A draft Conservation plan believed to exist,
as well as a Management Plan for Dharug National park.Implementation - Unknown.

Great North Road -

Section of road subject of this proposal is owned by NSW
National Parks and Wildlife Service as part of Dharug
National Park.- Legal protection offered historic relics
under NPWS Act 1974 on Parks land, also classifiable as a
relic and therefore protected under the Heritage Act 1977.
Management - as part of Dharug National Park. A draft
Conservation plan believed to exist, as well as a
Management Plan for Dharug National park.Implementation - Unknown.(Comber 1991: 1 and 31)

A Probation Station in Tasmania (possibly Cascade and Saltwater River on Tasman
Peninsula, or the Ross Probation Station),
Cascade

- ownership - private. Legal protection - none.
Management - for farm uses. Conservation plan - none.
Implementation - not applicable.

Saltwater River

- ownership - private. Legal protection - none.
Management - unknown. Conservation plan - none.
Implementation - not applicable.

Ross

- ownership - State Owned, Legal protection - Historic
Site under National Parks legislation. ManagementJointly be National Parks and Wildlife Service and Ross
Council. Conservation plan -? Implementation - ?

Hyde Park Barracks and Fremantle Prison
Hyde Park Barracks

- ownership - State Government, managed by the Historic
Houses Trust. Legal protection - Permanent Conservation
Order under the Heritage Act 197? Management - used as
a museum and managed for conservation. Conservation
plan - draft CMP currently under review. Implementation

-?
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Fremantle Prison

- ownership - State Government, managed by the? Legal
protection - under the Heritage o/Western Australia Act
19907 Management - used as a museum and managed for
conservation. Conservation plan - yes (Hoare et al 1990).
Implementation - ?

Kingston and other first settlement sites on Norfolk Island, and Port Arthur
Kingston

- ownership - Commonwealth Government. Legal
protection - under the Australian Heritage Commission Act
1975. Management - mixed uses and managed for
conservation, Management Board of Commonwealth and
Norfolk Island members. Conservation plan - yes (Clive
Lucas, Stapleton and Partners 1988). ImplementationAnnual conservation programme part funded by
Commonwealth and Norfolk Island Government.

other first settlement sites on Norfolk Island - ownership mixed, some
Commonwealth, others private freehold.Lageal protection,
Commonwealth owned property under AustralianHeritage
Commission Act 1975., private property under Norfolk
Island planning act. No active management of sites
outside Kingston/Arthurs Vale Area. No conservation
pi ans exist.
Port Arthur

- ownership - State Government, managed by Port Arthur
Historic Site Management Authority. Legal protectionState reserve gazetted 29/8/1916, and PASMA ACT?
Management - used as a museum and managed for
conservation. Conservation plan - yes (PASMA).
Implementation - ?

Cockatoo Island Convict Station, Sydney,
Ownership - owned by Commonwealth Government.
Legal protection - protected under the Australian Heritage
Commission Act 1975. Management - subject to
redevelopment proposals? Conservation plan - partly
prepared (Kerr 1984 and Department of Housing and
Construction no date) but not completed? Implementation
-?

SUMMARY
In summary, all of the places identified appear to satisfy the requirement of authenticity
in terms of both their materials, design, setting and workmanship, and their values. All
but two of the places are in public ownership and protected by government
management and by heritage legislation sufficient to satisfy the requirement for
responsible management of World Heritage nominated places. The two exceptions are
two of the Tasmanian probation stations, which are in private ownership. The extent to
which these places might be protected under new heritage legislation enacted late in
1995 has yet to be ascertained. Satisfactory management control, such as necessary for
nomination, may prove not to be feasible.
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7.

AUSTRALIAN CONVICT PLACES-OF
WORLD HERITAGE SIGNIFICANCE?

7.1

THE WORLD HERITAGE CRITERIA FOR CULTURAL PROPERTIES

The Operational Guidelines for the Implementation ofthe World Heritage Convention
state that,
'A monument, group of buildings or site...will be considered to be of
outstanding universal value for the purpose of the Convention [if! it meets one
or more of the following criteria and the test of authenticity. Each property
nominated should therefore:
(a)

(b)

(i)

represent a masterpiece of human creative genius; or

(ii)

exhibit an important interchange of human values, over a span of
time or within a cultural area of the world, on developments in
architecture, monumental arts or town-planning and landscape
design; or

(iii)

bear a unique or at least exceptional testimony to a cultural
tradition or to a civilisation which is living or which has
disappeared; or

(iv)

be an outstanding example of a type of building or architectural
ensemble or landscape which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in
human history; or

(v)

be an outstanding example of a traditional human settlement or
land-use which is representative of a culture (or cultures),
especially when it has become vulnerable under the impact of
irreversible change; or

(vi)

be directly or tangibly associated with events or living traditions.
with ideas, or with beliefs, with artistic and literary works of
outstanding universal significance (the [World Heritage]
Committee considers that this criterion shouldjustify inclusion in
the List only in exceptional circumstances or in conjunction with
other criteria cultural or natural);

(i)

meet the test of authenticity in design, material, workmanship or
setting and in the case of cultural landscapes their distinctive
character and components (the Committee stressed that
reconstruction is only acceptable if it is carried out on the basis of
complete and detailed documentation on the original and to no
extent on conjecture).

(ii)

have adequate legal and/or traditional protection and management
mechanisms to ensure the conservation of the nominated cultural
property or cultural landscapes. The existence of protective
legislation at the national. provincial or municipal level or well-
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established traditional protection and/or adequate management
mechanisms is therefore essential and must be stated clearly on
the nomination form. Assurances of the effective implementation
of these laws and/or management mechanisms are also expected.
Furthermore, in order to preserve the integrity of cultural sites,
particularly those open to large numbers of visitors, the State
Party concerned should be able to provide evidence of suitable
administrative arrangements to cover the management of the
property, its conservation and its accessibility to the public.'
<UNESCO 1995, paragraph 24.)
1n this context,
'Monuments' are architectural works, works of monumental sculpture
and painting, elements or structures of an archaeological nature,
inscriptions, cave dwellings, and combinations of features, which are of
o~tstanding universal val ue from the point of view of history, art or
SCIence;
'groups of buildings' are groups of separate or connected buildings
which, because of their architecture, their homogeneity or their place in
the landscape, are of outstanding universal value from the point of view
of history, art or science;
'sites' are works of man or the combined works of nature and of man,
and areas including archaeological sites which are of outstanding
universal value from the historical, aesthetic, ethnological or
anthropological points of view.
(UNESCO 1995:6-8)

Outstanding Universal Value
The fundamental concept ofthe World Heritage List is to identify places of outstanding
universal value. The extract from the OperarionalGuidelines provided above includes
the criteria for determining whether a place has such val ue. While not wishing to
detract from the full text of the criteria, it is useful to focus on the key phrases in the
criteria which help define outstanding universal value. These phrases are as follows
(emphasis added).
•

masterpiece of human creative genius

•

important interchange of human values

•

unique or at least exceptional testimony

•

outstanding example...which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in human history

•

outstanding example...which is representative of a culture

7.2

ApPLYING THE WORLD HERITAGE CRITERIA TO AUSTRALIAN
CONVICT PLACES

Australian convicts places consist of buildings (or 'monuments' in the wording of the
Criteria), groups of buildings and sites. 1n some cases a distinctive landscape has been
created. The analysis of convictism on an world-wide scale, and its manifestation in
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Australia, indicate that it represents a distinctive and significant stage or phase in human
history, relating to the growth of human populations, particularly in Europe in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, and the expansion of global colonial and trading
empires by European powers. The appropriate World Heritage Criterion to apply to
Australian convict places therefore appears to be Criterion (iv)-'outstanding
example(s) of a type of building or architectural ensemble or landscape which illustrates
significant stage(s) in human history'. The degree to which particular places can be
said to be 'outstanding examples' has then to be determined.
The following discussion takes the places identified as significant to global convict
transportation themes in Section 5, and found to satisfy the requirements of authenticity
and secure management discussed in Section 6 and considers them in the light of the
World Heritage Criteria. In line with the assessment model described at 1.2, it is
necessary to distinguish those places which are essential to the understanding of the
global convict transportation theme, from those places that are integral or peripheral to
its understanding. Places that are essential to the understanding of the global theme
might be considered for nomination to the World Heritage List in their own right, while
those that are integral to it might form part of a group or serial nomination. Places that
are peripheral to the themes may well be of great national importance, but do not have
outstanding universal value in demonstrating the global themes.

In order to satisfy the World Heritage Criteria, it is necessary to demonstrate that the
places assessed are authentic, and have adequate management regimes in place to
guarantee their protection. Of the 10 places or areas identified in Section 5 as being
essential or integral to themes of outstanding universal value, all but two are legally
protected and subject to a management mechanism that is capable of satisfying the
'management' filter applied in Section 6. The exceptions, at this stage, are the
probation stations on the Tasman Peninsula, which are in private ownership with, as
far as is known, no legal protection, and with no established management mechanisms
that would satisfy the World Heritage Criteria. They are included in this assessment,
however, as the legal and management status could change before any nomination was
presented for consideration.
Only one of the places identified is assessed as likely to satisfy Criterion (iv) in its own
right-that is Kingston on Norfolk Island. Kingston is assessed as essential to the
understanding of themes of universal significance, and is an 'outstanding example of an
architectural ensemble and landscape which illustrate a significant stage in human
history'. However, the outstanding universal value of the Australian chapter in the
global story is better told by a combination of a number of places that reflect integral
-parts of the overall picture.
A fuller picture of the outstanding universal value of convict places in Australia in
demonstrating the global themes would be presented through a serial nomination. Such
a nomination would include Kingston and a number of places which are integral to the
understanding of the outstanding universal value of the series. Based on the discussion
in Section 5 above, the places which would make up a series nomination are:
•

Kingston on Norfolk Island

•

Port Arthur, Tasmania

•

Fremantle Prison, Western Australia

•

First Government House Site, Sydney,

•

Wiseman's Ferry and Devine's Hill Stockades, and section of the Great North
Road, NSW,
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•

an outstanding Probation Station site in Tasmania (either Cascade and Saltwater
River on Tasman Peninsula, or the Ross Probation Station),

•

Hyde Park Barracks, Sydney

•

Cockatoo Island Convict Station, Sydney,

In combination these eight places are a series which demonstrates in an outstanding
way all three of the themes identified in this study as being of outstanding universal
significance. These themes coincided in a period of time from the seventeenth to the
nineteenth centuries, and define the characteristics of a significant stage in world
history, namely the expansion of European nations reflecting major population growth
and economic/technological advances, which led to colonialism and the forced
movement of people to satisfy the needs of geo-political expansion and control within
the home state.
The eight-place series (counting the Tasmanian probation station(s) as one place) is an
outstanding collection of buildings, ensembles and landscapes which illustrate one
major component of this stage in human history, that of convict transportation. Though
British in its detail, in clearly representing the three themes of outstanding value, the
series reflects in an outstanding way aspects of human experience common to all
convict transportation systems throughout this stage of human history.
Specific information about each of these places is provided in Appendices 1-8. For the
preparation of a series nomination this information would have to be re-worked into a
single nomination.

7.3

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PURSUING WORLD HERITAGE
NOMINATION

This study has indicated that a number of Australian convict transportation places merit
nomination to the World Heritage List, either in their own right or, preferably, as part
of a series nomination.
A number of places already on the World Heritage List were listed specifically for, or
are coincidentally associated with, aspects of the topic of the forced movement of
people. These are listed in the table below. However, convict transportation has not
been a singled out as one of the themes of outstanding universal value so far considered
in these listings.

Table 6.

World Heritage Listed places relating to the forced
movement of people

Name of Place

Country

Date of
Listing

Cultural
Criteria

World Heritage Values

Auschwitz
Concentration
Camp

Poland

1979

Vt

Testimony to important historical
event. Focus on mass killings
carried out under Nazi regime.
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Forts and Castles Ghana
- Volta, Greater
Accra, Central and
Western Regions

1979

83

--,.....---............-.
vi

----~_._ .... -.! Most characteristic examples of
European fortified trade ports in
i the tropics, historically important
I for their role in pre-colonial
! European/African trade, and an
i important role in the slave trade
in the 18th century and in the
119th century in its suppression.

I

I
I
Island of Goree

Senegal

1978

vi

i History associated with slave

I tra d'mg.
I

1

La Fortaleza and ,iUSA
San Juan Historic 1 (Puerto
Site
Rico)

I
i
~
;
!

j

~

1983

vi

! Highly characteristic examples

I of important architectural and

I engineering developments

! including technology transfer
I

from Europe to the Americas,

!Association with events of
! exceptional historical

1

! significance.

~

i complex includes a prison.

j

i

No mention of

! slavery or convicts other than

l
1

!

!

!

~

I

·Qf,fHavanaand-..-rCubii......··..·..·f.-~""""""""-""'"
-lvand..,n-,AJ·cfiTiecturaTmenCiliemo·s·C··......1982
impressive historic city centre in
its Fortifications
;
I the Caribbean. No mention of
!
i slaves or convicts.
~

This table is based on a variety of documents including World Heritage nominations,
ICOMOS assessments, the minutes of World Heritage Bureau and Committee
meetings, and Swadling (1992). However, the documentation available was not
comprehensive for all places.

It is recommended that the Department of the Environment, Sport and Territories
further document the places identified in this report as potentially meriting nomination,
and pursue further the various consultative processes required to ensure a smooth
nomination process, and to satisfy the World Heritage Committee's requirement for
guaranteed protection through verified management processes.
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Is.
8.1

WHERE TO FROM HERE?
GAPS IN INFORMATION

In the course of the project it became clear that certain information relating to the
establishment of various contexts was not readily available. Obtaining this information
is highly desirable. These areas of further work are described below.
•

Information about Places in other Countries - in particular: confirming the
absence of sites in the USA; and establishing the existence, nature and
authenticity of sites in Malacca, Cuba, Puerto Rico and the Confederation of
Independent States. Preliminary approaches are being made to a number of
authorities in these places seeking current information.

•

Information about Places in Australia - relating to work camps and other smallscale convict sites, especially their survival, authenticity and management. In
particular, obtain the complete study of Tasmanian probation stations.

•

Information about Places in Australia - consolidated information about places
relating to convict assignment.

8.2

ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTATION REQUIRED FOR A NOMINATION

If a World Heritage nomination is to be prepared then certain additional information will
be needed. In part, this is foreshadowed in Section 6. The gaps identified in 8.1 above
also need to be addressed, and filled where they are critical to supporting the World
Heritage context of the nomination. The further assessment of some places will hinge
on additional documentation, as they are relatively poorly described in the readily
available literature.
Some of the places suggested for further consideration in this report are more tentative
than others, and will have to be more fully assessed when additional documentation and
liaison with the States is in hand. These places include, in particular, the Tasmanian
probation stations, and Cockatoo Island and First Governmant House in NSW.
The current management circumstances of each place that might be part of a series
nomination will have to be documented at the time of nominati on. This will req uire
cooperation from State land management and heritage authorities. Boundaries of
nominated places, both delimiting the extent of the significant area and the area under
direct management and legal protection would be part of the documentation at this
stage. It is very difficult to define boundaries as a result of the current desk-top study.
Documentary material, additional to that located during this study, will most likely
become available through liaison with the manager of the property. This material needs
to be integrated into the nomination information, and properly referenced. Current
maps and plans would be best collated at this stage.
Site-specific information such as current condition descriptions and up-to-date
photographs would have to be gathered through liaison with the managers of places,
andlor site visits.
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8.3

ADDITIONAL CONSULTATION REQUIRED BEFORE NOMINATION

The liaison between the Commonwealth and the States and Territories is clearly a matter
in which the Department is far more experienced than the consultants, and the
Department will, it is presumed, map out the nature of State/Commonwealth liaison at
the appropriate stage. Issues that the consultants consider imporatnt to address in this
consultative process have been provided seperately to the Department.
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APPENDIX 1
DOCUMENTATION
OF PLACES
HERITAGE NOMINATION

FOR

KINGSTON AND ARTHUR'S VALE
NORFOLK ISLAND

POTENTIAL

HISTORIC

WORLD

AREA,

The following information is presented under the headings used in the Nomination
form for the World Heritage List. The information would need considerable
expansion, illustration and selection of supporting documentation before a formal
nomination could be made, and information for several places might be combined into
one serial nomination.

1.

SPECIFIC LOCATION

l(a) Country
Australia

l(b) State, Province or Region
Norfolk Island Territory

l(c) Name of Property
Kingston and Arthur's Vale Historic Area (KAVHA)

l(d) Exact location on map and indication of geographical
coordinates
Norfolk Island is located approximately 1676 km east-north-east of
Sydney, in the South Pacific Ocean at Latitude 29°04' south and longitude
167"57' east.
2.

JURIDICAL DATA

2(a) Owners
Kingston and Arthur's Vale Historic Area (KAVHA) is owned by the
Commonwealth of Australia, and administered by a Management Board
with equal representation by the Commonwealth of Australia and the
government of the Norfolk Island Territory.

2(b) Legal Status
Kingston and Arthur's Vale Historic Area (KAVHA) is a Commonwealth
Crown Reserve

2(c) Responsible Administration
Senator the Hon. John Faulkner
Minister for the Environment, Sport and Territories
Parliament House
Canberra 2601
Mr Stuart Hamilton
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Secretary
Department of Environment, Sport and Territories
Canberra 2601
The Administrator
Norfolk Island Administration
Government House
Kingston
Norfolk Island
Minister for X
Norfolk Island Government
Norfolk Island Assembly Building
Kingston
Norfolk Island

3.

IDENTIFICATION

3(a) Description and Inventory

No major buildings were constructed during the First Settlement, the
convicts and guards being housed in many small buildings. These were
burnt when the settlement was abandoned, so that no extant buildings
survive from this period, though several significant archaeological remains
exist, including the original 1788 Government House foundations.
The Second Settlement establishment was centred at Kingston, and was
arranged with the military and civil accommodation on the inland side of the
coastal flat, and the convict barracks and gaol on the foreshore. An area of
swampy land lay in between. This planned layout is reflected in the
surviving arrangement of buildings at the site.
The remaining standing buildings and substantial ruins at Kingston include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Old Military Barracks (1829+)
Commissariat Store (now All Saints Church) (1835)
New Military barracks (1836)
Government House (1829+)
9 cottages providing quarters for military and civil officers (1832-47)
perimeter walls and archaeological remains of Prisoner's Barracks
(1828-48)-includes the Protestant Chapel, which has been
reconstructed.
perimeter walls and archaeological remains of the New Prison
('Pentagonal Prison') (1836-40, 1845-7)
ruins of the Hospital, built on First Settlement remains (1829)
Surgeon's Quarters and kitchen, on site of First Settlement Government
House (1827)
Landing pier (1839-47) .
beach store (1825)
Settlement guard house, on foundations of First Settlement building
(1826)
Crank Mill (1827-38)
Royal Engineer Office and stables (1850)
double boat shed (1841)
Police Office (now boatshed) (1828-9)
flaghouse (1840s)
Constable's quarters, partly standing (1850-53)
Blacksmiths shop (1846)
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salt house (1847)
windmill base (1842-3)
cemetery (1825-present)
many stone walls, wells, drains, building platforms and archaeological
sites of former buildings.

3(b) Maps and/or plans

Extensive maps and plans of areas and individual buildings are available
through the AHC Library and Australian Construction Services, Sydney
office. All conservation works have been extensively documented by
archaeological, historical and architectural recordings, as is reflected in the
bibliography.
The boundary of the KAVHA reserve would be an appropriate management
boundary for the place.
3(c) Photographic and/or cinematographic documentation

An extensive photographic record of the place exists in these reports and in
the photograph collection of the AHC and Australian Construction
Services, Sydney office.
3(d) History

Norfolk Island was first settled as a penal settlement in 1788, abandoned in
1814, and re-settled in 1825 until 1855.
FIRST SETTLEMENT

The most convincing motive for the settlement of Norfolk Island, within
weeks of the First Fleet arriving in Sydney in 1788, is that the British
administration believed the tall pine trees and flax observed by Cook on the
island could provide a possible regional supply of naval materials to
support the Royal Navy in the Indian / South-East Asian region, and that
the French had their eyes on the same resource. Without such an
explanation it is very difficult to suggest a motive for settling such a remote
location with such urgency. (see Frost 1994).
Lieut. Phillip Gidley King in the Supply established a settlement at what
was first called Sydney (renamed Kingston during the Second Settlement)
and commenced cutting Norfolk Island pine, experimenting with the
cultivation of flax, and establishing agricultural areas to support the colony.
The early buildings were timber framed and weatherboard clad. The First
Settlement was simply an extension of the main NSW convict settlement,
and not, as it was during its second settlement, a place of secondary
punishment.
The settlement grew slowly, but by 1791 numbered 1,172 convicts, and
two new agricultural settlements had been established, at Charlotte's Field
(soon renamed Queensborough, often shortened to Queensboro') and
Phillipsburgh in 1790. No major buildings were constructed during the
First Settlement, the convicts and guards being housed in many small
buildings. The settlement was abandoned in 1814, and the buildings fired,
so that no extant buildings survive from this period, though several
archaeological remains exist, including the original Government House
foundations.
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SECOND SETILEMENT

Norfolk Island was re-settled in 1825 as an establishment for the secondary
punishment of convicts who had committed crimes while in the colony after
their transportation there. At this time the penal settlements at Maria Island
and Moreton Bay were also established, and those at Sarah Island and POlt
Macquarie had been in operation for only a few years. Port Arthur was to
follow in 1830. This development of penal settlements marked a period of
more severe, and more closely administered, convict punishment,
especially for secondary offenders, which resulted from the Bigge Reports
findings. Governor Darling summed up the attitude to the purposes of the
settlement by stating that "My object was to hold out that settlement as a
place of the extremest punishment short of death...
01 •

As transportation to NSW ceased in 1840, Norfolk Island began receiving
convicts direct from England, as well as secondary offenders from the
mainland. This period coincided with a change in penal philosophy, with
experiments in more humane treatment with a view to reformation through
punishment and exposure to moralising influences. On Norfolk Island this
was represented by the reign of Alexander Maconochie as commandant
from 1840-44, but the experiment was ultimately ineffectual.
Norfolk Island was finally abandoned as a penal settlement in 1855, the
remaining convicts being relocated to Port Arthur.(Kerr 1984a; Clive Lucas
Stapleton and Partners 1988; Wesley 1994). The island was re-settled in
1856 when the descendants of the Bounty mutineers were re-Iocated from
Pitcairn Island.

3(e) Bibliography
See annex.
All conservation works have been extensively documented by
archaeological, historical and architectural recordings, as is reflected in the
bibliography section of the report. Most of these documents are readily
available through the AHC Library. The key document is the Norfolk
Island: Kingston and Arthur's Vale Historic Area: conservation
management plan, compiled in 1988 by Clive Lucas Stapleton & Partners
for Australian Construction Services and the Kingston and Arthur's Vale
Historic Area Management Board. This document summarises the history
of the place and its component parts, and assess them in a rigorous manner

4.

STATE OF PRESERVATION

I CONSERVATION

4(a) Diagnosis
The First Settlement is represented by archaeological sites, several of which
have been studied. Some Second Settlement buildings were built on top of
First Settlement structures, and the earlier foundations incorporated into the
later structure, while other sites are largely undisturbed by later
. developments.
27 buildings or groups of connected buildings from the Second Settlement
have been conserved ('reconstructed' in Burra Charter terms). Many other
buildings and landscape modifications exist as archaeological sites, and
other features such as road alignments, culverts, drains and the cemetery
survive. All of the extant buildings within the Kingston site are Second
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Settlement structures, the only modem structures being a toilet block and
dressing shed at Emily Bay beach. The Kingston landscape retains much
of the form given it during the Second Settlement period.

4(b) Agents responsible for preservation I conservation
Same as 2(a)

4(c) History of preservation I conservation
The majority of these buildings lacked roofs, but had walls standing to full
height, by the 1960s. Restoration occurred from the late 1960s through to
the present day. In addition, approximately ten ruined buildings or
substantial perimeter walls (as in the case of the New Gaol and Prisoners
Barracks) have been stabilised.

4(d) Means of preservation I conservation
The Kingston and Arthur's Vale Historic Area (KAVHA) is managed by a
Management Board comprising members representing the Comm~:mwealth
and Norfolk Island Territory governments. The Commonwealth and
Norfolk Island governments provide funds for the conservation and
management of the KAVHA area.

4(e) Management Plans
A comprehensive Conservation Management Plan was adopted in 1988,
which forms the basis for all works within the KAVHA area.

5.

JUSTIFICA nON

5(a) Cultural Property
The Kingston and Arthur's Vale Historic Area is nominated [as part of a
serial nomination] for inscription on the World Heritage List as an
outstanding example of a type of architectural ensemble and landscape
illustrating significant stages in human history (Criterion (iv)).
The analysis of convictism on an world-wide scale, and its manifestation in
Australia, indicate that it represents a distinctive and significant stage or
phase in human history, relating to the growth of human populations,
particularly in Europe in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, and the
expansion of global colonial and trading empires by European powers.
Kingston can be interpreted in the context of two of the global themes. The
first theme, "transportation of civil and military criminals, political exiles
and 'vagabonds' to overseas or otherwise-distant places as a mechanism
for the control of law and order in the home state", is reflected in the
operation of the Second Settlement as a place of secondary punishment, the
extreme expression of the severity of the transportation system. Norfolk
Island was a place of extreme punishment, but perhaps more importantly,
was represented as such to the convict population of NSW, and, together
with Port Arthur, became accepted in Britain as representative of the
severity of the fate facing any convict transported to Australia. In this
context, the horror of Norfolk Island was used as a tool in the control of
crime in Britain and Ireland.
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The second global theme, "transportation of unfree labour to overseas or
otherwise-distant places as a strategic tool of colonialism and the expansion
or maintenance of regional spheres of influence" is reflected in the First
Settlement of Norfolk Island as a principal component of the NSW penal
settlement in order to secure access to the assumed resources of timber and
flax on the island, thought to be vital to Britain's strategic positioning in the
Pacific and Indian Ocean regions. The Norfolk Island settlement is
assessed as being essential to this theme, as it is a very clear demonstration
of the application of the theme to British convictism and colonialism,
Britain being one of the four European powers involved in convictism in
this period. The only other British penal settlement that might be essential
to the theme is Singapore, in the Straits Settlements, which post-dates the
Norfolk Island settlement by 40 years.
The buildings and landscape of Kingston can be interpreted as an
'outstanding example of an ... architectural ensemble ... [and] ... landscape
which illustrates significant stage(s) in human history', in that they
constitute an authentic place which is essential to the understanding of the
global themes. In this context, it is believed that Kingston is eligible for
WorId Heritage listing both in its own right, and as an element of a series
nomination.
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APPENDIX 2
DOCUMENTATION
OF
NOMINATION PLACES

POTENTIAL

WORLD

HERITAGE

PORT ARTHUR AND THE TASMAN PENINSULA
The following information is presented under the headings used in the Nomination
form for World Heritage List. The information would need considerable expansion and
selection of supporting documentation before a formal nomination could be made, and
information for several places might be combined into one serial nomination.

1.

SPECIFIC LOCATION

l(a) Country
Australia

l(b) State, Province or Region
Tasmania

l(c) Name of Property
Port Arthur Historic Site and Coal Mines Historic Site.

l(d) Exact location on map and indication of geographical
coordinates
Port Arthur and the Coal Mines are located on the Tasman Peninsula in
south-eastern Tasmania. Port Arthur is located at latitude 43 °09' south and
longitude 147°51' east, and the Coal Mines at latitude 42°57' south and
longitude 14T42' east.

2.

JURIDICAL DATA

2(a) Owners
Port Arthur and the Coal Mines are both owned by the Tasmanian
Government. The management of Port Arthur is the responsibility of the
Port Arthur Historic Site Management Authority, and the Coal Mines the
responsibility of the National Parks and Wildlife Service.

2(b) Legal Status
Both the Port Arthur and Coal Mines Historic Sites are crown land
reserves.

2(c) Responsible Administration
The Hon. John Cleary MP
Minister for National Parks and Wildlife
Parliament House
Hobart
Tasmania
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Chairman
Port Arthur Historic Site Management Authority
Hobart
Tasmania
Director
National Parks and Wildlife Service
Hobart
Tasmania

3.

IDENTIFICATION

3(a) Description and Inventory

At Port Arthur, buildings which remain standing or as substantial mins
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Commandant's House (1830s)
Guard Tower (1835)
Church (1836)
Hospital (1842)
Penitentiary (1844, converted 1854-7)
Asylum (1864-8)
Model Prison (1848-52)
'Lithend' dockyard cottage (1841)
Medical Officer's House (c.1847)
Commissariat Officers House (c.1845)
Roman Catholic Chaplain's House (c.1843)
Assistant Surgeons House (1848)
Pauper's Mess (1865)
Overseer's Cottage (1858)
Smith O'Brien's Cottage (1847)
'Sunnybanks' shipwright's house (1830s)
Court house and library (1848)
Tower Cottages (1854)
C of E Chaplains House (1842)
Government Cottage (1853-4)
Point Puer Building Ruins
Isle of the Dead Cemetery.
Limekiln

The integrity and condition of the Probation Station sites at Cascade and
Saltwater River is not known, though it is believed that substantial
buildings and archaeological remains survive. At the Coal Mines
substantialmins of prisoners barracks, and coal mining remains survive.
The Coal Mines site is documented in Bairstow and Davies 1987.
3(b) Maps and/or plans

A large collection of maps and plans is held by the Port Arthur Historic Site
Management Authority. Copies of these maps and plans sufficient for a
nomination may be available through the AHC.
3(c) Photographic and/or cinematographic documentation
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A large collection of photographs is held by the Port Arthur Historic Site
Management Authority. Photographs sufficient for a nomination may also
be available through the AHC.
3(d) History

Port Arthur was established as a convict timber getting establishment in
1830, and as a penal settlement for secondary and special punishment in
1832. Between 1831 and 1836 about 7% of convicts were given secondary
punishment. The Tasman Peninsula was a natural prison, having only one
land access point, the narrow Eagle Hawk Neck, which was able to be
strictly guarded. Prisoners from Sarah Island and Maria Island were
transferred to POli Arthur, allowing the other penal settlements to be closed
down. From 1833 Port Arthur and the Tasman Peninsula was the only
exclusively penal settlement in Van Diemen's Land, housing convicts who
had re-offended in the colony, those offending while on the voyage out,
those sentenced for particularly atrocious crimes in Britain, and gentlemen
convicts, who were kept separate from ordinary convicts in fear that with
their greater education they might incite revolt. In 1833 a separate barracks
was constructed on Point Puer for boy convicts, the numbers of which
were increased after 1837, reaching 455 by the end of 1838. In 1842
Governor Franklin was instructed to 'assimilate the system of management
at the juvenile establishment at Point Puer with that at Parkhurst Prison'.
Parkhurst was a reformatory for criminal boys set up in Britain in the mid1830s. B.J. Horne was sent out with a number of Parkhurst convicts to
oversee this process.
By 1838 Port Arthur had become a significant industrial centre in the
colony, producing shoes and other items, and coal from the Coal Mines on
Tasman Peninsula. Ship building also became an important activity at Port
Arthur, evidenced by the associated buildings and slipways which still
survive The settlement was extensively rebuilt in the 1840s and 50s, but
retained the same basic layout. Some of the existing buildings relate to this
later re-development, such as the Penitentiary (converted from a granary
and mill 1854-57). This building development was in response to
increasing numbers of convicts arriving in the colony, peaking at 5,329
arrivals in 1842.
Port Arthur remained a penal settlement, even though transportation to
Tasmania ceased in 1853, receiving convicts returned from Norfolk Island
when it was closed down, and housing the remaining convicts under
sentence, invalid or insane. It finally closed in 1877, by which time at least
12,500 convicts had served sentences there.
The whole of the Tasman Peninsula was, in effect, a penal colony from the
1830s to the 1850s, and a number of Probation Stations were established
there. The Cascade Probation Station on Tasman Peninsula (1841-56) has
been identified by Kerr as perhaps the best example representing the
intended conceptual approach to probation (Kerr 1984:133). The Saltwater
River Probation Station is one of the earliest designs embodying all of
Director of Probation System Forster's requirements to implement the new
system. This 1843 addition to an earlier station was a predecessor of the
clover-leaf model, the most evolved form of Probation Station to be
designed. (Kerr 1984: 136-7)
3(e) Bibliography
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An extensive bibliography is provided as an annex.

4.

STATE OF PRESERVATION I CONSERVATION

4(a) Diagnosis
The integrity and condition of the Port Arthur and Coal Mines sites are well
documented.
The integrity and condition of the Cascade and Saltwater River Probation
Stations is unknown.
Cascade and Saltwater river Probation Stations are both on private land, are
not protected by any heritage legislation, and are not actively managed.

4(b) Agents responsible for preservation I conservation
Same as 2(a)

4(c) History of preservation I conservation
A number of the buildings at Port Arthur have been restored since the
1970s, and others, notably the Penitentiary, are ruins that have been
stabilised.

4(d) Means of preservation I conservation
Needs description of current PAHSMA and NPWS management activities
for both places.

4(e) Management Plans
A Strategic Management Plan for Port Arthur was published in 1994.

5•

JUSTIFICA TION

5(a) Cultural Property
Port Arthur and the Coal Mines are an historical and architectural ensemble
which merits inscription on the World Heritage List under criterion (iv) for
cultural properties. Port Arthur, because of its particular history and the
extent and range of surviving evidence, is the exemplary example of a
convict secondary punishment settlement, matched only by Norfolk Island.
This reputation was part of the common knowledge of the place, and in this
respect was intended to, and indeed did, act as a deterrent to crime both in
Britain and Ireland, and Australia. The fact that in reality only a relatively
small proportion of convicts were ever sentenced to secondary punishment
did not detract from the place establishing the enduring image of convictism
for a large part of the British, colonial and international public mind.
Port Arthur demonstrates the evolution of one of the key aspects of the
convict system as a tool to deter crime, the secondary punishment system.
It grew to be the second largest convict establishment in Australia, after
Norfolk Island, and reflects the changes in penal philosophy over the
period of its growth. It also demonstrates the decline of the convict
transportation establishment after transportation ceased, being the last
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convict settlement to close down in 1877. It has a variety of residential
buildings, ranging from the housing of the Commandant and civilian staff,
through the cottage occupied by political prisoners, to the Penitentiary and
the severe interpretation of the Pentonville penal system represented in the
Model Prison. It has a number of surviving industrial buildings and sites,
demonstrating the work of convict labour, including the dockyards and
associated buildings, limekiln, and mill remains. The Coal Mines Historic
Site is an industrial site detached from the main Port Arthur establishment.
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APPENDIX 3
DOCUMENTATION
OF
NOMINATION PLACES

POTENTIAL

WORLD

HERITAGE

FREMANTLE PRISON, FREMANTLE,
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
The following information is presented under the headings used in the Nomination
form for World Heritage List. The information would need considerable expansion and
selection of supporting documentation before a formal nomination could be made, and
information for several places might be combined into one serial nomination.

1.

SPECIFIC LOCATION

lea) Country
Australia

l(b) State, Province or Region
Western Australia

l(c) Name of Property
Fremantle Prison

led) Exact location on map and indication of geographical
coordinates
Fremantle Prison is located at latitude 32°03' south and longitude 115°45'
east.

2.

JURIDICAL DATA

2(a) Owners
Minister for Works, Western Australia.

2(b) Legal Status
Fremantle Prison is a crown reserve No. 24042. The place is also
protected under the Heritage Act of Western Australia and the Australian
Heritage Commission Act.

2(c) Responsible Administration
Minister for Works
Parliament House
Perth, Western Australia
Building Management Authority
3 •

IDENTIFICATION

3(a) Description and Inventory
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The Fremantle Prison is an intact and until recently (1990) still operated as a
prison. The building are therefore still all standing and in relatively good
condition. Nearly all buildings are constructed from local limestone rock.
The transportation-era complex includes:
• the 1857 main cell block, chapel and wards
• walls, gate house complex and residences
• yards and refractory cells
• service building and hospital
• south-eastern workshops.
Later components include:
• Western Workshops (1900-01)
• New Division (1907)
• conversion of service building to female division and addition of an
eastern range (1889-1909)
3(b) Maps and/or plans
The Building Management Authority of Western Australia has access to an
extensive collection of map and plan material that could be drawn upon to
support a nomination.
3(c) Photographic and/or cinematographic documentation
The Building Management Authority of Western Australia has access to an
extensive collection of photographic material that could be drawn upon to
support a nomination.
3(d) History
Fremantle Prison was built to the design of Comptroller General of
Convict in Western Australia, Capt. E. Y. W. Henderson, based on the
Pentonville model, as constructed at Portland Prison in Britain. Originally
designed to have four wings, the final two-wing plan was approved in
1852, and completed in 1857. The final design was for four tiers of cells
of the exceptionally small size of 7ft x 4ft. This small cell-size was
because the cells were intended to be used for night time accommodation
only, the convicts working outdoors during the day. In correspondence
with Jebb, the British Controller of Prisons, designer of Pentonville and
approver of the plans, Jebb indicated that the use of corrugated iron cell
partitions (as at Portland Prison) would reduce cost and be easier to
ventilate than stone cells. However, Henderson proceeded to build with
stone, and retained the reduced cell size, which made the Fremantle cells
cramped and poorly ventilated. (Kerr 1988:65-66; Kerr 1984:164-66).
The prison in Henderson's original proposal was to hold 570 men, 240 in
'association' (dormitory) rooms and 330 in separate cells. Jebb did not
approve of 'association' rooms, but Henderson persisted. The chapel,
detached in Henderson's plan, was now to be attached to the main wings,
as at Pentonville. (Kerr 1984a: 166). The prison passed from Imperial
(British) to colonial (WA) management in 1886.
Fremantle Prison remained in operation until 1990, and is the most intact
convict prison complex in Australia.
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3(e) Bibliography
A bibliography for the place is annexed.

4.

STATE OF PRESERVATION I CONSERVATION

4(a) Diagnosis
Fremantle Prison is in an exceptionally intact from, due to 133 years of
continuous use as a prison. While changes have occurred during that
period, the substantial nature of the original construction, in limestone
blocks, and the piecemeal nature of changes, has meant that the original
underlying structure remains intact, or is readily reconstructed from
surviving evidence, both physical and documentary. The decision to
manage the prison as an historic reserve, the recognition of conservation of
the heritage significance of the place as the underlying objective of
management, and the application of state and national heritage legislation to
the place, will ensure ongoing management that will conserve its World
heritage values.

4(b) Agents responsible for preservation I conservation
Same as 2(a)

4(c) History of preservation I conservation
Fremantle Prison was in continuous use as a prison until 1990. Changes
have occurred throughout the life of the prison, but the basic fabric is
substantially intact, to the degree that it can be regarded as highly authentic
in terms of the values ascribed to it.
Since 1990 the prison has been managed as an historic site, with public
visitation and appreciation as the principle objective.

4(d) Means of preservation I conservation
Since 1990 the prison has been managed by Trustees under the guidance of
the Building Management Authority. The objectives of the Reserve and the
operation of the Heritage Act ensure management will continue to be
directed towards conservation of the heritage values of the place.

4(e) Management Plans
A conservation plan was adopted in 1992, 1. S. Kerr, Fremantle Prison: A
Policy for its conservation, Building Management Authority.

5•

JUSTIFICATION

5(a) Cultural Property
Fremantle Prison is an architectural ensemble which merits inscription on
the World Heritage List under Criterion (iv). It demonstrates clearly one of
the identified themes of outstanding universal significance, the forced
transportation of convicts from Europe in order to control law and order in
the home state. The prison epitomises the impact of the mid-nineteenth
century penal reformers, who shaped the form of convict life in Australia
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and other British Colonies. The Prison is thought to be the fullest
expression of the Pentonville Prison model in any of the British penal
colonies, though further research is required to verify this claim.
The Prison represents the last period of convict transportation to Australia,
and the fully developed British form of that movement. The Prison is the
most intact convict-era prison in Australia, and allows the closest
observation today of the true conditions in which many convicts served out
their sentences in the nineteenth century.
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APPENDIX 4
DOCUMENTATION
OF
NOMINATION PLACES

POTENTIAL

WORLD

HERITAGE

HYDE PARK BARRACKS, SYDNEY
The following information is presented under the headings used in the Nomination
form for World Heritage List. The information would need considerable expansion and
selection of supporting documentation before a formal nomination could be made, and
infonnation for several places might be combined into one serial nomination.

1.

SPECIFIC LOCATION

l(a) Country
Australia

l(b) State, Province or Region
New South Wales

l(c) Name of Property
Hyde Park Barracks

l(d) Exact location
coordinates

on map and indication of

geographical

Located at Queens Square, Sydney, at latitude 33°52' south and longitude
151°12' east.

2.

JURIDICAL DATA

2(a) Owners
New South Wales State Government
(Historic Houses Trust of New South Wales)

2(b) Legal Status
Wholly owned by government and reserved for conservation.

2(c) Responsible Administration
Minister for the Arts
New South Wales Parliament
Sydney
Dr Peter Watts
Director
Historic Houses Trust of New South Wales
Sydney

3•

IDENTIFICATION

3(a) Description and Inventory
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Hyde Park Barracks is a three-storey brick building with a simple internal
design, with a central corridor and cross corridor braking up the spaces into
a series of large rooms, used for the accommodation of male convicts. The
building was surrounded by an open yard, with a perimeter wall which
incorporated offices, kitchens and rooms for staff, and pavilions at the
corners incorporating cells. This perimeter wall and one pavilion survive
on one side only. The building has a gabled roof with pediment decoration
incorporating a clock and inscription commemorating Governor
Macquarie's role in its construction. The symmetrical arrangement of
windows and pilasters gives the building an elegant simplicity.

3(b) Maps and/or plans
The Historic Houses Trust and NSW Department of Urban Affairs and
Planning have an extensive collection of maps and plans of the place.

3(c) Photographic and/or cinematographic documentation
The Historic Houses Trust and NSW Department of Urban Affairs and
Planning have an extensive collection of photographs of the place.

3(d) History
Hyde Park Barracks was designed by the emancipist architect Francis
Greenway, and built between 1817 and 1819. The building was one of the
first in the Sydney area to exhibit an appreciation for architectural taste,
reflecting Governor Macquarie's perception of the permanent nature of the
colony. The barracks were intended to improve the degree of control over
convicts working in the Sydney area, who had, previous to the completion
of the barracks, been responsible for finding their own accommodation at
nights, and hence were not under any supervision. The barracks housed up
to 800 convicts, and was used as convict accommodation until 1848, by
which time 8,000 convicts had passed through it. The building was
subsequently used as a depot for immigrant women, from which they were
hired out as domestic servants or married to local men. It also served as a
poorhouse for destitute women. In the twentieth century the building
housed a range of courtrooms and administrative offices. The barracks
were extensively restored in the early 1980s, and stripped back to the
original fabric for public display purposes.

3(e) Bibliography
The bibliography is provided in an annex.

4.

STATE OF PRESERVATION / CONSERVATION

4(a) Diagnosis
The barracks is now managed for its heritage values, and for public
display. While substantial parts of the surrounding perimeter walls have
been removed over time, sufficient remains to provide an understanding of
the original design, and the main building has been conserved. Same of the
rooms in the perimeter wall section have been converted for administrative
and catering purposes, having been extensively modified by previous
adaptations of the building.

4(b) Agents responsible for preservation / conservation
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Same as 2(a)

4(c) History of preservation I conservation
Hyde Park Barracks was converted to use as courtrooms in the early
twentieth century, and buildings gradually infilled the yard space between
the barracks and the perimeter wall. new court and administrative buildings
replaced the perimeter walls to the east and south-east, while part of the
southern wall was removed to make way for road widening.
In the 1980s the building was resumed for museum purposes, and the
twentieth century accretions were removed and the original fabric revealed
and conserved. The building is now actively conserved as a museum and
display space managed by the Historic Houses Trust of NSW.

4(d) Means of preservation I conservation
The Historic Houses .Trust is responsible for the conservation of the
building on behalf of the state government. Funds are provided from
admission receipts and leasing of parts of the complex, and from HHT
funding.

4(e) Management Plans
A Conservation Plan has been prepared for the main barrack building
(Emmett 1990), and another is currently being prepared for the perimeter
wall buildings (Clive Lucas Stapletton & Partners 1995).
S•

JUSTIFICATION

Sea) Cultural Property
Hyde Park Barracks is the earliest surviving convict barrack building in
Australia, and reflects the changing philosophy of control of convicts,
which moved progressively towards greater supervision and restraint. The
building is an outstanding example illustrating this development of
convictism in Australia, part of the broader story of convict transportation
which was a significant stage in world history. As such, Hyde Park
Barracks merits listing under Criterion (iv).
As part of the series nomination, Hyde Park Barracks reflects the early
moves to tighten control over convicts, so as to improve law and order and
to better utilise the convicts on public works. Its handsome design,
breaking away from the previous emphasis of purely functional design for
public buildings, reflected Governor Macquarie's views of the permanence
of the new colony, and its growth into a new period of expansion based on
convict labour providing support for both government and private
development.
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APPENDIX 5
DOCUMENTATION
OF
NOMINATION PLACES

POTENTIAL

WORLD

HERITAGE

FIRST GOVERNMENT HOUSE SITE, SYDNEY
The following information is presented under the headings used in the Nomination
form for World Heritage List. The information would need considerable expansion and
selection of supporting documentation before a formal nomination could be made, and
infornlation for several places might be combined into one serial nomination.

1.

SPECIFIC LOCATION

l(a) Country
Australia

l(b) State, Province or Region
New South Wales

l(c) Name of Property
First Government House Site

l(d) Exact location
coordinates

on map and indication of

geographical

Located at Bridge Street, Sydney, at latitude 33°52' south and longitude
151 °12' east.

2.

JURIDICAL DATA

2(a) Owners
New South Wales State Government
(Historic Houses Trust of New South Wales)
City of Sydney
private landowner

2(b) Legal Status
Partly owned by local and state government and partly reserved for
conservation.

2(c) Responsible Administration
Minister for the Arts
New South Wales Parliament
Sydney
Dr Peter Watts
Director
Historic Houses Trust of New South Wales
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Sydney

3.

IDENTIFICATION

3(a) Description and Inventory
Archaeological remains of the Government House built for Governor
Phillip in 1788, immediately after the arrival of the First Fleet and the
European settlement of Australia. Extensive foundations and other
archaeological remains of the main house and a series of outbuildings and
gardens have been identified through a major archaeological campaign.
Large sections of the site have been preserved without disturbance for
future research. The site is now conserved beneath the courtyard of a new
museum buildings commemorating the site, with windows into key areas of
the excavations to allow public viewing.

3(b) Maps and/or plans
The Historic Houses Trust and Department of Urban Affairs and Planning
hold extensive maps and plan collections, which could be drawn upon for a
nomination.

3(c) Photographic and/or cinematographic documentation
The Historic Houses Trust and Department of Urban Affairs and Planning
hold extensive photographic collections, which could be drawn upon for a
nomination.

3(d) History
The First Fleet arrived in Australia from Britain in January 1788, marking
the first settlement of Australia by European people. In May that year
Governor Arthur Phillip ordered the commencement of construction of a
Government House, which became the centre for administration and power
in the penal colony. As the most tangible symbol of the transfer of British
power to the new colony, Government House was central to the story of
control and punishment of convicts, and the planting of British influence on
the shores of the Pacific.
The first nine Governors of the New South Wales colony were to live at the
First Government House and to extend the original building, until it was
replaced by a new and larger Government House and was finally
demolished in 1845. The site was subsequently partly covered by road
alignments, brick terrace houses, and a series of timber-framed buildings,
and eventually a car park. A large part of the site, however, remained
undisturbed by major redevelopment, and as a result the archaeological
remains of the foundations and related artefacts were largely protected.
The survival of the archaeological site was identified in 1983, as the site
was being investigated for major high-rise redevelopment. Subsequent
excavations demonstrated the extent of the remains, and after extensive
public debate the State Government decided to protect the site, which it
owned, from redevelopment.

3(e) Bibliography
A bibliography is provided in an annexo
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STATE OF PRESERVATION I CONSERVATION

4(a) Diagnosis
First Government House Site is conserved as an archaeological site sealed
by sterile sand, waterproof membranes and paving. Public access to the
site is provided by several windows inserted into the deposit revealing
excavated sections of the foundations, and by the display of material
recovered from the site in the adjacent museum. Future conservation and
presentation of the place is assured by the state planning controls which
cover the site, the government ownership of the site, and the endowment of
a trust fund to provide ongoing funding for conservation. The Historic
Houses Trust of New south Wales provides a high level of conservation
expertise in its management of the place.

4(b) Agents responsible for preservation I conservation
Same as 2(a)

4(c) History of preservation I conservation
The existence of the archaeological site was confirmed by research in 1983,
and the extent of the remains detailed in a series of archaeological
excavations which ran from 1984 to 1993? The site was protected from
proposed development by the transfer of development rights to an adjacent
block, which has subsequently been redeveloped and incorporates the new
Museum as part of that development.

4(d) Means of preservation I conservation

I

The site has been partly excavated and the results of that work published.
The site is now managed and protected as part of the 'Museum of Sydney
on the site of First Government House', and has been stabilised beneath the
forecourt of that museum, with windows into key parts of the site for
public viewing. Funding for the ongoing management of the site is
provided by a trust fund based on funds received in payment for the
transfer of development rights for the site to an adjacent block.

I

4(e) Management Plans
A Management Plan combining the management approaches of the Historic
Houses Trust and the neighbouring landowners whose land also contains
parts of the place is currently being developed by consultants.

5.

JUSTIFICATION

5(a) Cultural Property
The First Government House Site represents the planting of British power
in the Pacific region, through its establishment of a penal settlement in New
South Wales. As the residence and administrative headquarters of the first
nine governors of the colony, First Government House was both the
symbolic and real hub of Britain's presence in the region, a presence based
on the labour of transported convicts. The site is the archaeological
expression of a building of outstanding importance, illustrating the stage of
human history which linked the forced movement of peoples to the colonial
expansion of European states. As such it merits inscription on the World
Heritage List under Criterion (iv).
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3(b) Maps and/or plans
3(c) Photographic and/or cinematographic documentation
3(d) History
3(e) Bibliography

4.

STATE OF PRESERVATION / CONSERVATION

4(a) Diagnosis
4(b) Agents responsible for preservation / conservation
Same as 2(a)

4(c) History of preservation / conservation
4(d) Means of preservation / conservation
4(e) Management Plans
5•

JUSTIFICA TION

5(a) Cultural Property
ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTATION IS REQUIRED BEFORE THIS NOMINATION CAN BE
COMPLETED.
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APPENDIX 7
DOCUMENTATION
OF
NOMINATION PLACES

POTENTIAL

WORLD

GREAT NORTH ROAD AND ASSOCIATED
SITES, NEW SOUTH WALES

HERITAGE

STOCKADE

The following infonnation is presented under the headings used in the Nomination
fonn for World Heritage List. The infonnation would need considerable expansion and
selection of supporting documentation before a fonnal nomination could be made, and
information for several places might be combined into one serial nomination..

1.

SPECIFIC LOCATION

l(a) Country
Australia

l(b) State, Province or Region
New South Wales

l(c) Name of Property
Great North Road and associated stockade sites.
(Divine's Hill Section of the Great North Road, and Devine's Hill
Stockade site, Dharug National Park, and Wiseman's Ferry Stockade site.)

l(d) Exact location
coordinates

on map and indication of

geographical

Located both sides of the Wiseman's Ferry crossing of the Hawkesbury
River, New South Wales. Wiseman's Ferry Stockade is located on land
owned by National Parks and Wildlife Service, and the Devine's Hill road
and stockade are within Dharug national park. Location centred on a point
at latitude 33°23' south and longitude 150°59' east.
2.

JURIDICAL DATA

2(a) Owners
National Parks and Wildlife Service of New South Wales

2(b) Legal Status
Devine's Hill road and stockade are gazetted within Dharug National Park,
and Wiseman's Ferry is owned by NPWS.

2(c) Responsible Administration
Minister for Conservation
Parliament House
Sydney
Director
National Parks and Wildlife Service
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Sydney

3.

IDENTIFICATION

3(a) Description and Inventory

The Old Great North Road was the first major road to be built between
Sydney and the Hunter Valley to its north. The nomination is for a small
section of the road as it ascends Devine's Hill, just north of the
Hawkesbury River at Wiseman's Ferry, and two stockade sites in the same
area.
The construction of the nominated section of road involved extensive cut
and fill along the side of a steep ridge leading up from the crossing point on
the river. The embankments supporting the road are faced with stone
masonry, and stone culvelts and drains are incorporated.
The
workmanship on different sections has been identified with particular
convict work gangs, and the nature of their labour and skills analysed. The
road has been closed to vehicular traffic since the mid-1980s.
The stockade sites (or road-gang camps), contain the ruined remains of
stone rubble structures which housed the convict labourers and their
guards. The stockade sites are partially overgrown with regenerated
vegetation.
3(b) Maps and/or plans

National Parks and Wildlife Service of New South Wales has surveyed
plans for the stockade sites and the road section.
3(c) Photographic and/or cinematographic documentation

National Parks and Wildlife Service of New South Wales has a
photographic collection documenting the place and works undertaken by
them.
3(d) History

In response to increasing convict numbers in the New South wales colony,
and the difficulty and expense of sending second offenders to distant penal
settlements such as Norfolk Island, it was decided in 1826 to send second
offenders to work in road gangs cutting new roads away from the main
settled areas. This had the double benefit of employing the convicts in hard
labour and extending the colonies transportation system at the same time.
The introduction of such hard work was also a part of a systematic attempt
to revive the threat and fear of transportation as a punishment for crime in
Britain.
The Great North Road in the vicinity of Wisemans Ferry was constructed
between 1827 and 1832. The work was carried out by convict gangs
working in chains, who were housed in temporary huts at the stockade
camps which were spaced at regular intervals along the road wherever work
was continuing. When the road gangs moved on to new sections of the
road, the stockade camps were dismantled and the materials re-used or
sold. Hence none of these sites survives with standing buildings, and few
have been shown to have substantial ruined or archaeological evidence.
The Wisemans Ferry and Devines Hill stockades, however, are relatively
well preserved, with collapsed stone walls and stone foundations in-situ.
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3(e) Bibliography
A bibliography is attached in an annex.

4.

STATE OF PRESERVATION

I CONSERVATION

4(a) Diagnosis
4(b) Agents responsible for preservation I conservation
Same as 2(a)

4(c) History of preservation I conservation
The road itself has not been used as a major thoroughfare for most of this
century. The road was finally closed to vehicular traffic in the mid-1980s
when the National Parks and Wildlife Service acquired the road, partly to
protect the stone culverts from heavy vehicles that had broken several of
them, and partly to control unauthorised vehicle access to the adjacent
national park.
Some work has been carried out by the National Parks and Wildlife
Service, such as removal of encroaching vegetation, stabilisation of
unstable stone work, and repair of some culverts and drains. However,
there is evidence that movement of the stone retaining walls is occurring,
and substantial funds are needed to repair and stabilise this potentially
damaging decay.

4(d) Means of preservation I conservation
At the present time management is passive rather than active

4(e) Management Plans
A draft Management Plan has been prepared by NPWS.
5.

JUSTIFICATION

5(a) Cultural Property
The Great North Road and associated stockade sites are an important part of
a series nomination as they clearly demonstrate the use of transported
convict labour to extend the infrastructure underpinning the colonial
expansion by European powers. The place also demonstrates dramatically
the nature of the convict experience that was used as a threat to dissuade the
population of the home country from committing crime. These two themes
reflect the global use of convict transportation in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries, and the Great North Road structures are an
outstanding architectural ensemble which illustrate this significant stage in
human history.
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APPENDIX 8
DOCUMENTATION
OF
NOMINATION PLACES

POTENTIAL

WORLD

HERITAGE

COCKATOO ISLAND CONVICT STATION, SYDNEY
The following information is presented under the headings used in the Nomination
form for World Heritage List. The information would need considerable expansion and
selection of supporting documentation before a formal nomination could be made, and
information for several places might be combined into one serial nomination.

1.

SPECIFIC LOCATION

lea) Country
Australia

l(b) State, Province or Region
New South Wales

l(c) Name of Property
Cockatoo Island Convict Station.

led) Exact location on map and indication of geographical
coordinates
0

Located on Cockatoo Island in Sydney Harbour, at latitude 33 51' south
and longitude 151 11' east.
0

2.

JURIDICAL D AT A

2(a) Owners
Commonwealth Government
(Department of Defence)

2(b) Legal Status
Commonwealth owned land

2(c) Responsible Administration
Minister for Defence
Parliament House
Canberra

3.

IDENTIFICATION

3(a) Description and Inventory
The convict-era buildings and works on Cockatoo Island were built mainly
on the crest of the island. Subsequent development took place around the
convict buildings, and particularly closer to the shoreline. Although the
convict establishment buildings and area have been subject to considerable
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change, they represent the only intact convict public works establishment
surviving in NSW.
The convict-era remains consist of:
Prisoners' barracks and mess room
military guard-house and kitchen
Superintendent's residence
grain silos carved out of rock
Clerk of Petty Sessions Quarters
Military Officer's Quarters
Free Overseer's Quarters
Other buildings such as a cell block, and one of the Free Officer's quarters
have been removed over time.

3(b) Maps and/or plans
Kerr 1984b gives a series of plans of the place, and a source for these.

3(c) Photographic and/or cinematographic documentation
Kerr 1984b gives a series of photos of the place, and Defence ll).ay have
others.

3(d) History
A convict gang was sent to Cockatoo Island in 1839 to construct a penal
establishment to receive prisoners transferred from Norfolk Island. The
work was under the supervision of Captain George Barney of the Royal
Engineers. The security offered by the harbour location relieved the need
to build a more expensive penitentiary in Sydney. The establishment,
which used convict labour to dig a dry-dock and for related dockyard
construction, remained in operation, housing both transported convicts and
colonial prisoners until 1869, when the prisoners were transferred to
Darlinghurst Gaol. In 1871 the buildings were re-used as an Industrial
School and Reformatory for Girls, and the Island's name was changed to
'Biloela'. Dockyard activities occupied the eastern end of the island, while
the Industrial School and Reformatory occupied the western end, the two
separated by a tall corrugated iron fence.
The Industrial School and Reformatory was removed in 1888, and the area
again proclaimed a prison as a temporary measure to ease Sydney's current
demands on prison accommodation. The whole island was transferred to
Commonwealth control in 1913 for use as a dockyard, and has remained in
that ownership since that date.

3(e) Bibliography
A bibliography is attached as an annex.
4.

STATE OF PRESERVATION / CONSERVATION

4(a) Diagnosis
4(b) Agents responsible for preservation / conservation
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Same as 2(a)

4(c) History of preservation I conservation
4(d) Means of preservation I conservation
4(e) Management Plans
A conservation policy was developed for the site in 1988 (Phillip Cox
Richardson Taylor and Partners 1988) following an assessment by Kerr in
1984 (Kerr 1984b).

5.

JUSTIFICATION

Sea) Cultural Property
The Cockatoo Island Convict Establishment was a reversion from the
previously predominant trend in convict administration, in that a new penal
establishment was located within a short distance of the centre of
population rather than far removed from it. The isolation was provided by
the harbour rather than great distance.
Further in-depth assessment of Cockatoo Island is necessary before its
place in a series nomination can be finally decided.
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